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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to follow the va
rious statements of the war aims of David Lloyd George 
both as he expressed them personally and as indicated 
by his reactions to those stated by others. It shall 
be the writer*3 endeavor to center attention upon the 
aims made public In comparison with those actually 
achieved and embodied In the Treaty of Versailles,

The writer has thought It well to offer a pre
liminary chapter giving a resume of the general aims as 
expressed from August 3, 1914, when England entered the 
war, until Lloyd George accepted the office of Prime 
Minister, December 12, 1916. The following two chapters 
will be concerned with the declarations made by way of 
public pronouncements by statesmen and the exchange of 
diplomatic notes within the time that Lloyd George be
came Prime Minister until steps were taken toward an 
Armistice. The fourth chapter covers the period during 
which movements toward and actual negotiations result
ing In the Armistice took place. The fifth deals with 
the period from the Armistice, November 11, 1918, up to 
the meeting of the Peace Conference in Paris. The sixth 
chapter is concerned with the ambitions and actual ac
complishments of the British member of the “Big Pour“
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during the momentous weeks between January 18 and June 
28, 1919* It will be noted that his expressed aims and 
what he really succeeded in accomplishing are frequently 
divergent.



CHAPTER I

WAR AIMS EXPRESSED PRIOR TO THE PREMIERSHIP 
OF DAVID LLOYD GEORGE

From the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdi
nand on June 28, 1914, at Sarajevo, until August 1st, 
three days before her declaration of war, Britain, to 
all appearances, had but one aim in view, to preserve 
the peace of Europe by any means in her power, or fail
ing this, to maintain her own neutrality. The general 
public and many members of Parliament had not thought of 
their nation*s becoming involved in the Continental 
struggle. Few, even among the statesmen, were aware of 
the committments made in the Anglo-French Entente of 
1904, and the secret agreements arrived at by the mili
tary and naval staffs of England, France, and Russia
and - he part each should play in the event of a war with 
Germany.'*’

A few weeks after Britain entered the war, or 
on September 19, 1914, in an address at Queen*s Hall, 
David Lloyd George, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
remarked that England could not have remained out of 
the war without national dishonor. Her honor was in-

!• Dftvid Lloyd George, War Memoirs. I, 44 ff.
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volved because of obligations that bad been incurred 
when she had promised to defend the independence, the 
liberty, and the integrity of her little neighbor, 
Belgium. Lloyd George maintained they were fighting 
Germany»# claim to predominance, which, if allowed to 
gain the upper hand, would banish liberty and democracy. 
Hence it was the duty of Britain and her sons to pre
vent such an occurrence. Furthermore, he 3ald Britain*# 
quarrel was not against the German people, but rather 
against the military system under the heel of which they 
were being held. To free Europe from the shackles of 
the militarism which had plunged the world into this 
welter of bloodshed and death, was, according to Lloyd 
George*# words, Britain'» reason for being in the strug- 
gle.

In reality, Britain's action followed from the 
conditions sanctioned in the secret Anglo-French con
versations and agreements that had been under way during 
the preceding eight years. But this explanation could 
not have been made to the British people at the timq.
It would have elicited strong public criticism, and 
would have cost a long and difficult campaign to bring

It ?•??? George, Chancellor of the Exchequer at Queen*# Hall". Current History. I, 336-343.
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the nation to understand the delicate subtleties of se
cret diplomacy. Instead, the British Government ingen
iously shifted the reason for its entrance into the war 
to Germany** invasion of Belgium. This was held to be 
an offence and crime against the centuries-old tradition 
that no rival of Britain*s ever be permitted to secure a 
hold on the Netherlands, of which Belgium was a part. 
Furthermore, the invasion was a violation of the treaty 
of 1839, by which both Great Britain and Germany guar
anteed the neutrality of Belgium,

From these reasons naturally followed the ear
lier statements of the British war aims. They were at
one and the same time an expression of and an appeal to
the idealistic and righteous anger aroused by the inva
sion of Belgium, Mr. Asquith, at that time Prime Minis-*
ter, gave expression to these aims on several occasions, 
the first being on August 6, when he said:

If I am asked what we are fighting for, I reply 
in two sentences. In the first place, to ful
fill a solemn international obligation, an obli
gation which, if it had been entered into between 
private persons in the ordinary concerns of life 
would have been regarded as an obligation not 
only of law but of honor, which no self-respecting man could possibly have repudiated, ^
I say, secondly, we are fighting to vindicate 
the principle which, in these days when force, 
material force, sometimes seems to be the domi
nant influence and factor in the development of 
mankind, we are fighting to vindicate the prin
ciple that small nationalities are not to be
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crushed In defiance of international good faith, 
by the arbitrary will of a strong and overmas
tering power* I do not believe that any nation 
ever entered into a great controversy....with a clearer conviction that it Is fighting, not for 
aggression, not for the maintenance even of its 
own selfish interest, but that it is fighting in 
defense of principles, the maintenance of which 
is vital to the civilization of the world. With 
a full conviction, not only of the wisdom and 
justice, but of the obligations which lay upon 
us to challenge this great issue, we are entering into the struggle."3

Two months later, that is in October 1916, Pre
mier Asquith, in a public speech, assured the world 
that England had no desire to seize other peoples* ter
ritory, nor to impose her rule upon alien populations.
In his words, nThe British Empire is enough for us.w He 
also indicated it to be then, as in the past, the pol
icy of his nation to remove each and every cause of 
friction between Itself and Germany, and to Insure cor
dial relations between the two countries. He declared
England's faith in the sanctity of treaties gnd in the«
belief that all nations, regardless of size and strength, 
have an equal right to life and independence.

On the 9th of the following month more definite 
and pointed aims were annunciated in the Premier's Guild
Hall speech in which he stated:

"We shall never sheathe the sword which we have not lightly drawn until Belgium recovers in 3

198* 3, Earl of Oxford and Asquith, Speeches by the.
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full measures all, and. more than all, she has 
sacrificed, until Prance is adequately se
cured against the menace of aggression, until 
the rights of the smaller nationalities of 
Europe are placed upon unassailable foundation, 
and until the military domination of Prussia is wholly and finally destroyed. "4

At the outset Labor seemed opposed to any parti
cipation in the War either in the support of Russia or 
in consequence of any understanding with Prance. The 
violation of Belgian neutrality, however, and the subse
quent speech of Sir Edward Grey, the British Foreign 
Minister, resulted in a change of attitude, and led, 
with the exception of the Independent Labor Party, to 
an almost complete cooperation in the war effort. 4 5

On February 14, 1915, the Labor Group in confer
ence adopted a memorandum on war aims which embodied 
tne purposes and policies for which the Party supported 
the War. Briefly, the necessity for the safety of de
mocracy was given as their reason for continuing and 
supporting the struggle. To attain this end they (1) 
approved a scheme for a society of Nations: (2 ) asked 
that all disputes were to be arbitrated: (3 ) renounced 
imperialism and (4) requested that territorial settle-

4. H. W.V. Temperley, A 
Conference of Paris. I., 169. “

5* Ibid.. I, 206.

History of the Peace
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monts were to be made in the interests of the people
concerned and not as a means of adjustment of claims

6among rival states*
With regard to the Belgian situation they were 

in accord with the ideas expressed by Asquith, and, be
yond mere restoration, they favored reparation for all 
damages done the Belgians, The Poles and Alsace-Lorrain- 
ians were to be independent or given next to complete 
autonomy: sections of territory under Turkey were to be 
liberated or placed under the control of a Commission 
subject to the international society of nations, as were 
the subjugated Balkan peoples. The Czechs and Yugoslavs 
would be given independence, though the Austrian Empire 
should not be dismembered. The colonies and dependen
cies should be permitted either to form their own govern
ment or granted increasing participation in their own 
local government. The colonial possessions of the bel
ligerents in tropical Africa should be placed under the7control of the Society of Nations.

No evidence was found of Lloyd GeorgeTs being 
at variance with the proposals expressed by the Labor 
Party. In a letter dated February 7, 1915, after a trip 6 7

6. Ibid.. I, 217.
7. Ibid.. I, 217.
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to Paris and the Overseas British Headquarters, he wrote
to Sir Edward Grey reporting on conversations concerning
a Balkan or Salonika expedition. His evident desire was
to draw the Balkans in on the Allies* side and to have
the Entente forces in that area attract German forces to
the eastward, thus easing pressure on the Western Front.
At the same time it would entitle England and France to
a voice in the final Balkan settlement. Neither Lloyd
George nor Briand cared to trust Russia as the sole ar-

3biter of the fate of the Balkan people.
It was also during the early spring of 1915 that 

Lloyd George seemed impressed with another ambition to be 
attained after the War. A shortage of wood alcohol used 
in the production of acetone, a material essential to 
the manufacturing of munitions, caused the Chairman of 
the Munitions of War Committee worry and disturbance.
At the advice of a newspaper man, Lloyd George contacted 
Doctor Weizmann, a Jewish professor of Chemistry at the 
University of Manchester. In consequence of this meet
ing Weizmann succeeded in producing the needed chemical

1

from maize and other cereals. When asked what payment 
the State might make in consequence of his inestimable 
aid, the professor answered that he wanted nothing for 8

8 . David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. I, 354-358.
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himself but asked that something be done toward repa
triation of the Jews in Palestine. This petition to
gether with the desire to gather Jewish support in 
neutral countries, according to Lloyd George, became 
the nucleus for the Balfour Declarations and the Zion
ist movement, championed by the later Prime Minister. 
However, thi3 statement is refuted by Blanche E. 0. 
Dugdale, in Arthur James Balfour when it is said that 
Lloyd George was not accurate in describing the British 
policy in Palestine. According to Balfour the idea Vi«d 
taken root in his earlier acquaintance with Dr. Weiz- 
raann in 1905, and had been growing since that time. Be
sides this, the Jews, both in Great Britain and the 
United States, had been working toward that same goal 
for some years. Hence the Balfour Declaration was not
a part of the bargain nor a reward for patriotic ser- 
, 9vices rendered.

In October 1915, Lloyd George, in a memorandum to 
his colleagues again urged the Allies to encourage Greece 
to enter on their side, or, if need be, practically £o 
demand her entrance, on the ground that she redeem her 
treaty obligations to Serbia. He said:

9.
Blanche E. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. 

C. Dugdale, Arthur James Balfour. II, 48-50. 9.
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We are In this war to enforce international 
treaties, and a demand of that kind could not 
be Interpreted as the bullying of a small 
nationality, when we are actually engaged in 
a war with the greatest military power in the world on the same ground,1 0

At the very outset of the war President Wilson 
had offered his good offices to aid in the interest of 
European peace at any time it might be thought suitable* 
In the early months of 1915 Wilson sent Colonel House 
as his personal representative to Europe to make obser
vations and take soundings as to the possibility of 
bringing the war to an end. House found Britain will
ing to consider a peace based on restoration and indem
nity for Belgium* Germany, however, who at that stage, 
was leading, would not promise restoration and refused to 
consider an indemnity.

In February of 1916, Colonel House urged the 
Allies to accept Wilson*s offer to call a conference of 
all fighting nations to determine, if possible, terms 
on which the war might be terminated* Lloyd George, to 
assure himself that Britain would not be compromised, 
was opposed to such a conference without some previous 
understanding with Wilson as to the least these terns 
would call for, in order to receive American sanction 10

10. H. W. V. Temperley, 0£. clt*. I, 437-438.
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and support. This seems a very natural request «nri one 
that would certainly he expected of any one having the 
interests of his people at heart. He wanted to he as
sured that the conditions acceptable to Wilson and agree
able to the Allies could be determined, and should Ger
many refuse to accept them, that the United States would 
enter on the side of the Allies to force Germany into 
agreement. One wonders if Lloyd George might have feared 
the ultimate victory of Germany, that he should urge 
United States entrance so strongly or was he, perhaps, 
merely anxious to make certainty doubly certain,

Lloyd George proposed the following terms ac
ceptable to the Prime Minister, Sir Edward Grey, Mr, 
Balfour, Lord Reading and Colonel House, By these pro
visions he sought the

restoration of the independence of Belgium and 
Serbia, and the surrender of Alsace-Lorraine 
to Prance, provided that the loss of territory 
thus incurred by Germany would be compensated 
by concessions to her in other places outside 
Europe, There were to be adjustments of the frontiers between Italy and Austria, so as to 
liberate Italian communities still under the 
Austrian yoke, Russia was to be given an out
let to the sea. There were also to be guaran
tees against any further recurrence of such a catastrophe as this World War,"11 11

11. David Lloyd George,, War Memoirs. II, 138,
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This conference was never summoned* Why, we 
may never know. The conjecture is that Sir Edward Grey 
did not urge the idea upon the French ally, or perhaps 
that Wilson's insertion of the word probably before the 
statement by which the United States would otherwise 
dê . j.nitely have committed herself to war in case Germany 
should reject the proposals of the Conference caused 
Britain to lose interest* Lloyd George apparently be
lieved that the real explanation lay in Wilson's fear 
of public opinion in his own country and that Sir Edward 
Grey was afraid of Britain's allies*

Lloyd George attributed Wilson's offer of inter
vention to the fact that the presidential election was 
due in November and that such a move would aid him in 
gaining the support of the influential German-American 
vote. The minister of Munitions because of Germany's 
superior position at the moment judged the time to be 
utterly inappropriate for the discussion of any terms 
which could be at all satisfactory to the Allies.

The defeatist spirit agitating toward an incon
clusive peace had apparently gained a hold even among 
some responsible groups. Lloyd George felt himself 
called upon to challenge this movement. It was not that 
he Y/anfced war, (his pacificism was well known,) but 
since war had been accepted he was determined to pursue
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it till their object had been achieved. He felt that a 
conference at that time would have resulted In a virtual 
and practical abandonment of their purpose.

Accordingly, In an interview granted to Roy W. 
Howard, of the United Press Association of America, on 
September 28, 1916, Lloyd George outlined his views as 
to the attitude the Allies should take toward talk of an 
earlj/ or immediate peace. He said he could see no ex» 
cuse for Wilson’s attempted Intervention at that time 
just as England actually found herself ready to cope 
with the great demands of carrying on. There had been 
no such suggestion when, during the first two years, 
Britain found herself untrained and ill-equipped. If 
they had been left alone to battle against far superior 
odds then, all unprepared as she was, and had struggled 
through without complaint, she would not tolerate what 
he termed outside interference now that she was prepared, 
until the military tyranny of Prussia should be shattered 
beyond repair.

The British, Lloyd George maintained, were not 
only motivated by a natural demand for vengeance, but 
also a realization that it would be sheer cruelty to 
stop the war so long as a possibility remained that such
a menace to civilization might rise again from the same 
quarter.
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When asked how long he thought the war would 
have to go on, the Minister of Munitions remarked that 
time was the least factor, only the result counted*
And when questioned as to whether Prance shared these 
views, he indicated that he was satisfied that Prance 
was determined to stick to the end* He also remarked 
that while a sporting spirit animated the British, an 
unquenchable patriotism fired the French. Their Ally’s 
motto, he said, was "Never Again."

This view of Lloyd George’s was referred to by 
the press as his "Policy of a Knock-Out Blow." It was 
looked upon with disfavor by a goodly number, some even 
regarding the interview as provocative, and not accur
ately representative of the attitude of the Government 
toward the notion of an immediate peace* Others feared 
the warning to Wilson might bring unpleasant results. 12

A series of peace moves was made during the 
latter months of 1916, notably by the Vatican, also in 
Holland, Spain, Sweden, and in the United States* Natu
rally, these brought forth the question of war aims and 
terms upon which it might be hoped to end the bloody 
strife. In consequence the Prime Minister asked among 
others, Sir William Robertson, Mr. Balfour and Lord

12. Ibid., II, 48-50 and 279-282.
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liana down© to prepare memoranda stating their views on 
peace terms.

As spokesman for the General Staff, Robertson, 
in a paper dated August 31, 1916, centered his attention 
on the three principles to uphold which England had 
fought in the past and was now again fighting:

(a) The maintenance of the balance of power in Europe
(b) The maintenance of British maritime supremacy*
(c) The maintenance of a weak power in the low countries,13

He proceeded to outline the territorial changes 
and exchanges he considered necessary to attain the ful
fillment of the foregoing principles.

In Mr, Balfour*s memorandum dated October 4, 
1915, he stated as the chief object of the war the at
tainment of a durable peace. This, in his opinion, was 
to be secured by decreasing the territory from which 
men and money necessary to further such aggressive pol
icy might be drawn, and also by rearranging the map of 
Europe according to the principle of nationality, thus 
making such a course of aggression less inviting.

He was careful to note, however, that he did not 
wish to imitate Geiroany's conduct of 1871 by making that 13

13. Ibid.. II, 265.
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nation subservient commercially. He felt that any 
treaty forced upon the opponent for his own country*s 
advantage would sooner or later be broken.

Yet he held that the Central Powers should be 
made to pay for the damage done In Belgium, Northern 
France, and Serbia, and that the Central Powers should 
be forced to surrender shipping equal to the amount they 
had caused to be sunk. He felt that both of these de
mands, could in all justice be made of them. 14

Lord Lansdowne, in his communication of November 
13, 1916, advocated adherence to the principle expressed 
by the Prime Minister, ’’that we could agree to no peace 
which did not afford adequate reparation for the past 
and adequate security for the future.w

Lloyd George comments that the Lansdowne dis- 
cussion was of special value because it was the first 
acknowledgment on the part of a belligerent country 
that peace might have to be sought without actual vic
tory. The idea of peace without victory, he said, was 
studied and rejected by the Asquith Government. The, 
latter decided that unless a belligerent acknowledge 
defeat, overtures of peace should not be encouraged, as 
in such case none of the issues for which the struggle

14. Blanche E. C. Dugdale, op. cit., 328-354.
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was being carried on could be settled« Lowered morale
16and unity among the Allies would also result«

Yet in the fall of 1916 all these peace moves 
and feelers came to naught« Mr. Henderson, an influen
tial labor leader summarized the reason for no consider
ation of peace as follows:

n•••«We are in the War, and to talk about peace, 
with all the most unscrupulous military forces 
against us, would be a step to having the whole 
thing fought over again. That would not be 
ending the War by a permanent peace. A peace 
under such conditions, with Belgium and Prance, 
Serbia and Roumania, in the condition they arel 
Nol We want not a dishonourable peace, but a 
lasting, permanent peace, peace based upon a National right and National honor.... "16

Lloyd George gives us to understand that these 
lines expressed his view. He thought it a mistake and 
useless to encourage peace overtures until military 
conditions had taken a marked turn for the better.

The Germans at this time had little reason to 
expect anything but ultimate victory. That of course 
would mean that their aims could be fully attained.
Yfoat these aims were, none knew excepting the military 
and monarchical masters of Germany. However, later dis
closures show all too clearly that no return of invaded

15. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. II, 295 ff.
16. Ibid.. II, 308.
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areas formed a part of them«
Germany was fully confident of victory, and 

Britain, who was just getting her stride, was equally 
sure that she would be victorious#

17

17. Ralph Haswell Lutz, Pall of the German Empire. 1914-1918. I, 459.



CHAPTER II

"AIMS AS EXPRESSED PROM DECEMBER 12, 1916,
TO CLOSE OP 1917."

Prom the very beginning of the War Lloyd George 
had shown himself able to accomplish what he set out to 
do, even against great odds. This apparent ability of 
his was especially notable both in his handling of the 
Ministry of Munitions, and after the tragic death of 
Lord Kitchener, in the post of Minister of War. There 
is little doubt however, that in 1916 Lloyd George’s 
connection with the strengthening of military effort was 
frequently commended at the expense of his colleagues. 
This was especially true of that section of the public 
which followed the Northcliffe Press. Perhaps it was 
due to the attitude of this particular journalist that 
the accusation is sometimes made that Lloyd George was 
certain that he, and only he, was the minister to win 
the war. Was Lloyd George always strong in resisting
the temptation to make political capital of this idea?/
His apparent egocentrism undoubtedly influenced Lloyd 
George in his conviction that unless the vacillation 
and procrastination of Prime Minister Asquith be over
come not only might the war not be won, but actually lost.

Lloyd George had thought to bring the matter to
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a head and to arouse Allied attention to the gravity of 
the situation by his resignation from the Cabinet, As 
an alternative to this move a permanent War Committee in 
England was suggested, which was to act independently of 
the Cabinet and of the Prime Minister* The unwilling
ness of Asquith to be left out of this Committee, as 
well as the fact that he would be shorn of many of his 
powers, caused him to strongly oppose its creation.

While the negotiations were still in progress, 
The Times, a Northcliffe publication, on December 4, 
1916, carried a pertinent article. It announced that 
Lloyd George, Bonar Law and Sir Edward Carson —  shortly 
after described as "in some respects the backbone of the 
new movement" —  were to take from Mr. Asquith and his 
"old degressive colleagues" the supreme direction of the 
war. The article further said that the supporters of 
the Prime Minister must have proved to him that it was 
better to preserve a national unity than "to force the 
pace of a war council." i

Lloyd George, when questioned by note from As-t
quith concerning the article, denied any connection with 
or knowledge of it. He passed it off lightly as just 
another annoying incident.

Though the origin of this situation may be un
certain, its intention is quite evident. After such a
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declaration negotiations with Mr, Asquith necessarily 
failed, as it was undoubtedly intended they should. 
Thereupon Lloyd George resigned. Had he been allowed 
to go he might have carried out his earlier threat to 
conduct a campaign in the country against his own col
leagues. Such an action would have made it difficult 
for any government to carry on. This crisis led to the 
action of Asquith requesting the dissolution of the Cab
inet. Neither he nor Bonar Law, whom the King asked to 
form a new Coalition Cabinet, was able to accomplish 
this end.

On December 6, 1916, David Lloyd George, at the 
request of the King accepted the post of the Prime Min
ister. Six days later the German Government, at the 
hands of von Bethman Hollweg, through the American Charge 
d*Affaires, at Berlin, presented to the Inter-Allied 
Powers their Peace note. The whole tenor of the note re
flected their consciousness of an "indestructible 
strength" and an irresistible power in what they were 
pleased to refer to as the "defense of their existence 
and the freedom of national development", and the claim 
that they were "constrained to take up arms." In the 
same breath they spoke of their respect of the rights of 
other nations and of their economic and military strength 
which would enable them to carry on to a victorious end.
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Their declared motive for the proposal to enter into 
peace negotiations was the desire to put an end to the 
bloodshed and horror of war. Furthermore, the note 
stated that should the peace offer be rejected, they 
were resolved to carry the struggle on to the end, while 
the note would serve as a solemn repudiation of any re
sponsibility for further carnage that might be laid upon1them by mankind and history.

Lloyd George considered the note as an indication 
of full confidence of the Germans in their own strength 
and in the ability of Germany to withstand any and all 
efforts on the part of the Allies to dislodge her hold 
on the newly conquered territories. He thought of it 
also as a medium to shift responsibility for prolonging 
the conflict to the shoulders of the Allies. He con
cluded that the Germans had three objects in view when 
they inaugurated the peace offensive. The first was to 
placate or reconcile that group of the German people 
which was tiring of the ever increasing tax burdens, 
privations and casualties despite the reported victories. 
The second was to shunt the responsibility for the pro
longation of the combat onto what they termed the "blood 
thirsty stubborness" and the "insatiable ambition of

1. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. Ill, 52.
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Allied Government a,” thereby hoping to mitigate the in
creasing hostility of neutral peoples toward Germany*
In the third place Germany desired to open peace nego
tiations while her troops were still firmly planted on
Allied territory and her own military conditions were

2more favorable than those of the Allies."
/

One after the other of the Allied Nations, as 
well as a number of neutrals, declared their mistrust 
of German motives and indicated that so long as Ger
many laid down no definite and clearly outlined terms 
it would be useless to consider the proposal. Prance 
viewed it as an attempt to cause a rift among the Al
lies. Russia would make peace "only after victory". 
Neither Italy nor Japan would consent to a status quo 
ante. Italy had entered the war solely for the purpose 
of obtaining the terra irredenta, and treaty provisions 
could not be exacted in full, even if Austria had been 
willing to cede that portion of her domain under dis
pute with Italy. Moreover, Italy had really expected 
the Central Powers to be defeated before she would have 
made her choice and up to that time she had no reason 
to think that she had been mistaken in her calculations. 
As for Japan, once she had got the German ports In China

2. Ibid*. II, 52
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and the Islands in the North Pacific she practically 
gave up actual fighting. She had virtually got what 
she had wanted and certainly had no intention of giving 
up anything gained. Her chief aim was to get all Euro
pean influence out of the Orient as soon as possible* 
This had given her the opportunity to eliminate one of 
the powers. The Vatican, the United States, Belgium 
and others together with the neutrals, desired that the 
Germans should state their claims. Most of them felt 
that an outright refusal would only add strength to the 
accusation of moral obligation which Germany b»r> made 
against the Allies, and, in the opinion of Holland and 
Sweden, might result in irritating the German people,
thereby causing an increase in the ruthlessness of the 3War.

It was agreed by members of the War Cabinet that 
the reply to the German Peace Note should be the con
certed action of all the Allies and should bear the sig
nature of each. The attitude of the British Government 
was generally understood to have been expressed by David 
Lloyd George in his House of Commons speech, on the 
nineteenth of December, in which he branded any one who

3. G. P. Gooch, Recent Revelations of Euronflfln Diplomacy. 210. ---------- - —  --- £---
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should wish to be or who should actually be instrumen
tal in prolonging such a horrible conflict as that in 
progress, as guilty of a crime or sin so heinous that 
not all the waters in the world would be sufficient to 
cleanse his soul* At the same time, to give vent to des
pair or weariness so as to give up the struggle before 
the purpose for which they had entered the war 3hould be 
attained, would be an act worthy only of an arrant coward. 
He saw the question of accepting the invitation of the 
German Chancellor as dependent upon whether or not its 
acceptance would aid in achieving the object for which
Britain had chosen to oppose Germany in her move of ag- 4gression.

Furthermore, Lloyd George reminded the Commons
that Britain had, on more than one occasion prior to this»
war, been engaged against military despotism, and now 
should know, before considering the offer of von Bethman- 
Hollweg whether Germany was ready to accept and aid in 
maintaining the peace of Europe in accordance with the 
aims as stated by leading statesmen providing complete 
reparation and effectual guarantees for the future* 

Asquith*s reply made on December 19, 1916, 
showed him in accord with the opinion expressed by the 4

4. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. Ill, 58,
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Wew Prime Minister. He stated that all desired peace,
but a true peace. One that should right past wrongs,
make provision for the weak and oppressed, restore faith
in treaties and reinstate international law to its
rightful position in the conduct of the nations of the 
world. 5

His reply to Germany's note was handed by the 
French Government to the American Ambassador in Paris 
on December 30th, 1916, bearing the signature of repre
sentatives of Russia, Prance, Britain, Japan, Italy, 
Serbia, Belgium, Montenegro, Portugal and Roumania.

The accusation of Allied responsibility for the 
War was answered by a recapitulation of the steps by 
which the Central Powers had forced war upon the world. 
Their assertion of victory was refuted by showing that 
the War map of Europe in itself gave no true image of 
the real strength of the military position of the Allies. 
They declared the German note to be only a ruse to bol
d e r  up public opinion at home, to mislead the neutral 
countries and to serve as a screen to cover up the atroci
ties that were soon to be perpetrated against nations 
and peoples in fora of submarine warfare, deportations,
“ d f°r0ed 6n ll3 tm en t3 °f whole note was
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condemned as being empty and insincere.
Ttie Belgian case was then treated and Germany's 

guilt in the violation of its neutrality, and harsh or 
even cruel treatment of its people were considered. Fi
nally, it was definitely stated that peace was impos
sible until assurance would be given that the violations 
of national rights would be repaired, and guarantees and
safeguards assured against any repetition of such out-

6rages for the future. Though we found no evident com
ment on this note from the fact that Britain's represen
tative signed the reply it would seem that Lloyd George 
must have been in sympathy with the attitude therein 
expressed.

On December 20, 1916, the day following the re
ception of the German Peace note, the United States Am
bassador delivered Wilson's Peace note to the Allied 
Governments. It asserted the friendly spirit «-nri pur
pose of the communication and denied or disclaimed any 
association or any relation to that of the Central Pow
ers. By it he sought from the warring nations a tabling 
or ^reaenbablon. of any and. ell views aa bo bhe barms bhab 
could lead to the conclusion of the War and that would 
tend to prevent its recurrence in the future. The Pres
ident contended that according to declarations so far 6

6 . Foreign Relations of the United States. 1916 Supplement. 123-125. ----
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made public» both sides sought the same objects, namely» 
that the rights and privileges of the weak and small 
states be made as secure against aggression In the fu
ture as those of the powerful, while at the same time 
each wanted to guard itself against future recurrence 
of wars such as the present, as well as against selfish 
interference of any kind. Colonel House warned Presi
dent Wilson that this sentence referring to the identity
of aims of the belligerents would enrage the Allied 7
countries.

Wilson*s declared purpose was simply "the tak
ing of soundings” to ascertain how near they might be 
to an early peace settlement. He therefore urged a
declaration or exchange of those peace terms that had

8not as yet been publicly stated.
Though otherwise friends of the United States, 

both Balfour and Lord Robert Cecil showed resentment to 
the American Ambassador. But whatever their personal 
feelings the British Ministers were determined not to 
permit any public expression of indignation. The For- 
eign Office cautioned the press and hostile comment was 7 8

7. Charles Seymour, The Intimate Pacers ofColonel House. II, 407. ------
8 . Ray S. Baker, Woodrow Wilson. Life andLetters. VI, 899f. -------------- ----------
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suppressed as far as possible,
!Ehe Joint reply to the American Government was 

delivered January 10, 1917, It denied the identity of 
aims of both belligerents, and cited such incidents as 
Germany's violation of neutrality, air raids, submarine 
activities, the Cavell and Captain Fryatt cases 
other atrocities, in proof of their widely divergent 
objectives.

Following this, it listed items which the Allies 
maintained must be dealt with in any settlement. Among 
these were the restoration of Belgium and Montenegro, 
the evacuation of the Invaded areas of France, Russia 
and Roumania together with fitting compensation in each 
instance, and the restitution of territories formerly 
taken from the Allies forcibly or against the will of 
the inhabitants* ilexb followed the request for a re
organization of Europe based upon respect of nationali
ties and the God-given right to the enjoyment of economic 
growth and security to each nation, irrespective of size 
or strength, as well as upon such necessary territorial 
and international understandings as would secure land 
and sea boundaries against unjustifiable attacks, II

II 136 9* Blancl10 E* c* Dugdale, Arthur James Balfour.

9
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The liberation from foreign rule of Slavs, 
Italians, Czechs, Slovaks and Roumanians was sought, 
as al30 the freedom from Turkish control of European 
peoples through forcing the Ottoman Empire to fix its 
boundaries beyond the borders of Europe* The recent 
proclamation of the Czar regarding the restoration of 
Poland was also Included, together with the expressed 
determination to free Europe from the tyranny of Prus
sian militarism* In this latter connection, however, 
any intention of planning the destruction of the German 
peoples or their political institutions was disavowed* 
The chief desire was asserted to be the Insurance of a 
peace based upon the principles of liberty and justice, 
and upon the Inviolable fidelity to international obli
gations with which the Government of the United States 
has never ceased to be inspired*

Finally, the Allies stated their determination 
to pursue their purpose, singly and collectively, with 
all their powers, and, while accepting all sacrifices, 
to bring the conflict to a victorious close, convinced 
as they were, that not only their own safety and pros
perity but the whole future of civilization were depend

ióent upon it. 10

10. Foreign Relations of the United States, 1917 Supplement I. 7-8.
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In a note accompanying the reply of the Allies, 
Mr* Balfour, the British Foreign Secretary, stressed the 
idea that any peace settlement must serve as a remedy 
for the evils that had brought on the war* Among its 
stipulations he noted theses a revision of the map of 
Europe, the expulsion of Turkish rule from Europe, and 
the destruction of the Prussian military machine* With
out the fulfillment of this last condition he deemed 
peace less secure even than that existing before the 
war. He further expressed the belief of the British 
people for a durable peace to be found in the fulfill
ment of the three following conditions:

The first is that existing causes of interna
tional unrest should be, as far as possible, removed or weakened.
The second is that the aggressive aims and the 
unscrupulous methods of the Central Powers should 
fall into disrepute among their own people.
The third is that behind international law and 
behind all the treaty arrangements for prevent
ing or limiting hostilities some form of inter
national sanction should be devised which would give pause to the hardiest aggressor.H

In their replies to the German and American 
Notes the Allies gave the world an outline of the terms 
they expected to enforce, whereas the details of compen
sations, indemnities and such could not be determined 11

11. Blanche E. C. Dugdale, 0£. oit.. II, 136-137.
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until the time of negotiations* Lloyd George makes no 
personal comment on either the German Note or the Allies' 
reply to It* fte can only take his silence as an Indlca— 
tion of his approval.

Though Emperor Karl of Austria was desirous of 
reaching peace and restoring his Empire to order from 
the time of his accession, it was not until April 11, 
1917, that Britain was definitely made aware that steps 
had been taken toward a separate peace, and aims de
clared. As early as January of that year negotiations 
between Karl and the French had been stated through the 
medium of the former's brother-in-law, Prince Sixte.

The aims expressed sought restoration of Belgium 
and Alsace-Lorraine together with reparations for the 
former, denied the wish or intention to destroy Serbia 
or Roumania, but made no mention whatever of the claims 
of Italy. In the first declaration of aims, February 
13, 1917, mention was made of the formation of a South 
Slav Monarchy. This Idea was dropped after the reply 
of the Entente Powers to Wilson's Peace Note was made ' 
public. In the second, the work of Count Czemin, al
lusion was made to the absolute indissolubility of the 
alliance between the four Central Powers and the resolve 
not to enter a separate peace. But it was felt that 
this was merely a front to protect themselves should
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Germany hear of what was going on, or perhaps to mislead 
the Allies should they attempt to use the negotiations 
to split up the Central Powers, Both Czemin’s memoran
dum and the Emperor’s personal note stressed the idea 
that it was commonly believed in Austria-Hungary that 
Prance was completely under the influence of England. 
Lloyd George thought this to be an effort to create a 
spirit of distrust among the Entente and to encourage a 
French demonstration of independence and national pride 
that would cause her to reach a favorable understanding 
of Austria’s peace aims.

By March 31, 1917, as indicated in the notes 
taken by the Premier at his meeting with M. Ribot, Aus
tria wanted a separate peace. Both the French and 
British Premiers favored this movement provided the 
peace would be made with all the Allies and not with 
Russia alone. However they saw no advantage from a mil
itary point of view if it were between the two coun
tries, as then the Austrians might shift their forces 
against Italy with increased strength. Baron Sonnino of 
Italy was opposed to any separate peace with Austria,
He evidently realised that Austria was unwilling to make 
any territorial concessions, though he was not aware 
that Italy had not been mentioned in the Emperor’s let
ter. Sonnino did not think the Italian people would be



willing to continue the war even to attain her wishes 
in Turkey if denied the Irredenta regions in Austria.

Italy had refused Austria’s offer of certain 
territory in exchange for neutrality before joining the 
Allies. And Sonnino knew that his ambitions for Italy 
could be realized only through Allied victory which he 
was convinced would be attained in the end. He feared 
that any peace which did not secure Trentino, Trieste, 
Dalmatia and the islands in the Adriatic to Italy, would 
bring on a revolution among his people. He said Italy 
had entered the war only from the desire to reclaim the 
terra irredenta and could not possibly accept peace 
terms without the fulfillment of the desire. Since no 
agreement was reached, though correspondence passed to 
and fro for some months, nothing really came of it.

Though Austria must carry a goodly share of the
responsibility for the war, no evidence of a feeling of
hatred or hostility against Austria is evident on the
part of England or Prance. Serbian independence and
emancipation of her Italian populations was all that

12stood between Austria and the Allies.
The meeting of the Imperial War Cabinet in London 12
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12. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. IV, 220-224
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in the spring of 1917 occasioned the gathering of the 
representatives of all the dominions, excepting Aus
tralia, and India, Mr* W. H* Hughes, of Melbourne, was 
unable to get there due to a disturbed political situa
tion, and to the fact that he had but a short time before 
returned to Australia from England*

The topics for deliberation were organized into 
three groups

(1) Increased effort during the war
(2) The terms of peace
(3) Post bellum conditions^3

The opening meeting of this Cabinet, March 20, 
1917, occasioned Lloyd George1s reiteration of the peace 
aims. After briefly stating some of the problems be
fore the conference, Lloyd George informed the body that 
in his estimation the discussion of peace aims should 
hold the first place. He' sought free, sincere, and can-* 
did discussion of what they conceived the peace terms 
ought to be* This would enable representatives to be 
sent to the Peace Conference, if and when it would be 
held, to know what the Empire as a whole desired to be 
achieved at that conference* It was necessary, too, in 
order to know just how much effort must be put forth

!3. Ibid., IV, 53.
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and what would he considered essential before a satis
factory peace could be attained. The determination of 
what was to be achieved must be made, lest the lives 
which had been sacrificed had been lost in vain, and the 
world again be plunged into the ''welter of destruction,n 

To make a peace that would be rational and ac
ceptable Lloyd George proposed that in the first place 
the Germans must be driven out of the territories they 
had invaded. These areas included Prance, Belgium, 
Russia, Serbia, Roumania, and Montenegro. Their free
dom and independence must be restored. Moreover, Poland 
must not only be restored, but its restoration must also 
give freedom to the oppressed populations. Furthermore, 
compensation must be made to the ravaged countries for 
the damage done. In order to provide more solid founda
tions of democratic freedom, prevent further trouble, 
and secure a more permanent peace, he considered it de
sirable that the geographical adjustment of the map of
Europe be made on the basis of recognition of national 
rights.14

/

In these aims there appeared no evidence of a 
desire to force a vengeful settlement upon Germany.

!4. Ibid., IV, 40.
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What he sought by this statement of aims was nothing 
short of what any nation, even the United States, would 
have exacted. It is however, to be kept in mind that 
he made no reference to the claims provided for in the 
secret treaties.

Though Russia made known to the world the full 
contents of the Secret Treaties in November 1917, it 
would hardly seem possible that Lloyd George was not 
aware of them long before this. It Is true that four 
of the five treaties had been arranged before Lloyd 
George was appointed to the Premiership. Yet it seems 
very improbable that any commitments of such importance 
could have remained unknown to him.

The Allied War Aims as expressed January 10,
1917, though framed in generalities actually included 
all major demands covered by the Secret Treaties. The 
note of Balfour supplementing the Entente’s reply bears 
out the same Idea. Both, then, would seem to convey the 
supposition that Lloyd George was aware at least, of the 
existence of the Secret Treaties.15

Foreign Secretary Balfour, in a speech delivered 
in Parliament June 20, 1918, makes definite Britain’s

. I5*, "Great Britain’s Note Amplifying th»Entente Reply.” Current History. V, 786-788?
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position with regard to the Treaties when he said:
"••••The so called secret treaties were entered 
into by this country with other members of the 
alliance, and to these treaties we stand. The 
national honor is bound up with them.,...M16

Hence, though Lloyd George gives us no definite 
clue it seems well within reason to think that he was 
not only aware of their existence but also of their full 
import•

Yet these aims already listed, Lloyd George 
thought, would be attaining only the bare essentials*
To be at all satisfactory other aims should be attemp
ted. Among those the foremost was that a conviction 
must find deep root in the minds of civilized peoples, 
one that would become instinctive, that all wars of ag
gression were impossible enterprises which accomplish 
nothing but to destroy the aggressor. Men in the future 
must be taught to shun war as they shun murder, not 
simply because it is intrinsically wrong, but because 
punishment inevitably follows. That, the Premier con
sidered to be the only foundation for any league of 
peace, such as had been the subject of a good deal of 
discussion, and which he felt they should strive to 
establish. Unless that conviction be firmly fixed in

VIII, 16. “The Basis of Peace•“ Part 2: 304. Current History.
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the minds of all peoples in every land such a league 
would rest on a foundation of sand* Therefore, he de
sired that each nation must be made to feel that in the 
future if any attempted to repeat an outrage upon civi
lization such as that in progress, it would face dire 
and destructive punishment*

The second aim which Lloyd George held to be 
desirable was that of the democratization of Europe as 
being the only sure guarantee of peaceful progress. He 
stated that the menace to Europe came from a military 
autocracy, not from the democratic countries* In proof 
of this statement he remarked that before the war 
France had elected a parliament with a majority of its 
members chosen on a peace ticket, the contest having 
centered on a military issue. Italy, he said, was so 
desirous to keep peace that it was only with great dif
ficulty and the persuasion of its ablest statesmen that 
the Italian Parliament had, after months, reluctantly 
declared war. Only the hope of gaining the unredeemed 
territory in Austria was enough to break down their

/

resistance. This was an excellent example of Italy»s 
opportunism. It is again beautifully demonstrated in 
World War II, but present Indications point to very 
different results. As for England, Lloyd George pointed 
to their unpreparedness as ample and sufficient proof
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that a desire for war was most distantly removed from 
her ambitions. ‘’Liberty,” he said, ”is the only sure 
guarantee of peace and good will amongst the people of 
the world. Free nations are not eager to make war."-1-'7

Here, too, one is led to wonder how much Lloyd 
George might have known about the actual agreements 
reached by the Allied Powers. As for Italy*s having 
taken sides against the Central Powers, that, we know, 
was due merely to the fact that the Allies gave her the 
better bargain, and to all appearances would most prob
ably come out the victors in the end. The fact that 
the agreement of St. Jean de Maurienne was reached 
April 17, 1917, slightly less than a month later, gives 
the impression that he was aware of the other treaties 
as well.

The third aim to be sought was the break-up of 
the Turkish Empire as an Empire. The Prime Minister re
marked that the Turks were, as far as he was aware, the 
only race of people who have not ruled successfully any 
of the lands they had conquered. Among their holdings 
were lands formerly the most fertile and most favored 
areas in the world. What had been the "cradle of civi
lization, the seminary of civilization, the temple of 17

17. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. IV, 53.
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civilization, and from the material point of view the
18granary of civilization” had become but a blighted 

desert.
These regions that had made such tremendous 

contributions toward the enrichment of mankind should 
be restored to their rightful position and not left to 
stagger on under Turkish misrule, and to be a constant 
source of irritation, friction and war* Besides, he 
had little doubt but that one of Germany's motives in 
bringing about the war was her desire to open up a road 
to the East, perhaps even to establish her dominion 
there. By disrupting the Empire Britain would be able 
to block Germany's road and at the same time aid in re
storing the famous territories to the splendor that had 
been theirs in the past.

Once more the sincerity of Lloyd George might 
be strongly questioned when the aims are weighed in con
trast to the provisions of the secret treaties. Of 
course their contents were not and could not have been 
public at that time. His desire to block Germany no 
doubt was sincere but he was hardly the type of individ
ual to spend time and effort to restore past splendor 
for that purpose alone. Great Britain and her welfare

18* Ibid.. IV, 42.
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were the motive powers back of Lloyd George’s aims and 
ambitions, and of course his own personal aggrandize
ment as the instrument of her advancement might seem 
to be supposed in view of the picture generally drawn 
of him.

Another aim Lloyd George hoped should result
from the war concerned Great Britain alone. He said:

I shall be very disappointed if this war does 
not lead to a reconstruction of our own country 
in many respects, economic and industrial —  
local government, the relation of capital and 
labour, the conditions of life amongst the peo
ple, and generally in an improvement, in a 
raising of the standard of life of the vast 
multitudes of this kingdom; and finally, to a 
greater solidarity of aim and action as far as the British Empire is concerned.....19

He next centered his attention on the disposi
tion of the German colonies captured by the forces of 
some of the dominions alone or aided by Imperial troops. 
At this time he wished the question to be treated as 
part of the whole problem of the settlement of the war, 
and not simply from the point of view of any particular 
part of the Empire. The extent to which the Empire 
might establish its dominion in those conquered colo
nies must be dependent upon the measure of success at
tained in the war. If success were partial, the Allies

19. Ibid.. IV, 44.
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could not be expected to share the sacrifice while the 
British Empire were permitted to enjoy practically the 
whole advantage* In summing up the aims he had ex
pressed, Lloyd George indicated that to attempt less 
would mean that the conflict would inevitably be re
newed again within a few years. Then all the sacrifice 
and bloodshed would be useless and the elimination of
war and military autocracy must again be left to the

20efforts of a future generation.
Yet it was this resolve concerning the German 

colonies and its later fulfillment that might be re
garded by many in recent years to condone Germany’s 
conduct during the first annexations. Had the colonies 
been left to Germany would she have been willing to ac
cept other conditions forced upon her? Would she have 
remained at peace with her neighbors without resorting 
to an Increased interest in militarism and nationalism?

Two sub-committees under the chairmanship of 
Lords Curzon and Milner were organized to deal with the 
territorial desiderata ultimately to be included in the 
peace terms of the British Empire. These Committees 
were appointed by the War Cabinet of which Lloyd George

20. Ibid.. IV, 39-47.-
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was chairman hence he must have figured in their selec
tion. Lloyd George does not actually state whether he 
approves their recommendations yet neither does he in
dicate any disapproval.

Lord Curzon»s committee considered the terri
torial question. They recommended that so far as the 
British Empire was concerned the settlement should 
leave in British control the German colonies and Turkish 
territory that had been captured or occupied by the 
British. These terms were in accordance with the de
sires of the Dominion Representatives sitting on the 
committee and was the first occasion that indicated 
publicly that Britain intended retaining conquests in 
the ixerman Colonial Empire. Its Dominion members made
it clear that they had no intention of returning to

- *
Germany the territories they had conquered and the Brit
ish members took the same view with regard to Mesopotamia 
and German East Africa. It was agreed by the members 
that these proposals should be taken as a guide by dele
gates to the Peace Conference. It was also understood 
that should the war close while the Central Powers were 
still in possession of Allied territory it might be
found necessary to exchange conquered holdings for such

■>
occupied Allied land in order to reach satisfactory 
terns.
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The economic or non-territorial aims were con
sidered by Lord Milner»a committee. It recommended 
that enemy countries be denied a renewal of most- 
favored-nation treatment. No limit should be imposed 
in the peace terms on the freedom of the Governments 
within the Empire in the development of their natural 
purposes and no general renewal should be made with 
enemy powers of treaties and conventions in force prior 
to the war. The committee had no means of judging what 
indemnities they might hope to get. It was thought that 
Indemnity in kind would be the more practical, though 
money should be exacted wherever possible. It was 
thought possible to ask that indemnities in the form of 
shipping, railway materials, mineral products, as well
as money might be spread over a period of years.

»
How to determine which of the claimants bad the 

strongest or prior rights to the benefits, presented 
the greatest difficulty and more especially so since not 
even all just claims could possibly be satisfied. It 
was thought that Belgium should be given first consider
ation, then Prance, in consideration of her northeastern 
provinces, and Serbia. Britain had an equal claim with 
them due to her shipping losses. Should Lorraine, with 
her rich mineral deposits, be given Prance, that should 
go well toward making up the damage done in her terri-
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tories* The transfer of the German navy to Britain, 
however, was not considered to be of any real practical 
value•

The committee suggested that debts owing to 
creditor citizens should be assumed by each of the gov
ernments and the balances settled between the govern
ments* They also asked that the peace settlements pro
vide for the validity of any action taken tinder the 
Emergency Acts and regulations respecting enemy prop
erty.

Furthermore, the committee, conscious of the 
threat to civilized society if a war such as that in 
progress should recur, sought a means of at least dimin
ishing the risk, if not capable of preventing it alto
gether. The proposal, they thought, giving the most 
promise, followed the line of settling differences 
through conferences and consultations. It was proposed 
that no nation signing the treaty should have recourse 
to arms without having first submitted the matter in 
dispute to a conference of the Powers. It was also sug
gested that details for such a plan should be taken un
der consideration by the Allies together with the United 
States before the war was concluded*

With regard to the freedom of the seas the
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committee considered no fundamental change from the 
British policy to be necessary, This point was later 
to be the one most highly contested of the entire group 
of Armistice conditions.

Approximately a month later, or on April 29, 
1917, General Smuts presented his memorandum upon the 
military situation which he had drawn up at the request 
of Lloyd George, In his estimation, apart from sub
sidiary recommendations, the war aims might be limited 
to the following four:

(a)

( b )

( c )

( d )

Destruction of the German colonial system 
with a view to the future security of all 
communications vital to the British Empire. This has already been done —  an achieve
ment of enormous value which ought not to 
be endangered at the peace negotiations.
Tearing off from the Turkish Empire all 
parts that may afford Germany opportunity for expansion to the Far East and of en
dangering our position as an Asiatic

^This essentially has been achieved, although additional conquest of Palestine 
may be necessary to complete the task.
Evacuation by the enemy of Belgium, northern

Mont6n0S**o, and compensation to Belgium and perhaps France and Serbia,
A settlement of Europe which will limit or 
destroy the military predominance of the 
Germanic though the actual details
? L : r 0 o n ? e i e 1 n o “ 8 1 I”a 7  b a  l 9 f t  0 p e n  f 0 r  t h 8

21. Ibid.. IH, 422.
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The year 1917 witnessed many events and not the 
least among them the Russian Revolution* It had been 
suggested that Russia should now be given a free hand to 
make her own peace* The Prime Minister suggested that 
each of the Allies should entrust Its ambassador to in
form Russia of their readiness to discuss war aims in 
the light of the changed situation, and leave to the In
dividual envoy to convey this information as discretion 
directed* It was agreed that their main purpose during 
the revolution should be to keep Russia in the war until 
their joint aims were realized, and if that could not be 
attained, then to see that Russia should be as helpful 
to the Allies and as harmful to the enemy as possible* 

Russia»s inability to hold to her territorial
claims and desires necessarily called for a readjustment

»
of the aims of the Allies* By her declaration regarding 
the rights of nations to decide their own destinies she 
had already done much to assure Poland's integrity and 
Independence, an aim included among those expressed by 
Wilson* At the same time it cleared away one of the most 
objectionable provisions of the Secret Treaties*22

On the other side the German military leaders 
generally felt that von Bethmann-Hollweg had assented to

22* H. W. V. Temperley, 0£. cit*, I, 183-184.
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the war rather reluctantly and had not been over-enthu
siastic in carrying it on. When, therefore, he was sus
pected of intriguing with the Socialists and Catholics 
to stop the war, the Kaiser was persuaded to replace 
him with Michaelis. This official of the Wilhelmstrasse 
knew he had been appointed to obey the orders of the 
real Masters of Germany and was not to quarrel with the 
defeatist element of the Reichstag. He was to mislead 
them by an appearance of pacific disposition, but at the 
same time let it be known that it was his and not their 
function to declare the time and terms of peace.

On July 19, 1917, a resolution passed by the 
Reichstag with a large majority vote, declared that arms 
had been taken up for Liberty and Independence, for the 
integrity of her territory. It expressed in a general 
way a desire on the part of the German Parliament for 
Peace, but gave its aims quite vaguely. Though they had 
denounced any idea or intention to make conquest, there 
was no clear or definite statement to the effect that 
territory already in their hands would be restored. 
Belgium and Poland were not mentioned by name though
they might, by inference, have been included in the
. 23phrase, ‘no forcible acquisition of territory*. 23

23. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. I, 54-55.
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However an explanation of the resolution made
by one of the Deputies disclosed their intentions with
regard to Belgium in the following words:

The War must end in some tangible result....
Belgium, an avulsum imperii, must not remain 
England’s buTwark. The necessary result of 
that is that she must be in our power from 
the political, military and economic point of 
view. . . . .  We pursue . . .  no war of con
quest. But we must adjust our frontiers in accordance with our interests»34

The Chancellor, Michaelis, on the same day said 
that Germany would not prosecute the war one day longer 
than was necessary to make an honorable peace, merely to 
make conquests by violence. He stated their first aim 
was to maintain the territory of the Fatherland inviol
able, therefore the frontiers of the German Empire must 
be made secure for all time. Hence, just as soon as the 
enemy should be ready to abandon their aims of subjuga
tion and conquest, Germany would be ready to give her 
full attention to what they might have to say and nego
tiations they might be ready to offer concerning peace.

The territorial claims and desires of Germany 
were such as would secure for her a supply of raw mate
rials and commerce, with markets for her products as 
well as security for her trade routes. It was their

24. Ibid.. IV, 270.
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avowed purpose to hold England in check and, by so doing,
to break the shackles which British Industry placed
upon the world*s freedom for economic competition. They
denied any desire to world domination or subjugation of

25peoples. They sought free access to the sea.
Two days later, Lloyd George in a speech at the 

Queen*s Hall, extended an Invitation to the German Chan
cellor to clear up some obscurities in his declaration 
to the Reichstag, He admitted that the resolution con
tained phrases, yes many, which could be Interpreted to 
indicate a strong desire for peace. But in his estima
tion the single one about making the frontiers of Ger
many secure had a much deeper meaning than the few words 
literally connoted. He saw in it the will to annex Bel
gium, and, should Germany be victorious, it would spell 
annexation all around, and military autocracy more firm
ly established than ever. However, should the Germans be 
defeated, Michaelis's speech would fit In all right, as 
on the face it made fairly good reading for the Entente.26

Lloyd George remarked that the type of govern
ment which the Germans chose to rule over them was a

25.174-175.
26.

Frank P. Chambers, The War Behind the War
>

David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. IV, 272.
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matter of their own affairs, but the kind of government 
with which the Allies could confidently make peace was 
the business of those making the peace. If a democratic 
government, which in itself, he considered a guarantee 
of peace, could not be secure in Germany, other guaran
tees must necessarily be found.

With regard to Belgium, Lloyd George said:
The determination of the Allies is this, that 
Belgium must be restored as a free and inde
pendent people. Belgium must be a people and 
not a protectorate. We must not have a Bel
gian scabbard for the Prussian sword. The 
scepter must be Belgian, the sword must be 
Belgian, the scabbard must be Belgian, the soul must be Belgian.27

On July 26, 1917, a debate took place in the 
House of Commons in the course of which Mr. Ramsey Mc
Donald called upon the Government, together with the 
Allies, to restate their peace aims in the light of the 
Reichstag resolution. He considered the greatest dif
ficulty to be the inability of the Allies, in making
peace, to deal directly with the German people or their 
immediate representatives.

During the same debate Mr. Bonar Law remarked;
¿¿’«Li*7 ar® for peace in the time® If » Patched up peace comes now with that German military machine still unbroken, 
still in the hands of the same people who directed

27. Ibid.. IV, 273.
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it for the 20 years before the war, have we 
any security? I think we have the reverse.
Have we any security that the same danger 
which has ruined this generation will not ruin our children when this war is over?28

"Moreover, he explained the words of the German 
Resolution, "One of the conditions is freedom of the 
seas”, to have hut one meaning, a meaning that has no 
use or bearing in time of peace but applies only in time 
of war. It meant, he said, "that in war a nation with 
naval power is not to use that power, but a nation with 
military power is to be subject to no restrictions,1,29 
To the student of international law this phrase was 
understood to mean that private sea-borne property be 
immune from seizure during the time of war. But to the 
German it meant the determination not to be blockaded.

One of the Labor Members, too, gave oral expres- 
sion to a resolution previously passed by that party on 
the question of peace aims. It declared that the So
cialists of England, Prance and Russia had no desire to 
crush Germany economically or politically, neither were 
they at war with the people of Germany, but only with 
the Governments of those oppressed. Secondly, they de
manded complete liberation and compensation for Belgium, 28 29

28. Ibid,. IV, 275. "
29. Ibid.. IV, 276.
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and lastly, they wished the Polish question to he set
tled in conformity with the wishes of Poland's people. 
They should he permitted either autonomy within another 
State cr complete independence. Moreover, all the peo
ples from Alsace-Lorraine to the Balkans that bad been
forcibly annexed should have the right freely to dispose 

30of themselves.
The reaction in the House of Commons, and in 

this case it was a faithful indication of the general 
state of opinion, was that though there existed a gen
eral desire for peace, very few felt that the German 
authorities meant a real peace of the kind that could 
be honorably accepted.

The next serious peace move came from Pope Bene
dict XV on August 16, 1917, in the form of a letter to 
the Kaiser presented by Msgr. Eugenio Pacelli, then Pa
pal Nuncio, now Pope Pius XII. The Holy Father said 
that without political aim, heedless of suggestions or 
interests of either of the belligerents, and moved by 
the sense of his supreme duty as the Father of Christen
dom, he proposed terms to be used as bases for a just 
and lasting peace.

The fundamental points, the Holy Father stated,

30. Ibid., IV, 276-277.
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should be "that the moral force of right should replace 
the material force of arms.” This should result in a 
proportionally equal reduction of armaments to the 
point necessary to maintain proper public order in each 
state. Than instead of armies, courts or tribunals of 
arbitration would exert influence in case of differ
ences. And any state refusing either to submit inter
national questions to the tribunal or to accept its a- 
wards should be placed under preconcerted sanctions*

After the supremacy of right had once been es
tablished, freedom and enjoyment of the seas and all 
channels of communication should be insured under proper 
regulations. This would prevent much strife and would 
open the way to sources of prosperity and progress to 
all.

The Pope could see no way of settling the ques
tion of reparations excepting by mutual condonation.
The benefits to be derived from disarmament would jus
tify such settlement. However, before such agreement 
could be reached there must be a mutual restitution of 
occupied territories. Thus, Germany must not only re
store French and Belgian territory, but guarantee the 
latter full political, economic and military independ
ence. The German colonies must also be restored*

The territories in dispute between France and
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Germany, and that between Austria and Italy should be 
considered in the light of the immense advantages of a 
permanent peace and with regard for the aspirations of 
the people, and the harmonious adjustment of particular» 
interests with the common good of the great human 
society.

The same spirit of fairness and justice must 
guide the study of the territorial and political ques
tions concerning Armenia and the Balkan states. More
over the historical traditions and great sufferings, 
particularly during that war, should earn a sympathetic,
equitable and just treatment from all nations for the

31kingdom of Poland.
In Great Britain the Note received a respect

ful but unfriendly reception from the Press. This was 
due to the general supposition that the Vatican, as a
whole, was pro-German despite the wide reticence shown 
by the Pope.

When the Cabinet met to consider what answer 
should be given the message, Mr. Balfour, in informing 
them of the attitude of the Allies as they were then 
known to him, stated that in Prance, Ribot thought it 
sufficient to reply by receipt in the ordinary form,

31. Current History. VI. Part 2 
1917), 392-3937-------------* (September,
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while Albert Thomas felt a joint and collective reply- 
should be made by the Allies* Sonnlno, of Italy, 
thought it unnecessary to send an answer since the re
action to the previous collective answer to President 
Wilson’s note was not encouraging, Russia considered 
the appeal as purely pro-German, hence wanted the Al
lies to make a suitable reply. As for the United States, 
President Wilson doubted whether he would reply at all. 
If he did, it would be to indicate appreciation of the 
humanitarian consideration shown in the Pope's appeal. 
Beyond this he would point out these three objections:

1. That no intimation is conveyed that the 
terms suggested meet the views of any of 
the belligerents and that to discuss them 
would be a blind adventure.

2. That such terms constitute no settlement 
but only a return to the status quo ante 
and would leave af.fairs in the same atti
tude that furnished a pretext for the war? and

3. That the absolute disregard alike of all 
formal obligations of treaty and all ac
cepted principles of international law 
which the autocratic regime still dominant 
in Germany has shown in the whole action, 
of this war has made it impossible for 
other governments to accept its assurances on anything, least of all on terms upon 
which peace will be maintained. The present 
German Imperial Government is morally bankrupt; no one will accept or credit its 
pledges; and the world will be upon quick
sand, in regard to all international cove
nants which include Germany until it can 
believe that it is dealing with a responsible
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government*
He would not however close the door altogether against 
negotiations*

Balfour informed the War Cabinet that the Gov
ernment had already acknowledged the Note and in doing 
so had expressed sincere appreciation of its lofty and 
benign intentions, and also promised that it should re
ceive close and serious study*

After consideration, the Cabinet decided that 
the Vatican be notified to the effect that as the Allies 
had formulated their war aims in reply to Wilson’s Peace 
Mote, whereas the Central Powers had not, in this In
stance they proposed to send no detailed reply until the 
Central Powers had first done so*

Those who were charged with the affairs of the 
nations knew that unless the Issue was fought to a fin
ish, any peace attained at that hour would be in the na
ture of a truce. War would be renewed on the first ex
cuse when the nations had had an opportunity to rest and 
replenish their equipment.

1

As he was not hampered by secret treaties, it 
was left to President Wilson to reply to the Pope’s

32

32* Ray S. Baker, Letters. VII, 218-219. Woodrow Wilson Life and
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Peace Note, and more especially so since the Allies had 
already stated their aims. He was definitely satisfied 
that the time had not yet come for peace negotiations 
and that no real peace could he attained under prevail
ing conditions.

In his answer Wilson said that all must feel 
the wdignity and force of the human and generous mo
tives” in the Pope1s appeal, and fervently wish that 
Its path might he followed. Yet since It was not a 
cessation of arms hut a stable and enduring peace that 
was desired, it would he folly to take the path unless 
it led to that goal.

As Wilson saw it, no part of the program of the 
Papal Note could he successfully carried out unless the 
status quo ante furnished a satisfactory foundation for 
it. He declared the objee't of this war to he to liber
ate the free people of the world from the menace and 
power of a military establishment under the control of 
an irresponsible government whose secret plan It was to
dominate the world. To attain this domination it had

1

resorted to any means, fair or foul, oblivious alike to 
justice, mercy, honor or law. It had steeped a whole 
continent not only in the blood of soldiers, but of 
women and children and the helpless. This power was 
not the German people, but the master of the German
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people. How this people came tinder its control was not 
the business of those opposing this power, but it was 
their charge to see to it that the rest of the world was 
not left to its domination.

To deal with this power according to the plan 
proposed by the Pope would, as Wilson saw it, result in 
a restoration of the strength and renewal of the policy, 
thus making it necessary to form a permanent combination 
of nations hostile to its instruments, the German peo
ple. Surely no peace could be based on its plighted 
word of honor in a treaty, or upon the restitution of 
its power,

in Wilson’s estimation, any responsible states
man could readily see that no peace could rest securely 
upon political and economic.restrictions which benefit 
some nations and embarrass* others, or upon revenge, de
liberate Injury or vindictive action of any kind. He 
said that the Americans held that peace should rest up
on the rights of peoples, not of governments. Whether
these people be great or small, weak or powerful, they

/

possess equal rights to freedom, to security and self- 
government, together with the right to share in the eco
nomic opportunities of the world. In accordance with 
this belief, the American people desired no reprisal 
.upon the German people though they had suffered greatly
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at the hands of the Imperial German Government,
The purposes of the United States in the war,

the President declared, were known to all peoples whom
truth could reach. They sought no material advantages,
hut believed the insufferable wrongs committed by the
German Government ought to be repaired, yet not at the
expense of the sovereignty of any peoples. Indemnities
and punishments beyond this could never serve as a basis
for a peace of any kind, much less of a lasting peace.
Such peace can only rest on justice, fairness and the

53common rights of mankind.
Wilson further explained:

The test, therefore, of every plan of peace is 
this: Is it based upon the faith of all the 
peoples involved, or merely upon the word of 
an ambitious and intriguing Government on the 
one hand and of a group of free peoples on the 
other? This is a test which goes to the root 
of the matter, and it is the test whicn must be applied.

We cannot take the word of the present rulers 
of Germany as a guarantee of anything that is 
to endure, unless explicitly supported by such 
conclusive evidence of the will and purpose of 
the German people themselves as the other peo
ples of the world would be justified in accept
ing. Without such guarantees, treaties of set
tlement and agreements for disarmament, cove
nants to set up arbitration in place of force, 
territorial adjustments, reconstitutions of small 
nations, if made with the German Government, no

33. ”President's Reply to the Pope.”History. VII, Part 1, (October, 1917), 81-82. Current
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man, no nation, could now depend on. We must 
await some new evidence of the purposes of the 
great peoples of the Central Empires. God 
grant it may he given soon, and in a way to 
restore the confidence of all peoples every
where in the faith of the nations and the pos
sibility of a convenated peace.

Lloyd George agreed with Wilson in the realiza
tion that the ruling elements in the belligerent coun
tries were not yet ready for peace, and that to resort 
to a patched-up peace would have made no change in the 
governments making up the Central Powers. Moreover, 
the military autocracy would be more firmly fixed than 
ever. The military strength of Germany had to be broken
before a real peace could be attained. Therein lay the 

35British aim.
On September 18, 1917, England*s representative 

in Madrid was informed that Von Kuhlmann, the German 
Foreign Minister, had inaugurated a movement toward a 
peace proposal. According to the reports, it would meet 
the greater part of the aims of the Allied Powers, more 
particularly those of England concerning Belgian inde
pendence. This naturally aroused suspicion, though it

1

was generally felt that the approach was being made to

34. Ibid.. 82.
35. ''Comment of the Nations on the President’s 

Reply"• Current History, VII, Part 1, (October, 1917), 
83-84.
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entice the Allies into a conference at the time when 
the conditions were still favorable to the Central Pow
ers, Prance, too, had been approached, and the terms 
offered included cession of Alsace-Lorraine by Germany, 
restoration of Serbia, territorial concessions in Italy, 
colonial concessions to Great Britain and restoration 
of Belgium. But no mention was made of either Russia 
or Roumania.

In Prance opinion was divided on the point as 
to whether negotiations should be entered into or not.
By some it was feared that if the offer became known 
the French would stop fighting.

Lloyd George sought the views of the leaders as 
to the military prospects before deciding whether to 
meet the German representatives and undertake negotia
tions or not. It was decided to hold a common meeting 
of the representatives of France, America, Japan, Italy, 
and Russia. In accordance with their decision on Octo
ber 8, 1917, a message was despatched to Berlin by
which they expressed their willingness to receive any

/
communication concerning peace the German Government 
might desire to submit for discussion with the Allies.

This received no reply, but the "no Neverl" 
speech of Von Kuhlmann delivered the day after the mes
sage was sent proved most conclusively that Germany’s
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attitude toward British and French claims made negotia
tions out of the question.

itIn part Von Kuhlmann said:
There is hut one answer to the question, "Can 
Germany in any form malice any concessions with. 
regard to Alsace-Lorraine? The Answer is 
ffNo Neverl’"
So long as a single German can hold a gun, the 
integrity of the territory handed down to us 
as a glorious inheritance by our forefathers 
can never be the object of any negotiations or 
concessions,36

He made no mention of their intentions on the question 
of Belgium* Nor was it needed to show that though they 
disclaimed conquest they meant to extend the area of 
their dominion economically, diplomatically and mili
tarily*

Lloyd George answered the Kuhlmann speech in an 
address in London, October 11, 1917* He remarked that 
he knew of nothing that could have resulted in prolong
ing the war more than the statement made by the German 
Foreign Secretary. England was only the more determined 
to fight alongside of France to the end. All their ef
fort, energy and resources must be concentrated upon'

37victory*

36* David Lloyd George, War Memoirs, IV, 316 
(Italics Author^); Current History, VII, Part 1: 289.

37. Current History. VII. Part 1. (November. 1917), 289.
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A few days later, Lord Lansdowne, a former For
eign Minister who had negotiated the Entente with
France in 1904, caused a furore when he sought a re
statement of the Allied war aims in the hope that an 
end might be reached before civilization would be de
stroyed. Being of strongly pacific leanings, he advised 
England not to expect to get full value, and therefore 
suggested more moderate aims, so much so that Colonel 
House admitted almost complete agreement. Yet, not only 
the press and the public condemned his proposals, but 
Lord Robert Cecil speaking for the Lloyd George Ministry 
said that Lansdowne spoke only for himself and he did 
not in any way represent the views of the Government.
Yet he had supporters as well as opponents. Most French 
papers ignored it, with only a few showing favorable 
disposition. In Italy it met generally with disfavor. 
America gave it little attention but the German press 
gave It more publicity than its importance deserved.
And Kuhlmann saw in it the growth of moderation in 
England.

For some time already Colonel House had been 
trying to get a direct and personal declaration of peace 
terms from Lloyd George. By the middle of November he 
had simply the assurance that neither Britain nor France

38. Charles Seymour, o£. cit., in, 232.
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could meet the new Russian terras of no indemnities or 
annexations. However, on November 20, 1917, he records 
that in an after dinner conversation with the Prime 
Ministers

I pinned George down to British war aims. What 
Great Britain desires are the African colonies, 
both East and West; an Independent Arabia, under 
the suzerainty of Great Britain; Palestine to 
be given to the Zionists tinder British or, if 
desired by us, under American control; an inde
pendent Armenia and the internationalization of 
the Straits.... 39

House, in the course of the conversation, told 
Lloyd George that perhaps England would have done bet
ter had she had no allies. In that case the war would 
have been fought between the two countries alone, and 
that, on the sea, where Germany would certainly have 
been at a great disadvantage. England thus could have 
accomplished all that she now had accomplished and at 
far less cost. Neither could have reached definite 
conclusions, but England would have fared the better 
of the two. But under such conditions the world’s 
sympathy would have been with Germany rather than with 
England, due to the latters maritime position.^ '

It appears, too, that the Cabinet at this time

39. Ibid.. Ill, 235.
40. Ibid.. Ill, 235
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favored a public declaration to the affect that East 
Africa must never again be tinder German control. They 
expected such a statement would win the natives over to 
the British side and against Germany, as it was believed 
that German mistreatment had resulted in their hating 
their oppressors. The fear that they might again fall 
under German control was, the Cabinet thought, the rea
son they were afraid to take any action.

In an address before Grey’s Inn Benchers on 
December 14, 1917, Lloyd George warned the nation a- 
gainst half-way measures, or the acceptance of peace 
without real victory. He was evidently aiming his 
words against such proposals as those of Lansdowne. 
Setting up a League of Nations, arbitration of dis
putes, disarmament, and the like, in his estimation, 
were all very good after Victory, otherwise they would
be a mere farce. Just another agreement to be broken,

41another treaty to be disregarded.
It would be folly to have started fighting un

less they meant to fight on with all the strength of
1

the nation and against all hazards. One of two things 
faced them, he said. They were abasement in fright,

41. MLloyd George on War Aims.1* Current History. VII, Part 2 s (January, 1918), 52^5¥i
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before lawlessness, or carrying to completion the task 
of establishing a righteous and lasting peace for them
selves and their children. And certainly no self- 
respecting nation could hesitate in its choice.

The Prime Minister attributed Germany’s peace 
move to a desire to reach some definite understanding 
while they were still strongly intrenched in Allied 
territory, and before America could really become pre
pared. In his estimation the situation was far from 
hopeless for Britain, though it would mean greater sac
rifice both in men and resources. However he did con
dition victory to a greater or less degree upon Brit
ain’s ability properly to cope with her shipping prob
lem which, due to submarine warfare and increased de
mand for transportation by the American forces, as well 
as food provisions and munitions to Allies, was becom
ing somewhat serious. He, therefore, urged greater 
economy in the consumption of food and a marked in
crease in home production.

Towards the end of 1917, Austria and Tuikey, 
knowing that Germany was, as yet, in no mood to meet 
any terms acceptable to the Allies and that no general 
peace negotiations could be expected at that time, de
termined to make known their desire to bring the war 
to a close by negotiations. Austria, therefore, de-
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elded to send out peace feelers to England through Hol
land and Switzerland. One of these official approaches 
resulted in a meeting between General Smuts and Mr. 
Philip Kerr as British agents, and Count Mensdorff, the 
Austrian representative, in December of 1917, at Geneva, 
Switzerland. Lloyd George hoped that by these conver
sations it might be possible to effect a separate peace 
with either Austria or Turkey, or even with both. This, 
he felt, would ease matters in the Balkans and at the 
same time weaken Germany. Smuts was instructed accord
ingly.

In his report dated December 18-19, 1917, Smuts 
revealed that his discussions with the Prime Minister 
had decided him to follow these points as the objec
tives he should endeavor to attain: First, to convince 
Austria that the only obstacle between that country and 
British sympathy and support was their domination by 
Germany; secondly, he was to gain all information pos
sible, yet to refrain from any exchange of views re
garding peace terns involving Germany; and thirdly, if 
possible to inveigle the Austrians into making a sep
arate peace.

In Smut,s account of this meeting as noted in 
Lloyd George’s War Memoirs he'’assured Mensdorff that 
Austria's breakup and partition had never been intended.
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Their object was, he explained, to aid Austria to ex
tend the greatest freedom and autonomy to her subject 
peoples. The British had no intention of meddling in 
internal affairs. It was their desire to see the sub
ject nationalities satisfied and content. Whatever 
Smuts’ Intentions might have been, the subject nation
alities practically took this problem out of the hands 
of the Allies before the Armistice was reached.

This Federation of the Austro-Hungarian Empire 
would bring with it the full sympathy and cooperation - 
of the Entente, especially of America and the British 
Empire. Moreover, such an arrangement would free her 
from association with Germany and militarism.

The conversation also revealed that Britain 
was pledged to an independent State of Poland, but 
that a loose political connection with Austria might 
not be out of the question provided that the latter 
really broke away from Germany. And Britain might 
even consent to the addition of Galicia to Poland.

In exchange for this consideration on the part/
of Britain, Smuts sought Austria's recognition of the 
reasonable claims of Italy, Serbia and Roumania that 
the British had pledged them. And, furthermore, since 
the British people were deeply’ conscious of the danger 
to the well-being of Europe's political system so long
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as Germany remained a military dictator, they were de
termined to pursue the War till victory, or till inter
nal revolution had wrecked Germany, as had happened in 
Russia.

In consequence of this meeting, Britain was 
definitely convinced that Austria's making a separate 
peace was out of the question, at least for the time, 
and that such a move, Mensdorff held, would be consid
ered as an act dishonoring the Empire. Austria had 
also made it plain that no concessions to Italy and 
Roumania would be granted since their defection to the 
Allies was regarded as unutterable treachery. And as 
for Germany, Mensdorff evidently believed that she 
could not be beaten.

Lloyd George here notes that at that time he 
had not contemplated a complete breakup of the Austrian 
Empire, but rather that a number of practically inde
pendent states be organized within its bounds, as ex
isted within the British Empire. The question, how
ever, of Prance's willingness to accept anything short
of the whole of Alsace-Lorraine, which Mensdorff had

42mentioned, was new to him.
Why was there no Peace Conference in 1917?

Lloyd George Indicates definitely that though he thou^it

42. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. V, 19-36.
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Kuhlmann really desired peace and was willing to re
store Belgium, it was not for him, hut his Military 
Masters to determine. The German Foreign Minister de
clared openly their attitude toward Alsace-Lorraine 
but refrained from saying anything about Belgium, 
though they knew its restoration was England's chief 
aim. Y/hat Germany wanted, the Prime Minister reasoned, 
was to draw the Allies to the conference table and 
there play the one against the other. They hoped this 
would lead to suspicion and dissension and thus weaken 
the morale of the Allies. Lloyd George concluded that 
the German Army Headquarters permitted these overtures 
simply as a diplomatic offensive to weaken the enemy.

This analysis of the situation fits in quite
nicely when the reply of Michaelis to the Pope's Note,

»
and Ludendorff's "Military Necessities", as expressed 
at a Grown Council September 11, 1917, are compared, 
and again, when von Kuhlmann denied in public that 
Germany's war aims were what Ludendorff secretly af
firmed them to be. Naturally the contradictions leaked
out and resulted in disheartening both the public and 

43the rulers•

43o H. W. V. Temperley, _o£. ait,, I, 185.
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To get a right estimate of how the military
leaders of Germany felt toward Belgium, it is necessary
only to cull a few lines from Hindenburg’s letter to
Michaelis, dated September 15, 1917. Speaking of their
intentions regarding Belgium and the navy’s evacuation
of her coasts, Hindenburg wrote:

In agreement with General Ludendorff I think 
that the compensation should take the form of 
points d ’appul within and without our colonial 
empire. I must add two points. The economic 
union of Belgium with Germany will not be rea
lized without pressure upon that country even 
after the conclusion-of peace. An occupation 
of several years will serve the purpose, and in 
any case this would be necessary on military grounds while England and America are evacuating 
Prance. The German holding of Liege must con
tinue after the occupation, even if it lasts 
several years.....It is only when we are in oc
cupation of Liege, and are and remain undisputed 
masters of the situation, that we can take the 
necessary military and administrative measures.
I therefore, bound to think that we could not 
Teave Liege within any period that is ascertained or could be fixed in the treaty.44

Von Hindenburg
Lloyd George was of the opinion that peace 

might have been made in 1917. Yes, but as he said,
not the kind of peace the Allies would accept. Belgium/
would not have been restored, wot only Alsace-Lorraine, 
but also the French iron mines would have been in Ger- 
man hands. Italy might have obtained a wee portion of

44. Ralph Haswell Lutz, oj>. cit., I, 459
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the Irredenta in exchange for Russian and Roumanian 
territory. And finally, German military power would 
have been strengthened and increased at the expense of 
the whole western civilized world. The Prime Minister 
contended that no right-minded individual could have 
expected anything satisfactory to result from a peace 
conference at that time.

As we view the situation today, one is Inclined 
to agree with Lloyd George. It seems unlikely that 
Germany would have relinquished her hold on Belgium and 
Luxemburg, much less Alsace-Lorraine. But whether her 
aggression would have gone to the extent, under the 
Hohenzollems, that It has under the dictatorship of 
Hitler must ever remain a question.

/



CHAPTER III

"AIMS AS MADE PUBLIC FROM JANUARY 5, 1918 
TO OCTOBER 1918”

Mensdorff, who represented Austria at the meet
ing with the British agents in Switzerland, in December 
1917, had urged a restatement of Great Britain*s peace 
aims in so clear and definite a way that the Central 
Powers could not misunderstand them. He felt assured 
that if the aims were reasonable they would be accepted, 
or if rejected as unfit as a basis for discussion, all 
concerned would know their exact position.

Moreover, pacifist propaganda was on the in
crease and there was some danger that it might develop 
an anti-war sentiment capable of undermining the na- 
tion's morale just when it was likely that the outcome 
would depend on the ability of the nations to hold on. 
Hunger, hardship and privation had already gone far in 
fostering the pacifist attitude in the Central Powers 
and in Russia. In order to prevent the same factors 
playing upon the Allies, Lloyd George considered it 
essential to keep up the line of food supplies.

Many people too, of all classes, even though
>they were convinced of the righteousness of the struggle,
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were so surfeited with the horror, sorrow and suffer
ing of it all, that they anxiously looked toward an end 
to hostilities and were ready to join the pacifists. 
Furthermore, the constant and increasing drain on man
power for the army had reached such a point that re
sistance was being shown by the Labor Unions. Lloyd 
George had had the loyal co-operation of the Labor 
Party up to this time and it was absolutely essential 
that no internal dissention be permitted to disaffect 
a group whose support was needed to keep a united home 
front.

To meet these threats and prevent their un
favorable influence on the morale of the Allied na
tions, as well as to convince his country that the war 
was not being continued simply to gain a vindictive 
and looting triumph, Lloyd George resolved to restate 
the aims in accordance with the suggestion of Mens- 
dorff. Furthermore, he wanted to prove that the actual 
aims were definite, just, and attainable.

In order to make secure the good will of the/
Trade Unions, Lloyd George invited them to a confer
ence to consider British war alms. The Parliamentary 
Committee of the Trade Unions Congress and Labor Party 
had, on December 16, 1917, listed peace proposals which
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the Prime Minister found in agreement with those being 
brought forward by himself."^

A detailed statement of these peace objectives 
was drawn up. In order that the peace terms should be 
truly national, the Prime Minister submitted them to 
the Cabinet for consideration and approval. Next, he 
presented them for the sanction of the Liberals, in 
the persons of Mr. Asquith and Sir Edward Grey. After 
slight alteration in wording and the incorporation of 
a few suggested amendments, both approved the terms.
In the meantime, the Cabinet had informed the Dominions 
of the proposals and their approval was secured. Thus 
the Prime Minister was ready to present a full declar
ation of the War aims.

This announcement was made before the Confer
ence of the Trade Unions in Caxton Hall, January 5, 
1918, in which he said he was speaking for "the nation 
and Empire as a whole." He explained first what the 
British were not fighting for. He definitely stated
that the British were not fighting a war of aggression,

/ ' *
that they were not seeking the destruction of Germany 
and Austria, and were not resolved to despoil Turkey

1. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. V, 36-39.
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of Constantinople or of the Turkish possessions in Asia 
Minor and Thrace, which were predominantly Turkish in 
race*

Britain was, however, fighting for Belgium's 
complete liberation, as well as indemnity for the dam
age done her towns and provinces; for the liberation 
of Serbia, Montenegro and the occupied regions of 
Prance, Italy and Roumania; for the return of Alsace- 
Lorraine to France; for an independent Poland; for 
autonomy among the Austro-Hungarian nationalities; for 
the restoration of provinces taken from Italy; that the 
water lanes leading from the Mediterrean to the Black 
Sea be neutralized and internationalized and that Ara
bia, Syria, Mesopotamia and Palestine be given auton
omy. The German colonies were to be disposed of in 
accordance with the wishbs and interests of the native 
inhabitants of those colonies, in such a manner as to 
prevent their being exploited for the benefit of Euro
pean capitalists or governments. Lloyd George insisted
upon reparation for injuries caused by the breach of

/
international law, the British seamen not being over
looked and consideration being made for their services 
and the outrages they bore for the cause of freedom.
And lastly, he disclaimed any demand for war indemnity 
such as Germany had imposed on Prance after the Franco-
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Prussian War.
The Prime Minister concluded by saying:

If then we are asked what we are fighting for, 
we reply, as we have often replied: We are 
fighting for a just and lasting peace, and we 
believe that before permanent peace can be 
hoped for three conditions must be fulfilled*
First the sanctity of treaties must be re
established; secondly, a territorial settlement must be secured based on the right of 
self-determination or the consent of the gov
erned; and, lastly, we must seek by the crea
tion of some international organization to 
limit the burden of armaments and diminish the probability of war.
In these conditions the British Empire would 
welcome peace; to secure these conditions its 
people are prepared to make even greater sacrifices than those they have yet endured.3

Besides the motives already attributed to him, 
this speech was doubtlessly also delivered as an anti
dote to the Bolshevik revelation of the secret treaties 
drawn up between the Allies, the texts of which had 
been published in the Manchester Guardian as early as 
December 13, 1917. Lloyd George, however, made no 
comment as to his own reactions to the revelations.

The aims herein expressed by Lloyd George were

2« N. Y* Times, LXVII. January 6, 1918, 8*
3* N. Y. Times, LXVTI. January 6, 1918, 1:4,

4. Frank P. Chambers, The War Behind the War.
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so completely in line with those formulated by the 
Trades Union the preceding December, that the rift be
tween the Labor Party and the British Government, which 
had been so near the breaking point was again defi
nitely closed*

There is no evidence to be found that would in
dicate any exchange of views or collaboration between 
the President and the Prime Minister. In fact, a cable
gram dated January 5, from Balfour, informed Wilson thab 
British war aims would be published. Due to shortage of 
time it had been impossible to inform the Allies as to 
the nature of the terms. Balfour assured Wilson, how
ever, that they were in accord with the declarations 
the President had himself previously made*

Three days later, January 8, President Wilson, 
before a joint session or both Houses of Congress, gave 
utterance to the terms upon which Germany could obtain 
peace. He disclosed the fourteen conditions that must 
be met with before the United States would be willing 
to stop fighting.

/
Wilson began by drawing attention to the meet

ing which had attracted the notice of all nations, that 
of the representatives of Russia and the Central Powers 
in Brest-Lltovsk. This meeting had been called to as
certain, If possible, the conditions under which a
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general conference of all belligerents could be arranged 
to discuss terms of peace and settlement. Russia had 
very definitely stated her terms and outlined a program 
for applying them. The Central Powers had been vague 
in their first statements, but when the program of ap
plication was made public it became positive that they 
had clear and well-defined plans of retaining every 
foot of the occupied territories. The President main
tained that this parley proved that though the more 
liberal statesmen of Germany and Austria had been in
fluenced by the people’s opinions in formulating the 
general principles, the military leaders fixed the ac
tual terms upon, which settlement could be reached. It 
was of vital concern to him, and to all involved, which 
of the two groups must be considered and dealt with in 
reaching terms•

Nearly half of the address was used in indict
ing the Central Powers for their demands made upon Rus
sia, and in expressing sympathy for the Russian people 
and their ideals of liberty.

/
The challenge the Central Powers had thrown out 

to the Allies to restate their aims, Wilson again tooic 
up, though, he said, Lloyd George had already spoken 
candidly and spiritedly for the-British Empire.
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Mr. Wilson said ho believed the day of conquest 
and aggrandizement and of secret agreements had gone, 
and that all nations whose purposes were just and in 
harmony witn world peace could and should publicly avow 
the objects they had In view.

Mr. Wilson remarked further, that the United
States had entered the war to prevent, In the future,
the recurrence of such outrages and violations of rights
as made impossible the type of life which the American
people wished to live. He went on to say:

What we demand in this war, thererore, is 
nothing peculiar to ourselves. It is that 
the world be made fit and safe to live in; 
and particularly that it be made safe for 
every peace-loving nation which, like our 
own, wishes to live its own life, determine 
its own Institutions, be assured of justice 
and fair dealing by the other peoples of 
the world as against force and selfish ag
gression. All the peoples of the world are, 
in effect, partners, in this interest, and 
for our own part we see very clearly that 
unless justice be done to others it will not be done to us.5

In his famous Fourteen Points Wilson asked for 
the following: open diplomacy; complete freedom of the 
seas both in peace and in war except in such areas as 
might be closed by international agreement; removal of 
economic barriers and the establishment of equal trade

5. "President Wilson's War Aims Speech," Current History. VII, Part 2, 275.



conditions; adequate guarantee that national armaments 
would be reduced as far as domestic safety would permit; 
open-minded and impartial adjustment of colonial claims 
such that the interests of the peoples concerned would 
be given equal weight with the reasonable claims of the 
governments; the evacuation of Russia and settlement of 
all questions as would enable her to resume her right
ful position and association with other nations as well 
as determine her own political development and national 
policy; the liberation and restoration of Belgium, whose 
sovereignty must be unhampered; the freedom and return 
to Prance of all invaded territory together with Alsace- 
Lorraine; that Italian frontiers be readjusted in ac
cordance with lines of nationality; the peoples of 
Austria-Hungary and Turkey be granted opportunity of 
autonomous development and that the Dardanelles be 
opened to ships and commerce of all nations; the rea
lignment of the Balkans on ethnological bases; the es
tablishment of an independent Polish state embracing 
all Polish populations; and the formation of a League 
oi Nations to guarantee the independence and integritv 
of all States, great and small.'' 6

6. Ibid., 275-276
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Of this speech Lloyd George directly states!
This declaration, which subsequently played such 
an important part at the Armistice and the Peace 
Conference, was not regarded by any of the Allies 
as being at variance on vital matters, except in 
respect of Freedom of the Seas, with their own 
declarations —  although we never formally ac
cepted them, and they constituted no part of the official policy of the Alliance,7

It was on the basis of the aims herein expressed 
by Wilson that the Pre-Armistice Agreement was formula
ted. And it was on the understanding that these terms 
would form the basis of the Peace Treaty that Germany 
signed the Armistice.

Though the two speeches of the President and the 
Prime Minister gave expression to many ideas that were 
common to both, there were some, too, that show a differ 
ence, though not of a nature to cause disunity or in- 
compatability of action. Lloyd George showed a tenden
cy to abandon Russia to her own fate in consequence of 
her separate peace negotiations. Wilson offered the 
hand of help. Neither could see a way of rendering ma
terial help just at the time, but the President did feel 
that he could extend moral assistance. They agreed 'on 
Belgium»s restoration and independence. Both asked the

7. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. V, 42.
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restoration of French territory including Alsace-Lor
raine. Though Lloyd George used more emphatic language 
yet the conclusion was the same. The President spoke 
of the readjustment of Italy's frontier as a thing that 
"should he” done. The Prime Minister considered it 
”vital." Both desired to safeguard the peoples of 
Austria-Hungary and assured them of autonomous develop
ment, —  neither mentioned the Empire. With regard to 
Serbia, Montenegro and Roumania, Wilson demanded evacu
ation and restoration together with free access to the 
sea. Lloyd George used the term "reparations" instead 
of restoration and made no mention of an outlet to the 
sea. With regard to Turkey, both took the same attitude 
excepting that Lloyd George specified the provinces that 
should be given autonomy.

The independence of Poland was asked by both, 
though Wilson was more specific in including all "indis
putably Polish populations" and also sought their se
cure access to the sea. This latter request was not
mentioned by Lloyd George. The two points which the/
Prime Minister brought out, and which were not referred 
to by President Wilson, were the demand for reparations 
for Injuries done seamen in violation of international 
law, and the expressed willingness to have the lot of
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the German Colonies settled by a conference*
In the light of present developments it is worth 

noticing that the British Labor Party, whose proposals 
were in agreement with those expressed by the Prime Min
ister, mentioned complete self-determination for India 
and the other British dependencies. This was not to be 
attained outrightly but was to result from a more rapid 
development of self-government.

In England, Wilson’s address was received with 
enthusiasm as evidence that America approved the war 
aims of the European Allies and shared the same spirit 
as that evinced in the Prime Minister’s speech. The 
President’s utterance concerning the freedom of the seas 
in war as in peace time was generally interpreted as 
holding no terror for England provided Mr. Wilson’s 
project of a satisfying League of Nations was first re
alized* Otherwise the disarming of sea power without a 
corresponding decrease of military power on land would 
be disadvantageous, not only to the militarists, but to
all other powers as well, including the United States./

The prompt endorsement of Wilson’s message by 
British Labor, and their pledged support for the contin-

8* MPresident Wilson Draws a New Map for the 
Eurogean Nations," Current Opinion, LXV, (February, *^918)
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uation of the war on these lines surprised the world,
and the Central Powers in particular. The whole body
of organized labor in England agreed that the democra-

9cie3 now had a program which they could support.
Tardieu, in The Truth About the Treaty, admits 

that in this statement Wilson contradicted nothing that 
had previously been expressed. He merely reiterated 
terras already held and made public from time to time 
during the conflict. It was a recapitulation and ex
pression of identical terms in slightly varying lan
guage that resulted in a greater and more complete 

10unity.
Though outwardly and openly the Allies accepted 

these Fourteen Points as a basis for the coming peace 
conference, how much was mere lip-service might be de
duced from their later coftduct at the Conference, when 
they clamored for the promises made in the Secret Trea
ties and, in too many cases, they actually attained 
their fulfillment.

On February 11, 1918, Wilson again spoke before/
a joint session of Congress. This time it was in reply

9. nComments in Allied and Enemy Countries”,Current History. VII, Part 2, 276-278.
>

10. Andre Tardieu, The Truth About the Treaty. 84. --- ---------
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to the answer received from Austria's Minister, Count 
Czemin, as compared with that of Count Von Hertling.
He noted the friendly tone of the former and read into 
it Austria's desire and apparent willingness to accept 
the principles outlined in the Fourteen Points. Wilson 
felt that Austria would have gone even farther but for 
the alliances with and her dependence upon Germany*

According to Wilson, Count von Hertling*s reply 
was fraught with vagueness and confusion. He stated 
nothing clearly and succinctly. Germany apparently re
sented any participating in the settlements as an in
ternational affair. He wished the questions discussed 
only among those nations immediately concerned in each. 
Limitation of armaments to von Hertling was satisfac
tory, but economic conditions, in his estimation, would 
take care of that automatically. The German colonies, 
however, must be returned without so much as a question 
of debate* Germany and Russia would settle Baltic ter- 
ritorxal disputes, while disposition of French territo
ries were conditions that must rest solely between her- 
self and France* Austria should aid in determining 
Poland's fate. Balkan areas were subject to the deci
sions of Austria and Turkey*

Wilson definitely let the world know that we 
would accept none of such diplomacy as that therein
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suggested, which resembled closely that of the Congress 
of Vienna. He maintained that no peace, worthy of the 
name, could be bought at such a price. These problems 
were of concern to the whole world and had to be handled 
with a spirit of unselfishness and unbiased justice*
The peoples involved, their racial and natural desires 
and ties, their security and peace of mind, must be 
given full and proper consideration if a lasting peace 
was to result. Wilson refused to have people handled 
and bartered as chattels, whether by mutual understand
ing between rival nations or by international confer
ences. "Self-determination" meant just that to him and 
he wanted it to be recognized and applied.

Wilson clearly noted, too, that though the Uni
ted States had no desire to interfere in the affairs of 
Europe or her territorial distributions and squabbles, 
yet, since she had been drawn into it involuntarily, 
she could not and would not stand back and permit the 
peace and security of mankind to be jeopardized, nor
would she fail to carry her share of the responsibility

1

of maintaining civilization*
Furthermore, Wilson maintained that the rights 

of small nations and nationalities be protected in their 
right to choose and form their own allegiances and polit
ical life. They must be safeguarded in this by all na
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tions and their rights guaranteed if need he, by force.
Finally, Wilson set forth these four principles

as a foundation for the discussion of such a peace as
was fitting and desirable:

First, that each part of the final settlement 
must be based upon the essential justice of 
that particular case and upon such adjustments 
as are most likely to bring a peace that will be permanent*
Second, that peoples and provinces are not to 
be bartered about from sovereignty to sover
eignty as if they were mere chattels and pawns 
in a game, even the great game, now forever 
discredited, of the balance of power.
Third, every territorial settlement involved in 
this war must be made in the interest and for 
the benefit of the populations concerned, and 
not as a part of any mere adjustment or com
promise of claims amongst rival states; «n<1
Fourth, that all well-defined national aspira
tions shall be accorded the utmost satisfac
tion that can be accorded them without introduc
ing new or perpetuating old elements of discord 
and antagonism that wduld be likely in time to 
break the peace of Europe and consequently of the world.ll

Unless and until such a peace could be secured, 
the United States would have no choice but to go forward
and expend her manpower and economic power to the ut-

*
most to attain the end for which she had embarked upon 
this terrible task.'*'2

Czemin’s and von Hertling’s replies to the

11. Woodrow Wilson, War and Peace. Presidential Messages, Addresses and Public Papers. I, 182-183.
12. Ibid.. 177-184.
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addresses of Lloyd George and Wilson were only stronger 
proof that the Central Powers were not yet at that point 
where peace negotiations could he taken up seriously. 
Yet, when on January 11, 1918, communication was re
ceived asking that a meeting he arranged between Lloyd 
George and the Austrian Prime Minister, Czerain, the 
former was all for keeping up the communications pre
viously opened. Though the Cabinet doubted the wisdom 
of the venture, Lloyd George felt that everything pos
sible should be done. If Austria could be prevailed 
upon to make peace it would mean one foe less to fight. 
If not, it must at least result In Austro-Hungarian 
troops not joining the Germans In the Western Front as 
they would not care to antagonize the Western Powers 
further.

The attention that would necessarily be focused 
upon a meeting of the Prime Ministers of two nations at 
war against each other proved that plan impractical. 
Moreover, Czemin evidently was tricking either the 
British or the Germans. If judged by his message, he 
was deceiving Germany. If his speeches were the basis 
of judgment, he was merely tempting England.

It was decided that Smuts, in the company of 
Kerr, would again carry on Britain's end of the conver
sations. Their first impression after reaching Berne,
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on March ninth, was that Austria was ready now to re
strict her discussions to problems concerned with a sep
arate peace. They gave the impression of meaning to get 
out of the war with or without their allies. Apparently 
what they wanted was to slip out of the clutches of 
Prussian domination, and to reorganize along federal 
lines*

However, the next few days revealed that Czernin 
feared the Entente Powers were of a mind merely to sep
arate Austria-Hungary for the simple purpose of isolat
ing and defeating Germany. He was assured by Smuts that 
what the Allies wanted was a settlement that would re
sult in a just and lasting peace everywhere, thus open
ing the way for general disarmament. Smuts informed 
him, however, that the Entente did not consider the 
treaty of Brest Litovsk and the treaty with Roumania 
in line with these principles*

When the meeting closed on March fourteenth, it 
was understood that any further conversation must deal 
with settling of questions outstanding between Austria 
and the Entente, the basis of such consideration being 
the attainment of justice toward all people, and not the 
bargaining of territory against territory. It was fur
thermore understood that this principle must also be 
applied to the questions in dispute between Austria and
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Italy, Serbia and Roumania, since these internal racial 
questions deeply affected international relations.
Hence, they also affected the chance of maintaining a 
lasting peace. It was also agreed that the Entente 
Powers would refuse to take part in an exchange of ideas 
regarding peace terms with Germany.

Snuts was of the opinion that the attitude of 
Czemin had undergone change from the time the meeting 
had been suggested till it actually took place. The 
Austrians eagerness for these parleys had, he thought, 
been notably diminished. This, he conjectured, might 
have been the result of Czemin»s decision to abandon 
separate negotiations in favor of awaiting military de
velopments or Allied peace agitation that would favor 
them. On the other hand it might have been Czemin*s 
determination to open negotiations with the United 
States, expecting, no doubt, to get more moderate terms 
from her as she was in no way tied up by treaties to 
Italy, and would be in a position to lend greater finan
cial aid. Finally, Smuts thought the changed attitude 
might be attributed to the realization that, to carry 
the matter to the point of dealing with a British pleni
potentiary, Czemin would be forced by popular opinion 
and pressure to go on to an inevitable separate peace, 
or breakup of the monarchy from within, due to divided
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X3opinion concerning peace terms.
Though the negotiations up to this time had 

reached no conclusions of a definite nature, yet they 
did keep open the channel between Austria and Britain, 
Secrecy was necessary on the part of both, Germany, 
under the control of the High Command, who dictated its 
policies during the latter part of the war, clung so 
tenaciously to the Belgian ambitions that the politi
cians could make no offer of peace which the Allies 
would be willing to consider, much less accept. Early 
in July, 1918, the Conference of Spa, at which the 
Kaiser and his chief Ministers, representing the mili
tary, naval, and civilian populations, were present, 
formulated such peace terms as plainly showed that no 
satisfactory developments could have been reached before 
the fall of that year.

By early September, Austria had reached the 
point that she could no longer refrain from seeking an 
immediate peace. But while Germany was considering the 
move, and only two days before Austria’s Peace Note was

i

released, Lloyd George, in a speech at Manchester, among 
other conditions listed:

13, David Lloyd Georgfc, War Memoirs. V, 48-54
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"The first indispensable condition in my 
judgment, is that civilization shall establish 
beyond doubt its power to enforce its decrees 
....»Prussian military power must not only be 
beaten, but Germany herself must know that.
The German people must know that if their rulers 
outrage the laws of humanity, Prussian military 
strength cannot protect them from punishment.
There is no right you can establish, national 
or international, unless you establish the fact 
that the man who breaks the law will meet in
evitable punishment. Unless this is accomplished, 
the loss, the suffering and the burdens of this 
war will have been in vain.”14

Several days later, September 27, 1918, Wilson, 
in an address at Mew York, remarked that as time passed 
and the war progressed we gained a fuller realization 
of what we expected to accomplish by it. Its issues 
were more definitely outlined as hopes and expectations 
were excited. Furthermore, its well defined and posi
tive purposes were beyond our power to determine or 
alter. They were created by the very nature and cir
cumstances of the war itself. These issues, he main
tained, must be settled.

In the course of this same Mew York speech, of 
September 27, Wilson enunoiated the five Fundamentals 
for a League of Nations which, combined with the Foutf 
Principles expressed in his Fourth of July address, and 
supplementing the “Fourteen Points,” were to form the 
- - - ■ - — ■   ■ ■ ■   -----  -■ --- ■— - ■— -- - - - .. . _ .

14. Ibid.. VI, 229.
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basis for the terms of the Armistice a short time later. 
He said he could state them with confidence and author
itatively as setting forth the government’s analysis of 
its own duty regarding peace. They were:

First, the impartial justice meted out must 
involve no discrimination between those to 
whom we wish to be just and those to whom we 
do not wish to be just. It must be a jus
tice that plays no favorites and knows no 
standard but the equal rights of the several 
peoples concerned; second, no special or sep
arate interest of any single nation or any 
group of nations can be made the basis of any 
part of the settlement which is not consistent 
with the common interest of all; third, there 
can be no leagues or alliances or special cove
nant and understandings within the general and 
common family of the League of Nations; fourth, 
and more specifically, there can be no special, 
selfish economic combinations within the League 
and no employment of any form of economic boy
cott or exclusion except as the power of eco
nomic penalty by exclusion from the markets of 
the world may be vested in the League of Nations 
itself as a means of discipline and control; 
fifth, all international agreements and treaties 
of every kind must be made known in their entirety to the rest of the world.15

Lloyd George comments that these five conditions 
were specially interesting as indicative that both the 
United States and Britain had broken away from the tra
ditional attitude of "Power Diplomacy." He, too, was 
satisfied that the greatest problem confronting the Al
lies was the one mentioned by Wilson, that all concerned 15

15. President Wilson’s Great Speeches. 393-394.
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were convinced that no "bargain or compromise leading to 
peace could be made with the governments of the Central 
Powers. Dealings up to that time had proved as much, 
wo motive seemed to guide the enemy excepting force and 
their own interests. They were without honor and did 
not intend justice.

Wilson went on to say:
”....We cannot come to terms with them. They 
have made it impossible. The German people 
must by this time be fully aware that we can
not accept the word of those who forced this 
war upon us. We do not think the 3ame thoughts 
or speak the same language of agreement.”16

Lloyd George again remarked that the Allies had 
no desire to keep up the conflict against either Ger
many or Austria for one hour longer than necessary. But 
it would be foolhardy to end the struggle in a sort of 
armed truce, leaving the Central Powers still in author
ity, or in a position to renew the conflict when or as 
soon as they thought the moment propitious. Thus no al
ternative was left but to carry on until the enemy was 
defeated in the field, and discredited at home.

Approximately three weeks earlier, the British 
Trade Union Congress had passed a resolution that any 
arbitrary power capable in itself of disturbing the 16

16. Ibid.. 391.
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worlds peace be destroyed or at least rendered vir
tually Impotent* They urged that when the Central Pow
ers should, either on their own accord or by compulsion 
evacuate Prance and Belgium, peace negotiations should 
immediately be established by the Government* Thus the 
peace problem awaited solution until the defeat of the 
Central Powers became an established fact, and until 
their forces were withdrawn from the conquered areas of 
France and Belgium,



CHAPTER IV

STEPS TOWARD AN ARMISTICE

Lloyd George practically dropped out of the war 
picture during the summer and early fall of 1918. His 
war work was almost completed with the appointment of 
Poch as Commander-in-Chief of the Allied forces. This 
appointment was due largely to the Premier, whose sole 
purpose was to bring about unity of command. This ac
complished, he was free to give his attention to polit
ical affairs at home.

Even in the diplomatic exchanges which preceded 
the German collapse, Lloyd George had comparatively lit
tle part. President Wilson set forth the requirements 
and aspirations of the Allies. What Great Britain wanted 
to say was usually said by Mr. Balfour, or by one or an
other of the ministers close to Lloyd George* Only oc
casionally did the Prime Minister indicate his personal 
attitude toward principles or suggestions offered.

Though Lloyd George was seldom heard at this
t

time, yet in order to get a clear picture of the situa
tion about which he would later express himself, it Is 
necessary to present the story of events leading up to 
the actual consideration of armistice terms.
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The counteroffensive waged by the Allies had 
given the Central Powers sufficient material for serious 
thought towards peace, and that not a peace of victory# 
Von Kuhimann was removed from his post of Foreign Minis
ter because he dared to remark before the Reichstag that 
weapons alone could not end the war.^

In itself this was a hint that compromise and 
mitigation of aims would be necessary. As late as the 
first week of June a purported "Peace Offensive," was 
suggested and sanctioned by Ludendorff. Its purpose, 
according to Lloyd George, was to delude the Allies into 
thinking that the Central Powers were ready to make 
peace. The enemy thought that in so doing they would 
arouse the pacifists and the war weary, especially in 
Britain, where they hoped to bring about the overthrow 
of the Prime Minister*

Just a month later, quite a different attitude 
Is evident. Though not known publicly until after the 
War, a conference was held at Spa, July 2nd and 3rd, 
1918, attended by the Kaiser and his Ministers. They 
formulated a summary of peace terms such as could not 
have been acceptable to the Allies.

1. H. W. V. Temperley, op. cit., I, 82-83.
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By August 14, a second such conference was held 
by the Kaiser and the German military, naval, and civil
ian leaders. Hunger and unrest at home, despair among 
her allies, together with Ludendorff's admission of the 
hopelessness of the attempt to break the will of the Al
lied Powers by military operations, led the Kaiser to 
admit that Germany must seek a suitable occasion to 
reach an understanding with her enemies. Neither the 
military personnel nor the civilians were willing yet to 
accept a peace on the basis of defeat.

By the thirtieth of August, Austria*s represen
tative informed Berlin that she felt herself forced to 
take independent action toward ending the war. Germany 
hastened to reassure her, but the turn of events soon 
showed German confidence to be misplaced, and Hinden-
burg agreed to concur in'a move to be made through a

2neutral power, such as Switzerland or Holland.
The Austrian Emperor could wait no longer, and 

on September 14 issued a call to all belligerent Govern
ments to meet at some neutral center for a confidential/
discussion to form a basis for a speedy negotiation of 
peace. But von Payer, the German Vice-Chancellor, In 
his speech on Germany’s war aims, closed the door against

2. H. W. V. Temperley, 0 £. clt.. I, 89-91.
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any hopes the Allies might have entertained that reason
able peace terms might be attained.

The United States answered this Note promptly by 
saying that its peace aims had been clearly outlined in 
the Fourteen Points, and that they would take no part in
a conference to consider matters upon which they had

3definitely declared themselves. As for Britain, and 
in this Lloyd George expressed his agreement, Mr* Bal
four voiced their attitude when he said:

nI cannot bring myself to believe this is an 
honest desire on the part of our enemies to 
arrive at an understanding with us on terms 
which it would be possible for us to accept 
....This is not an attempt to make peace by 
understanding, but an attempt to weaken for
ces in the field, by working upon those senti
ments, honourable in their origin, mistaken 
in their development, which they believe to 
exist in all countries, and which they think 
capable of being turned to their purpose to
work out their end...n4 • •

The Allied Powers hesitated to take part in any 
conference which was not virtually bound beforehand to 
concessions from the Central Powers. These concessions 
must be such as the Allied Powers considered essential. 
Otherwise, the discussions, would undoubtedly be pro-

3. Woodrow Wilson, Public Papers of Woodrow Wilson. V arid VI, 251. —
4* David Lloyd George,- War Memoirs. VI, 230.
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longed, and thus give the enemy an opportunity to re
coup his forces and weapons and restore lost morale.

The Bulgarian Armistice signed September 29,
1918, further weakened the Central Powers, and affairs 
in the Hear East were progressing in such a way that 
Turkey'3 capitulation was expected at almost any moment. 
Both Ludendorff and Hindenburg had come to realize that 5there was nothing left to them but to abandon the fight.

Germany sent her first peace note to President 
Wilson, October 3, 1918. On the same day that the Bul
garian Armistice was signed, it was already determined 
at a conference at Spa, that a request for peace be sent 
to the Entente. Both Vienna and Constantinople were 
asked to join in Germany's appeal to President Wilson, 
for peace based on his Fourteen Points and his later 
pronouncements. It also requested him to call a con
ference of all belligerents at Washington, dependent 
upon an immediate armistice on land, on sea, and in the 
air. At the same time a similar note was sent by Austria.

David Lloyd George had just gone to Paris to/
confer with representatives of the French and Italian 
governments on the question of Bulgarian and Turkish

5. H. W. V. Temperley, ojd. cit., I, 96
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conditions. The Prime Minister stated that though Wil
son was asked to acquaint the belligerents with the re
quest of the Central Powers, yet he retained the note
for some days, in the meantime framing and dispatching

6his own reply without consulting with his allies.
Wilson’s answer wa3 handed by Lansing to the 

Swiss representative at Washington on October 8th. Be
fore making a definite reply to the questions of the 
German Note, Wilson asked for further assurance that 
Germany was ready to accept the terms he had enunciated 
as they were, and if the Chancellor’s reason for in
augurating this meeting was merely to settle on the de
tails concerning their application. As to the question 
of an Armistice, Wilson replied that so long as the 
forces of the Central Powers occupied Allied soil he 
could not propose a cessation of fighting on the part 
of his Allies. Thus the proof of sincerity, on the 
part of the Central Powers, would be their consent to 
the withdrawal of their troops from the invaded regions.

Furthermore, Wilson asked whether or not the 
Chancellor were speaking for the constituted authorities

6. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs, VI. 247-248. „ -----
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of the Empire who had so far carried on the war.
The conditions drawn up tentatively by the re

presentatives of Britain, Prance and Italy at the meet
ing in Paris, prior to the presentation of Wilson’s re
ply, had listed eight principles concerned with the lib
eration and evacuation of all invaded regions and cessa
tion of all submarine warfare, though the Allied block
ade should not be lifted. This latter precaution was 
suggested to prevent the enemy from using the armistice 
period to re-equip himself. The conditions presented 
for consideration by Marshal Foch were notably harsher 
and made provisions for obtaining security for repara
tions and confiscation of war materials, plants, rail
ways, and military installations, most of which demands

8were later embodied in the actual armistice terms.
Bonar Law is said* to have considered these de

mands equivalent to unconditional capitulation. With 
this sentiment Lloyd George declared himself in agree
ment. However, as Wilson’s reply had not yet been made 
at the time these conditions were drawn up, they made 
no attempt to carry them further, as they felt quite

7. Woodrow Wilson, oj>. clt.. V and VI, 274-275.
8. David Lloyd George; War Memoirs. VI, 248-

7
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sure that the President would reject the German request 
as a move to bring about a negotiated peace without vic
tory* The Paris Conference suspected that Hindenburg 
and Ludendorff desired an immediate armistice as the me
dium of preventing the breakup of their army and thus 
enabling them to continue resistance afterwards, if fit
ting terms could not be gained*

Wilson’s reply had been made public before the 
Allied Conference at Paris broke up. Clemenceau de
clared himself satisfied with the message, and since the 
main conditions were in accord with their own outlined 
principles, he saw no need for the other Allies taking 
action at the time* The Prime Minister, however, did 
not feel quite so satisfied. Judging by Prince Max’s 
explanation of the Peace Mote to the Reichstag, Lloyd 
George felt that the Gentans acknowledged to themselves 
that they were defeated. Had Lloyd George been in the 
Chancellor's place, he would have accepted Wilson's pro
posals without change. Hence, he thought Prince Max 
would most probably do so.

Lloyd George declared himself unwilling to per
mit such an acceptance without having a more definite 
idea as to just what Wilson meant by a few points. In 
the first place, Freedom of the Seas in war time was
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quite unacceptable to England. That Germany was willing 
to accept the evacuation clause was already quite evi
dent. But here again Lloyd George was not sure of the 
interpretation of the Fourteen Points with regard to 
Alsace-Lorraine. Furthermore, the Prime Minister feared 
that if the Germans accepted, as he expected them to do, 
an armistice would be reached without any protest on the 
part of the other Allies. The Germans then could hold
the Entente Powers to the German*s own view of the 

9Points.
In accordance with thi3 advice, a formal reply 

was drawn up and sent to the President. In it they 
agreed that the enemy*s evacuation of invaded territory 
was necessary as a preliminary condition to discussion 
of the question, but not sufficient for the conclusion 
of the Araistice. It was‘feared that should the armis
tice not be followed by peace, the enemy’s position 
would only be strengthened during the armistice period. 
The conditions of the armistice could only be reached
after consultation with military experts and in accord

1

with the situation at the actual time the negotiations 
opened. These considerations had been urged by the

9. Ibid.. VI, 251-253;
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Allied military experts, particularly by Foch.
A telegram accompanying this message suggested 

that the United States send a representative. This re
presentative should be endowed with full confidence of 
his government to confer on questions regarding the war 
and commanding immediate attention. In consequence of 
this request, Colonel House was granted full power to 
act in the name of the United States.

That the end was near was now clear. It was 
just as certain that great care must be exercised at 
this juncture, that no false step should be made which 
could imperil the final outcome of the struggle. A real 
end, not a temporary cessation was wanted. As yet the 
Allies were not ready to commit themselves to discus
sions with Ludendorff until they were assured that their 
main terms would be accepted. The Fourteen Points were, 
in the main, acceptable to the Allies, but in several 
instances were subject to more than one interpretation,
so they hesitated until It should be determined that

10Germany would accept the Allies* view. /
The German reply of October 12, 1918, to Wilson's 

.Note declared their willingness to accept the proposi-

10. Ibid.. VI, 253-255.
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tions as outlined, by the President as the basis for a
permanent peace of justice, and their willingness to
withdraw from the occupied regions. It also asserted
that the German Government spoke for the German people,

11as it represented the majority of the Reichstag,
Unfortunately, the Germans’ conduct was not in 

accord with the sentiments expressed in the Peace Note, 
and Wilson sent a second answer, dated October 14, in
forming the Germans that armistice conditions would have 
to be arranged with the Allied military authorities, 
such that the military supremacy of the American and 
Allied armies in the field should be satisfactorily 
safeguarded and guaranteed.

Wilson drew attention to German atrocities and 
demanded that they be stopped. The message said:

"The President feels that it is also his duty 
to add that neither the Government of the United 
States nor, he is quite sure, the Governments 
with which the Government of the United States 
is associated as a belligerent will consent to 
consider an armistice so long as the armed forces of Germany continue the illegal and inhumtm prac
tices which they still persist in.....The nations 
associated against Germany cannot be expected to 
agree to a cessation of arms while acts of in- ' 
humanity, spoliation and desolation are being 
continued which they justly look upon with horror and with burning hearts."12

11. H. W. V. Temperley, 02. olt.. I, 98.
12. Woodrow Wilson, o£. cit., V and VI, 277-278.
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At the end of the note Wilson hinted broadly 
that there was little hope that the war would end so
long as the Kaiser and his military advisers remained 
in control of Germany's policy. It was also Indicated 
that they should give evidence of repentance If they 
desired a merciful peace. England viewed the reply as 
exactly suited to the situation. The London Press com
ment was, without exception, favorable.

Memoranda by both Sir Eric Geddes and Lord Cur- 
zon indicated that the United States and Britain were 
becoming hardened toward caution. Curzon noted that 
from that time, October 15, onward, any decision con
cerning armistice terms must be reached by joint dis
cussion among the Allies, not the President's action 
alone•

Germany, in her nfext note to Wilson dated Oeto- 
ber 20, accepted the condition that the armistice terms 
should be arranged by military advisers, but demanded 
that the basis of arrangements should safeguard and 
guarantee the then existing relative strength on the 
fronts. They also asked that no demand be made that 
could not be reconciled with the honor of the German 
people or that would stand in the way of a peace with 
justice. The charge of illegal and inhuman practices 
was flatly denied, but a promise was given that sub
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marine action against passenger vessels would be 
stopped. Finally, it asserted that legislation, in ac
cordance with the changed Constitution had been intro
duced to make the decision on war and peace subject to

13the sanction of the Reichstag,
Wilson’s answer followed three days later in

which he accepted the last two conditions, but as for
the terms of armistice he said:

...'’The only araistice he would feel justified 
in submitting for consideration would be one 
which should leave the United States anri the 
Powers associated with her in a position to 
enforce any arrangements that may be entered 
into, and to make a renewal of hostilities on 
the part of Germany impossible....."14

In accordance with these views, he told the 
Chancellor he was sending the correspondence to his Al
lies so that their military advisers might work out an 
armistice that would protect the interests of the peo
ples concerned and guarantee to the Allied Powers the 
unrestricted right to safeguard and execute the details 
of the peace. He, moreover, let it be known that he 
placed little trust in the supposed change of Govern- 
meat. He also said that the word of those who had so 
far ordered German policy would not be trusted. Further-

13. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. VI. 261-265.
14. Woodrow Wilson, o£. cit., V and VI, 284.
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mors, he pointed out that if the United States had to 
deal with the military and autocratic Masters of Germany, 
concerning an armistice, or would be likely to have to 
do so later concerning the international obligations of 
the German Empire, then not peace negotiations but sur
render would be required. This latter statement was a
strong hint that armistice terms would involve the com-

15
plete surrender of the Central Powers.

On the twenty-sixth of October, Germany sent 
word to Wilson that the required constitutional change 
had been made and that the military powers were subject 
to it. The German Government was then ready for pro
posals for an armistice*

Meanwhile, on October 18, President Wilson an
swered the Austrian Note informing them that the Four
teen Points in their original form could no longer be 
applied to Austria, since the independence of Czecho
slovakia and Tugo-Slavia had already been recognized*
The subject nationalities must therefore be given their 

16independence•
/

On the 27th of October the Austrians indicated 
their willingness to accept peace on the terms as fixed 15

15. Ibid.. 283-285* ,
16* Ihid.. V and VI, 281-282.
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by the Allies even without reference to the military 
leaders for armistice terms. Their conditions were such 
that they were ready to accept whatever terms were of
fered.

Pour days later, on November 1, the Pope sent a 
special message to London asking that the British Gov
ernment give benevolent and immediate consideration to 
the request for a separate peace put forward by Austria- 
Hungary.

When the Papal Mote was received the negotia
tions for an armistice were under way at Versailles, 
where the actual terms were being arranged. On Novem
ber 3, 1918, the armistice with Austria was signed when 
she agreed to allow the subject nationalities to deter
mine their own fate. Fighting stopped the following 
day. The armistice with* Turkey had been signed on Octo
ber 30. Thus two of the Central Powers were withdrawn 
from the war. Now full attention was centered upon the 
terms for Germany. The text of the armistice to be of
fered, as well as resolutions further defining the mil-

1

itary steps to be used against Germany in case she 
would not accept the armistice, were under consideration.

The task lay in the hands of the Allied Govern
ments and their military advisers. Discussion on German 
armistice terms had begun informally at Paris in October
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by the Allied Peace Conference and was continued at 
Versailles by the Supreme War Council.

T,la ?orrespond<mce between President Wilson and 
the German Government was first given careful considera
tion. It was agreed that Wilson's pronouncements would 
be accepted as the basis for negotiations, but subject 
to certain qualifications.

The representatives of Great Britain, Prance and 
Italy, joined by House of the United States, presented 
the following suggestions in accordance with Wilson's 
principles as a fcundatlon for the armistice with Ger
many and Austria-Hungary, to the military representa
tives. (1 ) m e  enemy was to withdraw completely from 
Prance, Belgium, Luxemburg and Italy, (gj ^  Qermans
were to withdraw into their own country beyond the 
Khlne. (3 ) The enemy was to evacuate Alsace-Lorraine
Without its being oooupled by the Allies. (4 ) Irentino 
and Istria were to fare similarly. (5 ) Serbia, Monte- 
negro and the Caucasus were t o  b e  evacuated, b y  the 
enemy. ( 6 )  All t e r r i t o r y  b e l o n g i n g  t o  R u s s i a  a n d . R o u -  

mania before the war must be evacuated. (7) Submarine 
warfare was to be stopped immediately. (8) And finally, 
it was agreed that the blockade must not be lifted.
This last condition, though harsh, was judged necessary 
so that Germany would not be given an opportunity to
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re-equip for a renewal of the war. Though Lloyd George 
does not appear to have arranged personally any group 
of suggested aims, his influence can be detected as 
permeating that listed above.17

Though many people wished Foch alone to be given 
sole responsibility for suggestions, Clemenceau and
others felt that this would give t h e  G o v e n m e n t ,  no con
sideration. F u r t h e r m o r e ,  many q u e s t i o n s  w o u l d  h e  i n 

volved, such as naval, and political matters, with which 
Foch was not familiar. Clemenceau also advised that the 
conclusion reached should be sent to the President, who 
was to send them to Germany, rather than tnat they be 
sent to Germany d i r e c t l y .

Lloyd George objected to this latter procedure, 
as it would prevent any opportunity for tile enemy to 
raise objections. They would have to accept or refuse 
outright. Moreover, if the terms were made public and 
the Allied Governments did not hold the enemy to the 
letter of their provisions, public opinion would be a- 
roused to a high pitch, no matter how unimportant the 
point might be.

House, on the other hand wished the terms to 
receive the endorsement of Wilson. He also favored

17. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. VI, 249.
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their being given directly to the Germans without pre
vious publication.

Lloyd George agreed with the suggestion of 
House, and added that Wilson instruct the Germans to 
send an officer w i t h  a w h i t e  flag to Foch to r e c e i v e  t h e  

terms. In a c c o r d a n c e  w i t h  C l e m e n c e a u ’  3  v i e w ,  A l l i e d ,  r e 

presentatives were solicited from among the leading mil-
18itary and naval officers and statesmen.

The following conditions were suggested by Mar
shal Foch. H e  asked that B e l g i u m ,  F r a n c e ,  A l s a c e -  L o r 

raine and Luxemburg not only be evacuated by the enemy, 
but that their populations be repatriated within a fort
night. Two or three bridgeheads should be assured the 
Allied forces so that, should negotiations not prove 
successful, the war might be continued. Furthermore, 
the left bank of the Rhine should be evacuated by enemy 
troops within thirty days and Allied occupation should 
follow as security, during the period of negotiations. 
The subject of these negotiations was the reparations 
to be demanded for damages sustained by the enemy occu-

f
pled countries. Administration during the occupation 
was to be shared by Allied troops and local authorities 18

18. Charles Seymour, og. cit., IV, 101-103.
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until til© peace should be gained. Moreover, Poch 
thought it necessary to impose still further conditions 
upon the enemy. Any war materials and supplies not re
moved by the enemy within the time determined must be 
left. None of it might be destroyed. Lastly, fighting 
was to cease twenty-four hours after the conditions of 
armistice had been approved and properly signed.19

Bonar Law considered these conditions equiva
lent to a demand for a complete capitulation. Lloyd 
George and Sonnino thought that both Poch and the mili
tary representatives were asking too much. Sir Eric 
Geddes, British representative at Washington, informed 
his government that President Wilson warned that undue 
humiliation would be inexcusable, excepting in so far 
as such humiliation was necessary to prevent the enemy 
making capital of the armistice conditions to better 
their position and strengthen their forces. Moreover, 
President Wilson considered it absolutely necessary to 
break up Austria because of commitments made to the op
pressed nationalities. /

According to the memorandum drawn up by Lord 
Curzon he suggested that those items which should be

19• Ibid.. IV, 145-145
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insisted upon in the peace terms should he summarized 
and embodied in the terns of the armistice. He held 
that besides the conditions provided for by the Four
teen Points, the armistice should also include the sur
render of Heligoland and the whole German Fleet and 
part of the mercantile marine. He suggested reparations 
and compensations to the Allies for the cost of the war,
as well as the punishment of the principal criminals,

20together with the Kaiser, unless he abdicated.
General Haig submitted his views as late as 

October 19, 1918. Though issued when Germany*s imminent 
break must surely have been sensed by the military au
thorities, yet his conditions show greater restraint 
than those already considered. He asked nothing more 
than the retirement of the German forces to their own 
territory and the evacuation of Belgium, France and Al
sace-Lorraine. Added to this he required the return of 
Belgian rolling stock and the deported Belgian citizens. 
If Germany was unwilling to accept satisfactory peace
terms the war could again be resumed, but with the added

21advantage of waging it on enemy ground# These terms 
were considered by both French and Americans as too 20 21

20. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. VI, 261.
21. Ibid.. VI, 270.
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lenient•
In order to hold the pledges for the fulfill

ment of the peace terms, Milner suggested occupying the 
West Rhineland, while Sir Henry Wilson proposed the oc
cupation of the Saar, Lloyd George maintained that in 
case Germany was not yet near enough to defeat to ac
cept such terms that the blockade must be continued as 
the most effective guarantee.

On October 22, 1918, the naval points were 
voiced in a memorandum by Lord Fisher, They included 
the release of the German High Sea Fleet, every German 
submarine, Heligoland and the islands of Sykt and Bor- 
kum. Finally, no spot in the world should be left for 
German intrigue, as it would most certainly be used as

goa submarine base.
The Allied representatives studied these prof

fered suggestions which included the main features later 
embodied in the armistice terms, Lloyd George admitted 
his remark that their acceptance amounted to abject sur
render. Haig agreed that if such terms were exacted and 
Germany refused, it would have an unfavorable result on 
the morale of the Allied forces. Bonar Law expressed 
the opinion that he doubted if the Americans would agree

22, Ibid., VI, 273,
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to a continuance of the blockade if Germany surrendered
23her submarines.

While there were still doubts as to Germany's 
readiness to seek peace* the Allies seemed ready to 
agree to military and naval terms that would accord 
with Wilson's Fourteen Points and his Five Complemen
tary and Four Supplementary Points. But to secure 
their acceptance when Germany's capitulation was all 
but assured was a much more difficult task.

The war alms embodied in the secret treaties 
were fixed long before the United States had joined the 
Allies. It was no easy matter now to convince those 
nations that these treaties should be scrapped «r>ri give 
way to Wilson's ideals. The chief differences of opin
ion came up between the French and the British. The 
former insisted on more rigorous conditions than the 
latter.

Some writers give the impression that the Euro
pean Prime Ministers did not really know the implica
tions of Wilson's pronouncements. This idea is refuted, 
however, in The Intimate Papers of Colonel House where 
tne fact is recorded that Colonel House had his two able

23. David Lloyd George, War Memoirs. VI, 271.
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assistants, Walter Lippmann and Prank Cobb, prepare an 
interpretative commentary upon the Fourteen Points*
This commentary was telegraphed to Wilson and received 
his approbation and was then made available to the mem
bers of the conference* Hence it could have been only
the application of the details that were left unac- 

24counted for*
In the very short time at their disposal the 

Allies had hardly had time to study the Fourteen Points 
sufficiently to have a fixed opinion about them, there
fore they feared to bind their own hands. When ques
tioned by Lloyd George, House readily admitted that if 
the Allies agreed to an armistice based on the Wilson
ian principles, they would, in so doing, bind themselves 
to accept all the Points, and their consequent implica
tions. Hence it is not difficult to understand why the
European members of the Allied Council wished to reject

25them as a proposed basis for the Peace.
Lloyd George seemed of the opinion that unless 

the Allies fixed some reservations on the terms submit- 
ted to Germany, the latter would take for granted that

24. Charles Seymour, o£. cit*. IV, 152-155.
25. J. Hugh Edwards, David Lloyd George - TheMan and the Statesman. 537-538. ---
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the Fourteen Points and their subsequent qualifications 
had been accepted without restrictions as bases of ar
mistice and peace. He certainly left no doubt as to 
what were some of the qualifications he wished to at
tach to one or other of the Points.

During the more informal meetings between the 
Prime Ministers and House, one after the other the Four
teen Points were taken up for consideration. Apparently 
the first point passed with little notable opposition. 
With regard to it, Lloyd George remarked that he did not 
think it possible to limit oneself to no secret diplo
matic agreement of any kind. However, ne seemed satis
fied when it was explained the proposal did not mean 
open conferences but merely publicity of results. Its 
intention was to prohibit secret treaties.

The second, concerned with the Freedom of the 
Seas, was not so readily accepted. According to the 
interpretation given it in the official commentary, dur
ing peace time there could be no interference with trade.
However, in time of a general war, the League would have/
the authority to close the seas to the trade of the war
ring or offending nation. In case of limited war, when 
international covenants were not involved and the league 
remained neutral, the rights of"all neutrals would be
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maintained. This, according to House, would not abolish 
the right of blockade, but would prevent the holding up 
of neutral trade on high seas, such as had aroused 
strong feeling in the United States against Britain dur
ing the first years of the war. Really, it amounted to
an abolition of contraband, and recognition of the right

26of immunity of private property on high seas."
Lloyd George openly admitted that he could, in 

no circumstances, agree to this second point granting 
absolute freedom of the seas. He maintained that to do 
so would be the same as to give up the right of block
ade. This, Britain, in her position as an Island Em
pire, could never relinquish. Germany had been broken 
almost as much by the blockade as by Allied military 
operations. After some discussion and explanation by 
House, Lloyd George could bring himself to nothing more 
than to agree to have the matter of the freedom of the 
seas referred for consideration to the projected League 
of Nations. He refused, however, to agree to its ac
ceptance in the meantime as one of the bases of the ar
mistice.

Colonel House held his ground, as he felt that 
so long as Germany was still in a position to carry on,

26. Charles Seymour, o£. pit.. IV, 155.
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and the Allies were uncertain as to her acceptance of 
the armistice, the influence of the United States was 
still strong. But once Germany had surrendered, it 
would be easier for the Allies to make the sort of 
peace they pleased. House, therefore, to push his ad
vantage, remarked that if the Allies persisted in their 
refusal to accept the Fourteen Points, nothing remained 
for Wilson but to tell the enemy that his conditions 
were not acceptable to the Allies. The question would 
then be whether or not the United States would arrange 
separate negotiations with the remaining enemies.

If the public came to realize that their lead
ers had refused to accept what apparently were fair 
terms, revolts and mutinies would likely result. House 
even intimated that the United States might withdraw 
and make a separate peace. This, too, would cause re
percussions among the Allied peoples. Such a move would 
also endanger the financial assistance the European Al
lies hoped to secure from America after the war.^7

Apparently, Lloyd George remained quite unaf
fected as he observed in reply:

If the United States were to make a separate 
peace, we would be very sorry but we could not 
give up the right of blockade —- the power which 27

27. J. Hugh Edwards, 0£. cit.. 537-539.
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has enabled us to live. As far as the British 
public is concerned we will fight on, for to 
give up the right of using the Fleet, is a 
thing that no one in England would consent to,

Clemenceau remarked:
I cannot understand this doctrine of the Free
dom of the Seas, War could not be War if there was Freedom of the Seas,28

This discussion took place on October 29, By 
the following morning Lloyd George was in a more con
ciliatory mood. He had drafted a memorandum of British 
reservations quite softened in temper and substance 
from the objections offered the previous day. In this 
draft Lloyd George wrote:

The Allied Governments have given full consideration to the correspondence which has passed be
tween the President of the United States and the 
German Government. Subject to the qualifications 
which follow they declare their willingness to 
make peace with the Government of Germany, on the 
terms of peace laid down in the President’s ad
dress to Congress January 8, 1918, and the prin
ciples of settlement enunciated in his subsequent addresses. They must point out, however, that 
clause two relating to what is usually regarded 
as freedom of the seas, is open to various inter
pretations, some of which they could not accept. 
They must therefore reserve to themselves com
plete freedom on this subject when they enter the 
Peace Conference. Further, in the conditions of 
peace...The President declared that invaded ter-' 
ritories must be restored as well as evacuated 
and freed. The Allied Governments feel that no 
doubt ought to be allowed to exist as to what 
this provision implies. By it they understand 
that compensation will be made by Germany for 
all damage done to the civilian population of

28. Ibid.. 539.
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the Allies, and their property by the forces of Germany by land, by sea, and from the air.29
Clemenceau and Orlando, too, prepared briefs stat

ing their objections to the Fourteen Points. House pointed 
out that it would doubtless be necessary for Wilson to 
place before Congress exactly what France, Great Britain, 
and Italy were fighting for, and rest upon Congress the 
responsibility for further continuance of the War by the 
United States, to attain the aims of the Allies. Clemen
ceau immediately abandoned his idea of submitting a memo
randum, and apparently accepted the British draft.

Sonnino, the Italian Foreign Minister, did not 
submit so readily. To him, the ninth clause, concerned 
with the Italian frontiers, was the bone of contention.
He feared that to accept the British interpretations 
with regard to Germany would appear that they adopted 
them also for Austria. Lloyd George reminded M m  that 
the German Armistice had nothing to do with Austria, and 
gave Sonnino no support. The Italian, however, was most 
anxious that his observation, which would have enabled 
Italy to claim far-flung territories, should be included' 
in the memorandum sent to Wilson. Clemenceau, as well 29

29. Charles Seymour, o p . cit., IV, 170-171.
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as House, opposed Its Insertion, while Lloyd George sug
gested that its insertion in a note to Austria could he 
considered later*

Italy’s reservation was excluded from the Pre-
Armistice agreement, though the petition was renewed

.. 30more than once*
Hymans, the Belgian representative, raised the 

question concerning Point III relating to equality of 
trade conditions, and Point V concerning colonies. He 
insisted that special provisions he made to protect 
Belgian markets from being used as a dump for German 
products, and that the integrity of Belgium’s colonies 
he preserved. Both Lloyd George and the Serbian repre
sentative gave him some support, but House urged post
ponement of the discussion.

When the question was brought up again, House 
reminded them that Germany must not be prevented from 
making a living, or she would not be able to pay. For 
this reason, economic barriers must be removed. Lloyd 
George agreed with Clemenceau that the words nas far as 
possible" modified the clause sufficiently to protect 
their Interests, particularly if those words were

3°. Ibid.. 171-174
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placed at the head of the article.
Next the Belgian Foreign Minister thought that 

the phrase damages to the civilian population” should 
be more inclusive. Lloyd George Inquired if he were 
asking for indirect compensation. Hymans answered that 
he did not ask for it at that time, but that he wished 
to have a phrase referring to it. Lloyd George in
sisted that he considered it a mistake to put into the 
armistice aims anything that would lead the Germans to 
think that a war indemnity was intended.

House and Glemenceau agreed with Lloyd George’s 
view, so Point III was accepted with the transposition 
of the words ”as far as possible.” This exchange of 
views is significant in that to those v»ho drafted the 
Armistice the phrase "damages to the civilian popula
tion” did not include ”indirect compensation” such as 
later were provided in the peace terms. From Lloyd 
George’s part in the discussion It would seem that he 
did not understand it to include responsibility for in
direct damages nor was it to be In the nature of a war 

31indemnity.
Britain’s attitude toward Freedom of the Seas 

was unsatisfactory to both House and Wilson. As the

31. Ibid.. IV, 175-178.
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reservation was worded, it was possible that the Allies 
might refuse even to discuss the question at the Peace 
Conference. Wilson wanted a full and complete accept
ance of the principle. House was authorized to say that 
unless it was accepted, the United States could be 
counted on to expand her navy to the limit of her re
sources, in keeping with her people's desire to make it 
the strongest in the world.

House did not hesitate to infoim Lloyd George 
that unless the latter made some reasonable change in 
his attitude toward the Freedom of the Seas, any hope 
to Anglo-Saxon unity would be at an end. The United 
States' sea rights had already been at the root of two 
wars in which she had been involved. Furthermore, if 
the Prime Minister persisted in his attitude toward the 
principle, feeling against Great Britain after the war 
would be greater than at any time since the American 
Civil War. We, and not Britain or any other European 
government, would be permitted to regulate terms con
trolling our rights on the seas whether in peace or war

t

time. Our rights at sea must and would be adequately 
safeguarded.

Lloyd George countered House's threat to in
crease our naval strength by saying that Great Britain 
would spend her last guinea to keep a navy superior to
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ours or any other power.
House considered an understanding on this ques

tion second only to that of a League of Nations. The 
success of this League, he reasoned, was dependent upon 
the cooperation of the United States, Great Britain and 
her Dominions. The one stumbling block to this Anglo- 
American friendship he believed was the question of 
British naval policy. If the British could be got to 
discuss the "Freedom of the Seas," House believed they 
would be able to reach an understanding agreeable to 
both.

As late as November 3, 1918, House, realizing 
that an explicit acceptance of the principles of Free
dom of the Seas would be refused, set out to gain from 
them a guarantee that the proposed reservation would not 
prohibit a free discussion of the principle at the Peace 
Conference. And this must be done while the two nations 
were still bound by the common effort against Germany.
In analyzing the message from Wilson, House informed the 
Council members:

"The President Insists that the terms I,
II, III, and XIV, are essentially American 
terms in the programme and he cannot recede from them. The question of the Freedom of 
the Seas need not be discussed with the Ger
man Government, provided we have agreed a- 
mongst ourselves beforehand.
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Blockade is one of the questions which has 
been altered by the development in this war 
and the law governing it will certainly have 
to be altered. There is no danger, however, that it will be abolished.”32
Lloyd George was still disinclined to change his 

reservations. Hoping to gain the approval of Clemen - 
ceau and Orlando, he indicated that not only Britain, 
but Prance and Italy as well, had benefited by the 
blockade, and also, that it had played an important role 
in defeating the enemy.

House reminded him that Wilson did not object 
to the blockade. He merely wanted Britain to accept 
the principle of the Freedom of the Seas. Clemenceau 
accepted, but Lloyd George maintained that the principle 
of Freedom of the Seas, was, in the public mind, associ
ated with the blockade. The nation was absolutely solid 
on that point and he was definitely sure that no new 
Prime Minister could accept the principle.

House countered this by asking if the principle 
could not be accepted just then, whether the British 
were ready to discuss it freely at the Peace Conference? 
Did the formula imply, perhaps, a peremptory challenge 
of the position of the United States?

Lloyd George denied the latter question. The

32. Ibid.. IV, 183.
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other he answered by the admission that they reserved 
the freedom to discuss the point later at the Confer
ence#

In compliance with the request to put this in 
writing to be sent to Wilson, he included in the note 
the following:

...We were quite willing to discuss the Free
dom of the Seas in the light of the new con
ditions which have arisen in the course of 
the present war# In our judgment this most 
important subject can only be dealt with sat
isfactorily through the freest debate and the most liberal exchange of views#33

The solution offered by House was not new. It 
was a combination of Britain’s proposal to abolish con
traband, and the American suggestion to recognize the 
immunity of private property on the high seas. Both of 
these had been advocated for years#

On November 4, the Allied memorandum to Presi
dent Wilson was formally approved by the Allied War 
Council# It reserved free discussion of the Freedom of 
the Seas, and defined the term "reparation." It was a 
definite endorsement of Wilson’s Fourteen Points.

The following day President Wilson sent his 
fifth and last note to Germany. He enclosed the memo
randum which informed them that after careful study the

33o Ibid.. IV, 185.
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Allies had decided, subject to qualifications, to make
peace with Germany on the terras outlined in his program.
It contained the following reservations:

They must point out, however, that Clause II, 
relating to what is usually described as the 
Freedom of the Seas, is open to various inter
pretations, some of which they could not accept.
They must therefore reserve to themselves com
plete freedom on this subject when they enter 
the Peace Conference. Further, in the conditions of peace laid down in his address to Congress of 
the 8th, of January 1918, the President declared 
that the Invaded territories must be restored as 
well as evacuated and freed, and the Allied Gov
ernments feel that no doubt ought to be allowed 
to exist as to what this provision implies. By 
it they understood that compensation will be made by Germany for all damage done to the civilian 
population of the Allies and their property by 
the aggression of Germany by land, by sea, and from the air.34

Wilson indicated that he agreed with the inter
pretation given of his views, and ended by telling the 
Germans that Marshal Foch was authorized by the Allied 
Governments to receive Germany's accredited representa
tives, and communicate to them the terms of Armistice.

This note, Including the Allied memorandum, con
stituted the formal offer of the Allied Powers to ar- 
range with Germany both an armistice convention and a 
treaty of peace. Likewise, Germany's sending author-

292. 34. Woodrow Wilson, 0£. cit.. V and VI, 291-
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ized representatives to meet Foch to arrange an armis
tice constituted her acceptance of that offer. The 
Belligerents on both sides accepted this Pre-Armistice 
agreement as the foundation upon which peace settlement 
would be made.

The German Armistice Commission was received by 
Foch on the morning of November 8. Three days later, 
or shortly after 5 A.M. November 11, the Armistice was 
signed. The last shot was fired at 11 A.M. on the same 
day.

The remark is sometimes heard that Germany was 
tricked into a dictated peace on the basis of the Four
teen Points. There appears very little ground for such 
an accusation against the Allies, as Germany was cer
tainly made aware of the severity of the Allied Peace

»
Terms, so clearly depicted In Wilson*s note. It is true 
that they had no alternative but to accept. It would 
seem that this was due as much to the hopelessly chaotic 
condition of the German army and navy, and the loss of 
her allies, as to the superior strength of the Allied 
Powers.

In examining the proposed conditions for an ar
mistice it appears that the demands became harsher as 
time passed. Had the military leaders of Germany been
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willing to withdraw earlier, there is little doubt but 
that the armistice terms would have been less severe, 
and fewer seeds of bitterness would have been left to 
grow with the passing years. Moreover, had the enemy 
armies no longer been on Belgian and French soil when 
the end came, the conditions of surrender would never 
have demanded the guarantees that were forced from the 
German nation.



CHAPTER V

PROM THE CONCLUSION OP THE ARMISTICE TO THE 
PEACE CONFERENCE AT VERSAILLES

Allied statesmen were not as anxious about the 
immediate assembly of a peace conference as might have 
been expected. Ordinarily, terms would have been agreed 
upon as soon as possible after the fighting ceased.
This was not the case, however. Lloyd George, for in
stance, had other interests that concerned him.

During the summer and early fall of 1918 the 
diplomatic exchanges were mainly the work of Wilson.
Once the Allied forces were placed under a unified com
mand Lloyd George turned his attention to home affairs. 
He laid plans for social, industrial, agricultural, and 
industrial reforms to be enacted when peace came. Dur
ing this time, too, he planned the political campaign 
which opened almost immediately after the signing of 
the Armistice,

Lloyd George*s first thought seems to have been 
to capitalize upon the advantage he saw before him, to 
use the adulation, gratitude and attention he had drawn 
upon himself to secure his position as the head of the 
government. The energy he had been expending toward 
the defeat of the Central Powers and gaining the victory
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for the Allies was now directed toward securing the 
mandate he sought.

Lloyd George is not to be blamed for wanting a 
new parliament. The House of Commons then functioning 
had been chosen in 1910. An election had been due in 
1915, but had been postponed from time to time. This 
repeated prolongation was dangerous as a precedent.
Too, he felt it necessary to choose a parliament that 
would genuinely represent the nation at that time. In 
1917 the franchise had been extended to classes hereto
fore exempt. It now also included women, thus trebling 
the number of voters. It was only fair and just to
give these voters voice in deciding the momentous is-

1sues before the Government. According to Raymond, one 
of his biographers, Lloyd George wanted a House of Com
mons reflecting the views of the country on one subject

2only —  himself. He was not interested in represent
ing the views of the people in general. This idea is 
also borne out by Edwards, another biographer, who re
mains that Lloyd George was confident that under the 
conditions he, and he alone, should represent Great

1. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of Peace Conference, I, 94-95. ------------------- -

266 2. Edward Raymond Thompson, Mr. Lloyd George.
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Britain at the Peace Conference*
The reason, as given by Lloyd George himself, 

was the need to still the criticism and sniping that 
had been going on by a powerful press combination during 
the war* It would surely not desist during the Confer
ence, and would do untold harm unless the Conference had 
full and unified support from the country. In view of 
the political situation he said:

"If the nation partook of the distrust with 
which I was regarded by the factions hostile 
to my administration, it would be far better 
that this should be authoritatively recorded 
at the polls. Mr* Bonar Law and I therefore 
decided that it was essential for us to ask 
for a Vote of Confidence from the electorate 
to negotiate the peace and to carry through 
a comprehensive policy of reconstruction. 3

Edwards leads us to conclude that Lloyd George was quite
sure of gaining a more than satisfactory sanction of the 

4nation. This would secure the people’s confidence in 
his handling of the peace negotiations and greatly bols
ter his prestige at the international assembly. Some 
are of the opinion that if he had simply reminded his 
people that the Ministers had achieved victory through 
great effort, and asked to be empowered to handle the

3* David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the PeaceConference. I, 98.
4. J. Hugh Edwards, David Lloyd George. 559.
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scarcely less difficult task of making peace, he would 
have attained his desires more effectively and with 
better results in terms of popular sentiment.

Though almost certain of full support, yet 
Lloyd George seems deliberately to have set about elim
inating all that could be called an opposition or that 
might check his hold on the government. He was deter
mined that the Coalition which had won the war was nec
essary not only to win the peace but also to bring a- 
bout reforms in Britain. To attain this end, Lloyd 
George and Bonar Law affixed their signatures to a joint 
letter of commendation to each and every Parliamentary 
candidate pledged to support the Government, As a re
sult of this united effort, over two-thirds of the Coa
lition candidates were returned to Parliament, What 
was more, every Liberal ex-Cabinet minister who had re
fused adherence to Lloyd George was defeated. Mr. As
quith, who had spent 30 years in Parliament, lost his 
seat.

In refutation of this charge of discrimination 
in choosing candidates whom they supported, Lloyd George 
gives us his version. He remarks that they made a pure
ly non-party appeal to electors to support all those who

5. Edward Raymond Thompson, op. cit., 267; J. Hugh Edwards, o£. cit., 560.
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had assisted the Government in carrying on the war, 
whether they were Conservative, Liberal or Labor. Ac
cording to him, they opposed only those who had embar
rassed, hindered, and to the best of their opportuni- 
ties, impeded, delayed and thwarted their efforts.

The Prime Minister’s addresses, at least at 
first, were adapted to the temper of his audiences. On 
the day after the Azmistice, when speaking to his Lib
eral followers, he spoke of a peace based on the "fund
amental principle of righteousness", and decried "base, 
sordid, squalid Ideas of vengeance and of avarice".
His first Election Manifesto, on November 21, was moder
ate and guarded. No mention was made about "hanging the 
Kaiser", or of demanding impossible indemnities.7 Tnis 
is evidenced in the following quotation from the speech:

"We must not allow any sense of revenge, 
any spirit of greed, any grasping desire to 
overrule the fundamental principles of right
eousness. Vigorous attempts will be made to 
hector and bully the Government in the en
deavor to make them depart from the strict 
principles of right, and to satisfy some base, sordid, squalid ideas of vengeance and ava
rice. We must relentlessly set our forces 
against that. A mandate for this Government 
at the forthcoming election will mean that the 
British delegation to the Peace Congress will

6* David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the Peae«Conference I, 100. ' --------------------

149. 7. Charles Edward Mallet, Mr, Lloyd George.
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be in favor of a just peace.
However, a week or so later, the tone showed a marked 
change.

The people evidenced much more interest in know
ing what was to happen to the Germans than in the Uto
pian reforms Lloyd George was advocating for their own 
country. Apparently, at least, Lloyd George had ac
cepted the Fourteen Points and their ramifications as 
a general or working basis for the Armistice, with his 
own personal reservations, as we noted earlier. He 
therein provided for compensation by Germany for any 
and all ’’damage done the civilian population of the Al
lies and their property by German aggression by land, 
by sea, and from the air”. Some criticism was made a- 
gainst the evident limitation of damages which resulted 
from the loss of ships and cargoes, and buildings in
jured by bombing. They held that consideration or al
lowance should also have been made for damage suffered
by civilians and their property by way of extremely

gheavy taxes, especially on incomes. /
In Britain, as also in some quarters of the 8 9

8. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of tne PeaceConference. I, 98. " ------------■>
9. Edward Raymond Thompson, op. cit., 270.

8
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United States, the general population was none too gen
erously inclined toward the German people. Had it not 
been for the commercial interests, they would have exac
ted the limit. Those interested in commerce, however, 
were far more liberally inclined, as they had no desire 
whatsoever to see their markets either closed against 
them or destroyed under their very eyes.

Lord Milner, who was representative of this 
group, was personally convinced that the German people 
were not in sympathy with militarism and actually de
sired a strong and stable government that would be con
ducive to the commercial well being of Britain.

For a time Lloyd George seems to have ignored 
the clamor for punishment of the Kaiser and indemnities 
to the limit. As the election approached, however,
"the debauchery of thought and speech progressed." On 
December 11, 1918, in a speech at Bristol, he gave ample 
indication of a marked change of attitude if he can be 
judged by such remarks as the following taken from that 
address:

"....By the jurisprudence of any civilized country in any lawsuit the loser pays, it 
is not a question of justice..,.There is 
another reason why Germany should pay the 
fill, apart from the general principle of 
equity. The war has cost her less than it 
has cost us....It is absolutely indefensible that a person who is in the wrong should pay
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less than the person who has won....I have 
always said we will exact the last penny we 
can out of Germany up to the limit of her 
capacity, but I am not going to mislead the 
public on the question of her capacity un
til I know more about it, and I am not going 
to do it in order to win votes.”10

From the same speech:
"With regard to the Kaiser there is absolutely no doubt that he has committed a crime against 
national right. There is absolutely no doubt 
that he ought to be held responsible for it.
As far as the European Allies are concerned, 
and I hope that America will take the same view, 
there is no doubt at all as to the demand which 
will be put forward on the part of the European 
Allies to make the Kaiser and his accomplices responsible for the terrible crime."!!

As to the expression "hanging the Kaiser", Mal-
12let, in his Mr. Lloyd George, tells us that Mr. 

Barnes, a Labor Minister, had incautiously made the re
mark. Lloyd George states quite emphatically that he,

13personally, never used the phrase. He tells us that 
the first reference made to punishment of the Kaiser at 
a ministerial consultation occured November 20, 1918, 
at a meeting of the Imperial Cabinet. He remarks that 
Lord Curzon raised the specific question of the trial 
of the Kaiser. Lloyd George further says that Lord

10.
11.
12.
13.

Conference.

Ibid.. 272.
J. Hugh Edwards, 0£. cit., 559,
Charles Edward Mallet, o£. cit., 150.
David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the PeaceI, 109.
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Curzon stated that he did so as a result of a conversa
tion in Paris with Clemenceau, at which the Prime Min
ister was not present*

Lloyd George attributes this increasing attitude 
of vindictiveness to a growing feeling in Prance —  the 
greatest sufferer —  and also in Britain and America, 
because of barbarities that had been inflicted beyond 
the limits held as legitimate in carrying on war under 
modern conditions. This was especially true of the 
cruelties inflicted on unarmed seamen who were left to 
the mercy of the seas as a result of submarine warfare. 
The Kaiser was held to be responsible personally for 
this cruelty and ruthless loss of life. The French, 
Lloyd George stated, placed ’’Responsibility for the 
War" before ’’Reparations".^

Other ideals tod were played up as, Britain for 
the British, social and industrial regeneration, a hap- 
per country for all. Some people found Lloyd George’ 3 
vote baiting simply disgusting. Others deplored the 
mixture of deception, prejudice, sentiment and greed he

s

displayed. This criticism seems to have been only tem
porary and left no lasting influence on the public mind.

The sweeping majorities of the Coalition was a

14. Ibid., I, 54.
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personal triumph for the Prime Minister, It may bo 
taken as a real indication that the populace viewed the 
government which had won the war as being sufficiently 
strong and equal to the task of arranging peace.

Wot the time, but the methods used In the elec
tion proved injudicious. This might also be said of 
the election pledges themselves. They were not neces
sarily vicious but surely proved quite embarrassing. 
Lloyd George's reference to Germany's capacity to pay, 
in itself, might be construed to mean anything. As to 
hanging the Kaiser, it was easy enough to talk about 
what should be done with him. It was quite another 
thing to get him into their custody. And until that 
was accomplished, all the boasting and threatening any 
one chose to do was utterly wasted effort.

Wo matter how strictly just his own ideas of
peace may have been, there is no doubt but that Lloyd
George was hampered on all sides by the sentiments and
commitments of his supporters as much, if not more so,

15than by his own pledges.
1

Imperial Cabinet meetings took up the consider
ation of peace terms immediately after the fighting 15

275 15, Edward Raymond Thompson, op. cit., 275-
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ceased. The Inter-Allied Conference met at London three 
weeks after the armistice, December 1, 2, and 3, at 
which representative statesmen of the Allied nations 
gathered to discuss their common interests concerning 
the coming peace. The most vital, and for Britain, the 
most controversial issues were debated. The main lines 
of the peace had been fixed by the Allied Powers long 
before victory or the fall elections were in sight.

The only new conditions introduced by this group 
to be imposed on the enemy was that concerning the pun
ishment of those responsible for the War and the atroci
ties committed in connection with it. Lloyd George 
maintained that these facts form an irrefutable answer 
to the challenge that the British Government, influenced
by electioneering motives, was responsible for the in-

16creased harshness of thé demands made upon Germany.
The first question brought before the Conference 

was that in which Poch and Weygand sought ways and means 
for Allied occupation of the Rhine bridgeheads. In the
course of these deliberations the British, according to

1

Lloyd George, were first made aware of Prance's inten
tion to secure control of all territory on the left
bank of the Rhine. When questioned as to its intended

> 16
16. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the Peace Conference. I, 53.
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use and position, Foch denied any intention of annexa
tion. He said it was to provide the necessary defense 
against the millions on the opposite bank of the Rhine. 
In defense of his request, so notably at variance with 
Wilson's Fourteen Points, Foch maintained that since 
Gennany’s part in any treaty could not be trusted, it 
was essential that this precaution be taken for the 
security of France. House, who was to represent the 
United States at this Conference, was detained in Paris 
by illness, hence no American comment was made at the 
time. Lloyd George promised to consider the proposal, 
but let it be definitely understood that he wanted no 
part in creating a "new Alsace-Lorraine". Britain’s 
interest in continental stability could be relied upon
to uphold Wilson’a idea of self determination in 

17Europe.
Though the disposition of the French Rhineland 

was laid aside for the time, two other important ques
tions commanded the attention of the London Conference. 
One of these was the trial of the Kaiser for his per
sonal responsibility in bringing about the terrible ca
lamities of wholesale murder and destruction consequent

17. Ibid.. I, 78-80.
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to the war. This question had for some time been under 
consideration by the Imperial War Cabinet. When the 
subject had first been considered by the War Cabinet, 
Lloyd George admittedly followed and strongly supported, 
though with reservations, the proposal outlined by Lord 
Curzon, who had conferred with Clemenceau and was in 
agreement with the latter.

Lloyd George gives December 9, 1918, a week 
after the Conference had reached a decision as to the 
action to be taken, as the first time he made any pub
lic reference to the matter. He denies anything like 
sole responsibility for the movement.

According to the conclusions reached by the 
committee of British lawyers and jurists, and presented 
to the Allied Conference, the Kaiser ought to be pun
ished. The charges on which he should be tried should 
be:

1. His responsibility for the invasion of 
Belgium in breach of international law, 
and for all consequent criminal acts which took place,

2. His responsibility in the matter of unrestricted submarine warfare.
3...Offences in the category of the execution of Captain Pryatt.18

18. Ibid., I, 81
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The committeje furthermore suggested that an in
ternational tribunal made up of representatives of the 
chief Allied States and the United States be formed to 
try the case*

Lloyd George pointed out the close connection 
between the Kaiser’s guilt and the responsibility of 
officers in charge of prisoner’s camps* He suggested 
that both the Kaiser and his accomplices be brought be
fore the international tribunal. Clemenceau heartily 
agreed with this proposal. The Frenchman farther pro
posed court-martial for any and all officers found 
guilty of mistreatment of prisoners. This idea was ap
proved by the Prime Minister. When it was mentioned 
that Holland might object to giving up the Kaiser,
Lloyd George, seconded by Clemenceau, suggested that
in such a case Holland would be denied admittance in

19the League of Nations.
Commanding even greater attention than the pun

ishment of the Kaiser was the question of Reparations.
At the time of the Armistice it was somewhat generally/
felt that the '’common man" had no desire for a punitive, 
imperialistic peace. But once fighting ceased and the

19. Ibid.. I, 81-85."
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civilian had an opportunity to see and comprehend the 
extent of damage done, and the tremendous cost in life 
and money, this idea was definitely changed. Dreams of 
good will and "benevolence were forgotten, and a blind 
vindictiveness took their place*

Public opinion in all Allied c ountries favored 
exacting all the money that could be got from Germany. 
The question was to determine how niuch the defeated 
enemy could pay. In order to reach some kind of equit
able judgment, Lloyd George proposed the creation of an 
Inter-Allied Commission of Experts to determine this 
sum. This suggestion was accepted together with the 
further stipulation that each of the Allied Governments
make out its own bill of claims to present to the Com-

20mission.
There is no evidence that any one made reference 

to the Pre-Armistice agreement which limited Allied 
claims to "compensation...for all damage done to the 
civilian population of the Allies and their property.” 
Colonel House did call attention to the use of the words 
"and indemnity" in the resolution calling for the Inter- 
Allied Commission which read "to examine and report on

2°. Ibid*. I, 320-322*
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the amount enemy countries are able to pay for repara
tion and indemnity.” House suggested the removal of 
the term “indemnity”, as it might readily be inter
preted to mean the “costs of the war”. That Lloyd 
George did not, at that time, give it such an inter
pretation, may be deduced from his desire to have an
Inter-Allied Commission detemine what amount Germany

21could be expected to pay.
The unfortunate inclusion of "indemnity” in the 

resolution and Lloyd George*s evident abandonment of 
the Pre-Armistice Agreement concerning reparations, 
opened the way for the demands made by the populace, 
and the Prime Minister*s acquiescence, in the fall 
elections. The motive behind Lloyd George's attitude 
seems not have been a matter of principle or of keeping 
his pledged word, but sblely the c onsideration of Brit
ish economic Interests as an exporting nation. He ap
parently was convinced of the justice of the British 
demand for total war costs. The factors, however, to
be considered were Germany’s ability to pay that much,/
and to what extent such payment might injure British 
trade.21 22

21. Charles Seymour, oj>. cit.. IV, 247-249.>
22. Paul Birdsall, Versailles Twenty YearsAfter. 35. -----
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When the Commission of Experts presented their 
estimate, Lloyd George was astounded by the enormous 
figures they offered. But what else could he have ex
pected, when full war indemnity was being sought? He 
could blame no one but himself for the dilemma he had 
created. Yet it was certainly asking too much of any 
one of Lloyd George»s political position and complexion 
to take the one possible and honorable way out -- that 
of adhering definitely to the Pre-Armistice Agreement.

Bonar Law warned that President Wilson might, 
in all justice, complain of such violation of the Four
teen Points. To this Lloyd George answered that,

...unless President Wilson was prepared to pool 
the whole cost of the war, and for the United 
States to take its share of the whole, he was 
not in a position to reject our claims for indemnity.

As regards the figure claimed for Reparations, he did not believe that sum could be obtained.23
From this but one conclusion can be deduced. Lloyd 
George, though he knew full well that Germany was finan
cially incapable of meeting even strict claims for re-

24paration, yet insisted on seeking full war costs.

23. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the PeaceConference. I, 319. -------------
24. Paul Birdsall, oj>. cit., 33-40.
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In closing an election speech at Bristol, on 
December 11, 1918, Lloyd George gave the public reason 
to believe he intended to ask for full indemnity when 
he said:

Let me summarize. First, as far as justice Is 
concerned we have an absolute right to demand 
the whole cost of the war from Germany. The 
second point is that we propose to demand the 
whole cost of the war. (Cheers.) The third 
point is that when you come to the exacting of it you must exact it in such a way that it does 
not do more harm to the country that receives 
It than to the country which is paying it. The 
fourth point is that the Committee appointed by 
the British Cabinet believe that it can be done 
. . . .  You may depend upon It that the first 
consideration in the minds of the Allies will 
be the interests of the people upon whom Germany 
had made war, and not in the interests of the 
German people who have been guilty of this crime against humanity.25

This gives us ample evidence of Lloyd George’s 
share in the changed attitude toward the Pre-Armistice 
Agreements and President Wilson’s principles. They 
give early evidence of some serious problems to be met 
in the actual battle to bring about a peace based on 
the Fourteen Points.

There is little doubt but that Lloyd George 
ranked with the first politicians of that period. His 
was not, however, a position of leadership attained 
through his ability to frame and lead public opinion.

25. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the Peace Conference. I, 309. “
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Rather, Lloyd George depended upon public opinion to 
dictate the path or point the way. He was an excellent 
political "pusner", not a “puller'’.



CHAPTER VI

AT THE PEACE CONFERENCE 
JANUARY 18, 1919 TO JUNE 28, 1919

t

Since France had sustained the greatest material 
losses in consequence of the war, Paris was chosen as 
the seat of the Peace Conference. The first plenary- 
session of the Conference was called on January 18, the 
anniversary of the proclamation of the German Empire at 
Versailles just forty years earlier.

President Wilson had reached Europe Friday, Dec
ember 13, 1918, but his first few weeks were filled with 
a round of brilliant festivities in France, Italy and 
England. Lloyd George and the British delegation 
reached Paris on January 10. Two days later the first 
business session of the Peace Conference met at the 
Quai d ’Orsay.

The basis of the treaty was not, as has some
times been said, the Armistice, but the Pre-Armistice 
negotiations. It was on the basis of these terms that 
the Germans had laid down their arms, and it was on the 
basis of these terms that the Allies had promised to 
formulate the Peace Treaty.^

1. A. J. Grant and Harold Temperley, Europe In The Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. 537 ff""--------
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The first question raised had to do with the 
language to be used during the Conference, Since French 
was generally used in official documents, Pichon, who 
was acting chairman, suggested its use, Lloyd George, 
however, remarked that since the United States had taken 
its place at the diplomatic table, and since English was 
the official language of the greater part of the world, 
it should be the language used by the Conference, They 
decided to use both English and French,

Twenty-seven different countries were represen
ted and each wanted and expected to share in the negoti
ations and responsibility for decisions. Some suggested 
that committees of members of various countries inter
ested in the particular question under consideration be 
formed. Clemenceau favored having the Great Powers work 
out the main lines of tiie peace terms together, before 
going into the conference room. This did not meet with 
the complete sanction of Wilson and Lloyd George, 
though they were not adverse to "informal exchange of 
views" so long as all nations were given their due rec
ognition and rights as members in the plenary sittings. 
In consequence, the "Council of Ten" was organized. It 
was made up of the Heads of the States or Prime Minis
ters of the five Great Powers and their secretaries.
They formed the Supreme Council to which was reserved
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the most important decisions.
After the questions of language and organiza

tion were settled, Marshal Foch addressed the Assembly. 
He exposed plans by which he would lead Allied troops, 
not only through Germany, but on to Moscow and beyond 
to put an end to the Bolshevist movement. Both Wilson 
and Lloyd George opposed this plan. Both were anxious 
to get their troops back home and demobilized. Appar
ently Clemenceau, too, shared the views of Wilson and 
Lloyd George. Perhaps he agreed because he was tired 
of war, or possibly, he was anxious and felt himself 
bound to humor his Allies. As to Field-Marshal Haig, 
though he expressed no opinion in public at tne Confer
ence, he had long before reached his own conclusions 
concerning Marshal Foch’s principle of strategy —  "Let 
the English attack and when they have won the victory 
we will express our appreciation." He would not agree 
to the use of British troops for any further adventures. 
The only result of this move by Foch was the adoption
of a resolution which, for the future, excluded the mil-

2itary advisers from the meetings.
The first great principle of the Peace Treaty

2. Karl Friedriek Nowak, Versailles. 37-44.
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was to be found In the League of Nations, Clemenceau 
hardly paid even lip-service to the League and, though 
Lloyd George was not unfriendly, yet he considered it 
secondary to other issues. Neither certainly wished 
to have the League and Peace Treaty so tied up that one 
could not work without the other; though Lloyd George, 
in his Memoirs of the Peace Conference, states that he 
had personally introduced the British resolution favor
ing the establishment of the League as an integral part

3of the Treaty, This was exactly what Wilson intended, 
Wilson wanted a "community of power” centered 

in the organized cooperation of the nations of the 
world in a common desire for a world peace, Clemenceau 
avowedly expected a new arrangement of the ''balance of 
power” system —  to be attained through the alliance of 
the victorious nations in a world wide rule, Lloyd 
George drifted to and fro. Being a politician, he in
stinctively tried to secure those tangible advantages 
that would in some way tend to repay his nation for the 
tremendous cost of the conflict. On the other hand, 
cherished traditions in which he had been trained, as 
well as a realization of the lasting need of peace and

538 3, A, J, Grant and Harold Temperley, o£. olt,.
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good will among nations, drew him to the other side. 
Naturally the interests of his country were his chief 
concern. But whenever these interests could give way 
or were not vitally concerned, he was found to sanction 
the views of Wilson.

Which was to take precedence —  the Peace Treaty 
or the League of Nations? To France the Treaty was all 
important. To Wilson the League was first and foremost 
and an integral part of the Treaty.

Wilson evidently expected the discussion of the 
League to he taken up by the Council itself and its 
principles worked out by the heads of States. The 
British in a resolution proposed placing the consider
ation of the question in the hands of a special commit
tee. Perhaps certain items in the President's cove
nant, such as disarmament and mandatory control of col
onies, had given the European delegates an insight into 
some American intentions.

On January 21 the President mentioned his in
tention of introducing the question of the League at 
the next meeting. Lloyd George suggested that, after 
general principles had been laid down, an international 
committee be appointed to work on the Constitution of 
the League. This committee, he proposed, should be 
formed of qualified persons among the delegates. Wilson
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suggested, that those persons who had already studied the 
question be chosen. Lloyd George agreed. Since both 
General Stouts and Lord Cecil qualified, and as the Prime 
Minister wanted both appointed, he suggested that each 
delegation of the Great Powers name two persons to the 
committee.

Wilson wished to get immediate consideration of 
the League principles in the Council and by the heads 
of the States. If this could be done the League could 
be created as an integral part of the peace treaty. R. 
S. Baker in Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement remarks 
that by referring the League question to a commission 
the heads of the States thought they were at least set
ting it aside temporarily. In the meantime they would
go about other problems of more immediate interest to»
them. In order to render the commission as useful as 
possible in the pursuance of this scheme, Clemenceau, 
Lloyd George and Sonnino pleaded that the small Powers 
be allowed to share in forming the League. They man
aged to get, first, five and later nine of the Minor 
Powers represented on the commission, making a total of 
nineteen members.

Seymour, in his Intimate Papers of Colonel 
Souse flatly denies that any evidence to form such a
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conclusion can be found In any of House’s papers*
There is evidence, however, that Wilson did desire that 
a committee be formed as a means of facilitating the 
creation of the League.

If the plot really existed, Wilson tricked the
move by becoming not only a member but chairman of the
League Commission, thus leaving the three schemers as

4the only heads of the Great Powers non-members*
The League of X^ations had been under discussion 

for some time, when the British Prime Minister brought 
up the subject of "Colonies". This proved satisfactory 
to all the members of the "Council of Ten" excepting 
Wilson* Lloyd George was ready and willing to follow 
the President in the matter of the League, but he was 
equally willing and eager to give his attention to one 
of the chief aims which the British Empire hoped to 
attain at the Conference*

As if unpremediated, the Premier suggested that 
the Council consider the future of the colonies cap
tured from Germany. Moreover, If they were going to 
talk about colonial questions, why not deal with the 
future of the Turkish dependencies at the same time?

4. Ray S. Baker, oju cit., 236-242.
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Clemenceau agreed, as he was concerned with Togo and 
the Cameroons. Sonnino sanctioned the action as an 
opportunity to press Italy’s claims to Smyrna in ac
cordance with the treaty of St. Jean d ’Maurienne.

Neither of the three thought It necessary to 
remind Wilson of the promises binding them in the Se
cret Treaties. Lloyd George thought it high time they 
got down to business, other than the League of Nations. 
Since the Eastern and colonial questions would not a- 
rouse complication, their consideration would result in 
some measure of definite progress. Here, however,
Lloyd George had calculated without Wilson. The latter 
was definitely set on what he considered more urgent 
than colonial possessions. In his estimation these 
were already covered by clauses in his League draft.
What Wilson wanted was h settlement of conditions In
^  5Europe —  an end to its sufferings.

It was resolved that the Powers with territo
rial claims present a written statement of all such
claims within ten days. So, when the Dominion Prime*
Ministers were introduced by Lloyd George the following 
day and sought to place their claims in person, Wilson

5. Karl Friedrich Nowak, oj>. cit.. 55 ff
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could scarcely refuse to consider them*
Prior to introducing the Dominion leaders,

Lloyd George drew attention to three points he consid
ered important. First, he "briefly referred to the bad 
colonial policy followed by Germany and remarked that 
he was very much opposed to returning any of the colo
nies to Germany. Wilson replied that he understood all 
were agreed to oppose such restoration.

Secondly, the Prime Minister accepted the manda
tory principle in the name of Great Britain. This, he 
stated, was in keeping with Britain*s traditional atti
tude toward her colonies. She had, therefore, no ob
jection to exercising mandatory responsibility for any 
of the former German colonies the League might assign 
her. Finally, he asked that exception be made in re
gard to the Union of South Africa, Australia and New 
Zealand. He maintained that each had an irrefutable 
claim for annexation of those former German colonies 
taken by them, on the grounds both of military security 
and administrative efficiency.

How can we reconcile this changed attitude? On 
January 5, 1918, Lloyd George had declared that the 
colonies should be at the disposal of the Conference, 
which would have primary regard to the wishes and in
terests of the native inhabitants. Scarcely a year
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later, he wished the territories taken treated as parts 
of the Dominions which had captured them. Was there a 
change in aims, or merely the admission of an aim that 
had always been present? It would seem that the latter 
view is in keeping with the policy followed by the 
British*

Following the request made by Lloyd George, the
heads of the Dominions made known their desire and full
intention to hold the German colonies captured by the
Canadians, flew Zealanders and the Australians. They
evidenced no interest whatever in the resettlement of 6Europe.

Orlando and Baron Makino, the Japanese repre
sentative, hastily expressed their agreement. It was 
but fitting and expedient that Japan should sanction 
the retention of the German colonies if she were to get 
Shantung and the Worth Pacific Islands in accordance 
with the earlier secret arrangement with England. So, 
too, Italy sanctioned the request on the basis of the 
promises made in the London and St. Jean d ’Maurienne 
agreements*

Wilson seems to have recognized this move for 
what it apparently was, a deliberate and studied effort

Paul B l ^ s a l l ! 6̂ ? no | ? ^ a^ f 2 l£ ia i= h e d  a ^ i n e s e ,  4 1 -4 2 ;
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to return to the old business of bartering territories 
and populations, in direct opposition to the proposals 
of the League of Nations and of the mandates for the 
undeveloped nations. Wilson looked for support from 
Smuts, from whom he had borrowed heavily for the idea 
of the mandate system. Here, too, he was disappointed. 
Mandates were perfectly fitting for the European, Near 
Eastern and Central African areas, but when German 
Southwest Africa was concerned, that was quite differ
ent. Smuts stood wholely for its complete surrender 
to his home country.

This struggle over the fate of the German col
onies went on for days, as if there were to be no 
League. To Wilson, the League would be meaningless if 
it were to be set up only after the spoils had been 
parceled out on the basis of relative strength. The 
other leaders already recognized this insignificance.
It was this innocence of the League that won their ap
proval of it. The League was to them perfectly all 
right, but only after the spoils had been divided and 
safely secured according to their preconceived plans. 
But when, in support of these views, the French offered 
to produce correspondence in proof of their claims in 
Central Africa, Lloyd George’took fright. He did not 
deem it a fit time to mention confidential correspond—
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ence or secret agreements of any kind.
In line with other claimants, Baron Makino pre

sented Japanese demands for "unconditional cession*' of 
all German rights in the Shantung Peninsula and German 
held islands in the worth Pacific. If security formed 
the basis for arguments by the Dominions, why might it 
not serve for Japan as well?

All this was too much for Wilson. He could not 
permit the very foundation stones of his League to be 
overthrown. He would not allow peoples to be bartered 
about. Hence, he held firmly to his principle of man
dates. It must apply to all former German colonies 
whether they were located in Africa or In the Pacific. 
He repudiated the argument for absolute annexation as 
indicative of a lack of faith In the League of nations. 
However, when it was remarked that the League "was a 
long way off*, Wilson revealed that he was ready

to make one Inevitable concession. The Powers with claims to German Colonies —  and they were 
all in a state of actual possession -- must be 
permitted to administer the conquered terri
tory. There must be no question of wresting 
the territory from them and turning it over to' 
the small nations** to administer as mandates.® 7 8

7. Karl Friedrich Nowak, o£. pit.. 59-60.
8. Paul Birdsall, og* cit.. 62.
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After trying to smooth out the difficulty in an 
informal meeting between the American and British ex
perts, they got so far as to obtain Lloyd George’s as
surance that the British Government would accept the 
mandatory principle. At the same time, however, he re
newed his plea for an exception in the case of the Do
minions. This piqued Wilson so that he remarked that
he had been more impressed by a general ”negation in

9detail” than by any acceptance of his principle. He 
was more and more determined that the League must be 
set up first before the question of mandates could be 
settled. The deadlock was complete and no debate pos
sible.

At this point Wilson and Hughes of Australia 
were at swords points. One was as determined as the 
other. Lloyd George and* Smuts had prepared a compro
mise when the press opened up with a direct attack on 
Wilson. The press criticized his attempt to force his 
ideals upon the world, and attacked the British delega
tion for acquiescing to Wilson’s dictates. The British*
Government was also accused of failing to uphold the 
case of the Colonies.

This attack infuriated Wilson. It was only af- 9

9. Ibid.. 63.
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ter General Botha’s conciliatory talk and Lloyd 
George’s withdrawal of his insistence that the Smuts 
resolution be accepted Immediately and without quali
fication, that Wilson accepted it. It was taken as a 
provisional decision "subject to reconsideration when 
the full scheme of the League of Nations was drawn up,f.

Wilson’s acceptance of this resolution, even 
with the reservation, was a real concession since it 
implicitly agreed to some form of title, to the nation 
in possession, at some time in the future.

Wilson’s conditional acceptance of the Smuts 
resolution gave occasion for the French to bring up an 
apparently innocent question. France wanted to know 
the precise meaning of the clause forbidding fortifica
tions and naval bases, and prohibiting military train
ing of natives for any "Use excepting for police pur
poses and for the defense of territory. What bearing 
would this have on French rights in mandated territory1? 
She could not forego the right of raising volunteers in 
the countries under her control. The security of 
French territory made absolutely necessary her right to 
recruit volunteers. When assured that these troops 
were to be volunteers and not conscripts, troops that 
might be used in event of a general war, both Lloyd
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George and Wilson conceded that this right was in keep-
10ing with the spirit of the provision.

It is generally known that Wilson suspected 
Hughes for the press attack, though he did not accuse 
him directly. Wilson did, however, give vent to his 
feelings in an angry speech on the subject and threat
ened to make some disclosures to the press on his own. 
He actually threatened to break off the Conference and 
go home. Thus the President had been able to turn a- 
side the attack on the colonial question temporarily 

As for the veiled hints regarding the secret
agreements arrived at during the course of the war,*
Wilson seems to have Ignored them completely. It was 
as if he were unaware of their existence.

Lloyd George supported Wilson in the proposal 
that a commission of experts be chosen who should in
vestigate conditions in all the areas in question. Only 
on the basis of the facts determined by this commission 
would the President be willing to make the final de
cisions.

Though apparently absorbed in the one task of 10 11

10. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the Peace Conference. I, 356-363.
11. Paul Birdsall, o£. cit., 70.
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bringing into being the League of nations, there was 
one topic that was able to elicit at least the passing 
attention of Wilson. On the same day that Lloyd George 
had opened the colonial campaign, he had, at Field- 
Marshal Haig*s instigation, urged the earliest possible 
demobilization of troops. The Prime Minister contended 
that before such a withdrawal of troops could be pos
sible Germany must be disarmed. Since this was such an 
urgent matter, Lloyd George asked that a special com
mission be appointed to investigate ways and means of 
permanently reducing the burden of military and naval 
forces and their armaments. Adroitly, Lloyd George 
marked the similarity between the plan and the relative 
League clauses. Wilson promised to examine the ques
tion more closely, but in the end refused to give way 
in the least, either on the question of colonies or that 
of armaments.

ine expiration of the Armistice and the absolute 
necessity for its renewal, together with the growing 
impatience of the Allied statesmen, speeded up action 
on the League plans. It was the renewal of the Armis
tice Agreement that brought about the first serious 
clasn between Wilson and Clemenceau. Clemenceau fussed 
and fumed but Wilson remained adamant. Though the
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British Prime Minister was as anxicms as Wilson to send 
his troops home, he refrained from entering the discus
sion.

Finally on February 14, 1919, the Covenant of 
the League of Nations was adopted by the delegates of 
the twenty-seven nations represented at the Peace Con
ference, In all the strenuous days, though frequently 
at variance on this or that point, Lloyd George and 
Lord Cecil were actually Wilson's sole supporters. Had 
it not been for their aid, Wilson's lofty plans must
have met with dismal failure. The following day Wilson

12left Brest for Washington.
The President's departure from Paris was the 

signal for the opposed and discontented elements to 
take decisive action. They were dissatisfied with the 
League as It was drafted and were opposed to the Coven
ant's being included in the Treaty. Before Wilson left 
Paris, resolutions had been reached which supported an 
early preliminary peace treaty to include only military, 
naval and air terms. But with the way clear, why not 
include other items in which they were really interested 
—  colonies, boundaries, reparations? Why not include

12* Karl Friedrich Ndwak, o£. cit., 62-74,
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the whole peace in this preliminary treaty, without any 
reference to the League? So long as they got the set
tlement they wanted, and could keep the Allied troops 
in the field until the terms should be imposed upon 
Germany, who cared what happened to the League?

In this instance, as in others, Baker, in his 
Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement would give the im
pression that these steps toward a preliminary treaty 
and settlement of the territorial and economic questions 
were being urged without Wilson's knowledge and consent. 
According to Seymour’s Intimate Papers of Colonel House 
both a resolution of the supreme council dated February 
12, 1919, and House's diary for February 14, 1919, in
dicate that he not only knew about it, but sanctioned 
action during his absence. Stephen Bonsai, in his Un- 
finished Business, relates that House wa3 charged by 
Wilson, in the writer's presence, with definite instruc
tions. Wilson said: ’’During ray unavoidable absence
I do not wish the questions of territorial adjustments

13or those of reparations to be held up.” One can hardly 
believe that both House and Lansing would take an ac
tive part in so foul a trick, if it were a trick, on 13

13. Stephen Bonsai, Unfinished Business, 49.
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their Chief Executive and friend,
Lloyd George left for London, but instead of 

leaving Smuts, Cecil and Barnes in charge at Paris, he 
sent over Winston Churchill. Whatever the reason for 
this appointment, to the observer it gives room for 
questioning, as Churchill had had nothing to do with 
the Conference before. What was more, he was a Ramp
ant opponent of the League."^ An assassin^ bullet 
kept Clemenceau abed and Orlando, too, had gone home. 
This left the way clear of any real liberal influence.

The first thing Churchill did was to demand in
stant action concerning Russia. His views were in full 
accord with those of Poch who wanted to use the great 
armies mobilized against Russia.

Hot a word concerning the preliminary military 
terms was heard in the council. But conferences were 
busy with the matter in secret and behind the scenes. 
•Ju3t a week after Wilson»s departure, Balfour intro
duced a resolution providing that the Council take up 
immediately the consideration of preliminary peace 
terms with Germany. They were to be concerned with 
German frontiers, financial and economic arrangements,

S e t t .T ^ n i ’ i f l g f :  Baker' W ilson and World
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responsibility of violations of laws of war, and later, 
colonies. When pat to a vote, it was immediately ac
cepted by all, excepting Lord Milner and Sonnino, Wone 
but Lord Milner seemed interested in Wilson’s proposal.
But what could he do when the French, Americans and

15even Lord Balfour opposed him?
The Japanese delegates, who up to this time had 

been present and attentive, but silent, now inquired 
whether the resolution included the German colonies in 
the future frontiers of Germany. Also, whether all 
rights which Germany had acquired from China were con
sidered to be covered by it. To both these questions 
Balfour and Lansing answered affirmatively. This is 
when the Shantung problem, later so bitterly contested, 
had its beginning —  during Wilson’s absence*

Only ten days earlier, Balfour had formulated a 
resolution that accorded with Wilson’s plan for a pre
liminary military treaty. Why this right about face? 
Could Lloyd George and the heated Cabinet meeting at 
which Russian conditions figured have been the impelling 
force? Was it Churchill's influence or the bitter dis
content of the Dominion Premiers? Had Churchill prob
ably been sent to Paris because Lloyd George felt he

15. Ibid.. 295-297
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had gone too far in this League affair? There seems 
little doubt that if Lloyd George had remained loyal to 
the plan as approved by the Council of Ten, two days
before Wilson left Paris, the preliminary military and

16naval peace would have gone through.
Apparently it was not intended that the plan 

should be completed before Wilson's return. The aim 
seemed to have been to confront the Conference with a 
fait accompli and thus raise the popular expectations 
for a speedy settlement so that Wilson would be forced 
to yield. The delegates came to realize that peace 
was a task that could not be accomplished in a short 
time. They were all at variance as to the disposal of 
practically every item taken under consideration. Jeal
ousies and rivalries were showing up on all sides and 
between all delegations. Clemenceau, on his return to 
the Conference declared that settlements must await the 
return of both Wilson and Lloyd George.

Almost immediately upon his return Wilson is
sued a statement definitely refuting the idea, so ramp
ant in the press and among the public, that there would 
be a separate preliminary treaty with Germany apart from

16. Ibid.. 301-303.
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the League of Nations. Without criticism or accusa
tion, Wilson simply announced his purpose. Both Brit
ish and French newspapers bitterly attacked the Presi
dent. Some went so far as to demand that the British 
Government refuse to support Wilson.

In this controversy neither side fully succeeded. 
No preliminaries were ever signed and the final treaty 
was drawn up and signed while a large force was still 
under arms and ready to move into Germany. Yet neither 
were Foch's ambitions realized as the army was gradually 
being demobilized far beyond his desires. Moreover, the 
general terms had to be drawn up in an atmosphere of war 
and not of peace as Wilson had hoped. The President
had, however, kept the League closely bound up with the 

17Treaty.
The battle for 'the Covenant of the League was 

not yet won. In the United States it was regarded as 
too strong, as a threat to the Monroe Doctrine, and as 
placing us in a position that might result in "entang
ling alliances**. The French regarded the Covenant as

1

far too weak to guarantee France's security. To attempt 
to satisfy the Americans by changes would only add to 
the fear and opposition of the French and other Allies.

17. Ibid.. 310-313.
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Wilson decided in favor of satisfying American opposi
tion and placating the French by means of the Anglo- 
American pact, by which he promised to come to the aid 
of France in case of attack.

Lloyd George made use of the general opposition 
to the Monroe Doctrine Amendment as an occasion to se
cure British naval superiority. He maintained that the 
Amendment gave the United States an ion justifiably priv
ileged position. American members of the Peace Confer
ence knew the objections were Lloyd George*3 reaction 
to his failure to obtain a naval agreement from Wilson 
that would limit American naval building to a ratio of 
permanent inferiority to that of Great Britain.

Balfour and Cecil did not share their colleague's 
views. However, circumstances and Lloyd George's in
fluence caused Lord Cecil to seek the promise that when 
the treaty containing the League of Nations was signed, 
the United States would then change or abandon its naval 
program» All that the Americans would concede was to 
recognize Britain's special naval needs and to indicate 
their willingness to take up the question of naval ra
tios before any further naval expansion would be made. 
America also assured Britain that she had no intention 
of competing with any one in naval construction. Lloyd
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George later withdrew his opposition to the amendment. 
The French admittedly opposed this amendment, not be
cause they cared about its provisions, but because they

18considered it a bargaining medium.
The revision of the Covenant was begun March 22 

and formally and unanimously adopted April 28, 1919. 
Thus, in accordance with Wilson*s plan it became an 
"integral part of the general treaty of peace."18 19

The question of disarmament was first brought 
up on January 21. This question was two—fold in nature. 
The one had to do with general disarmament of all na
tions bound together in the League. This was of chief 
interest to the Americans. The other was concerned with 
the immediate disarmament of Germany. With this the 
Allies were chiefly concerned.

Two days later Lloyd George presented the fol
lowing draft of resolutionsi

That a commission be appointed with two repre
sentatives apiece from each of the Five Great 
Powers, and five representatives to be elected by the other Powers represented at the Conference :

t
1. To advise an immediate and drastic reduction in the armed forces of the enemy.

18. Paul Birdsall, o£. cit., 141-145.
19. Ray S. Baker, Woodrow Wilson and WorldSettlement. I, 339. '----------------
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2. To prepare a plan in connection with the 
League of Nations for a perm&ment reduction 
in the burden of military, naval, and aerial forces and armaments.20

In a speech which followed the Prime Minister 
concentrated attention on the disarmament of Germany. 
This, he stated, was a matter of grave importance to 
Britain. Whether or not Britain would be forced to 
maintain compulsory service was dependent upon the im
mediate reduction of the enemy’s forces. The Premier’s 
words evidenced clearly his anxiety as to the effect 
action at Paris might have on politics at home. And 
who among the leaders was more susceptible than Lloyd 
George to these reactions? He weighed every action or 
decision in the balance against "the political result 
of such a decision."

The proposal to limit armaments struck the very 
core of European safety. When it touched land arma
ments France and Italy were vitally concerned. When 
naval armament figured, the British Empire was all at
tention as her security and very life depended on power 
upon the seas. Any real disarmament necessitated some 
new guarantee of safety to allay the fears of Europe 
and to renew confidence.

20.
Conference. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the PeaceI, 183-184. ' --------------------
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The French, fearful of their security, wanted 
not only a military disarmament of Germany with control 
of the Rhineland supported hy an armed League of Na
tions hut more than that, a Germany "disarmed and crip
pled economically”. The British and Americans could 
not hear of German subjects being compelled to submit 
to a hostile government, yet the French were entitled 
to some definite means of security against further Ger
man aggression. Hence the French were denied the 
Rhineland, and in exchange secured the promise of Amer
ican and British aid in case of a German attack. Other 
guarantees were made in the form of restrictions on 
fortifications and on the use of armed forces within 
the area; moreover, there was to be military occupation 
for a given period.

All the Allies agreed that reduction of German 
military forces v/as necessary, but how was that to be 
attained? Should service be compulsory and for a short 
period, or voluntary and for a long term? Here British 
and French views were strongly opposed. Lloyd George 
thought that it was equivalent to suicide to permit 
Germany to keep up her system of universal compulsory 
service. He argued that if compulsory service for a 
short period were used, every man in the nation would



be a trained member of the army. It was decided that 
the naval, military and air terms be based on the prin
ciple of voluntary long service. The French view of 
fixing the maximum strength of the German army at 
100,000 men was accepted though that number was opposed 
by both Lloyd George and America. This body was to 
serve virtually as a police force to keep order within 
the boundaries of Germany. Lloyd George remarked to 
Clemenceau that the question of conscription was a po
litical as well as a technical one. This was an open 
admission that he was under mandate from his people to 
abolish conscription, at least in so far as it affected 
Germany. The other Anglo-American idea of abolishing
conscription in other European countries seems to have

21been conveniently Ignored.
»France had suggested the formation of a commis

sion of Allied officers to supervise German armament 
and Industry, particularly those concerned with chemical, 
airplane and steel production. Wilson condemned this as 
an instrument designed to limit permanently the soyer- 
eignty of Germany. Lloyd George opposed It on the basis 
that if Germany were weakened and crippled economically

21. H. W. V. Temperley, o£. cit., 126-130
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she could not possibly pay the huge bill of reparations. 
The same motive impelled him to oppose the maintenance 
of an army of occupation in the Rhineland.

Prance came out of the war less secure than be
fore. Britain, on the other hand, came out with a gen
eral feeling of greater security. Her one great Euro
pean naval rival was crushed. Hence Britain took com
paratively little interest in military disarmament.
But when naval disarmament was up for discussion she 
was all attention. To Prance, security and not repara
tions or commercial expansion was the first interest. 
Britain wanted routes, raw materials, colonies, espe
cially those practically in her possession, and a proper 
share of reparations.

The naval contest was between Great Britain, 
America and Japan. Wilson acquiesced to Britain on 
the point of »Freedom of the Seas» in the armistice 
ternns, after he examined the question in relation to 
the League of nations. He saw that in a war in the fu
ture there would be no neutrals with property rights to 
protect. Under the League, all nations would join to 
force the offending nation to accept the League’s de
cision. The seas would be in the control of the League 
Powers. If the League were first established the asso-
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elated nations could then formulate regulations for sea
22traffic and fix the limitations of naval armaments.

Opinion on naval armament among British repre
sentatives was divided into two groups. The conserva
tives, headed hy Churchill and Curzon favored naval su
premacy at all costs —  an increased rather than a de
creased sea power. The liberal group was led by Lord 
Cecil and Smuts, of South Africa. They had no inten
tion of weakening the naval security of Great Britain, 
but sought a world safety dependent upon ”a generous 
cooperation of the nations in guaranteeing their mutual 
safety”. Lloyd George used both groups as the occasion 
demanded. Ordinarily it was the liberal group, but 
when advantageous to use the other group as counter- 
irritants, he did not hesitate to do so.

The disposal of the interned German and Austrian 
fleet also occasioned some uneasiness. Benson, Wilson’s 
naval adviser, estimated that the armaments of the Great 
Powers would be increased by thirty per cent if the 
fleet were distributed among them. America wanted none4
of them. She favored scuttling the whole fleet. Lloyd 
George was not at all anxious to have the German navy 
distributed. The ships were constructed on different

22. Charles Seymour, ojd. cit., IV, 416.
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standards from those used by the British, so would be 
too expensive to maintain. Moreover, rivalries would 
most likely result, and in the end, the ratio of Brit
ish ascendency might be reduced. Lloyd George thought 
their destruction would be a good way of proving to the 
world the sincerity of the determination to reduce arm
aments. The French, however, held for distribution as

23a means of replacing their naval losses. The whole 
question was taken out of the hands of the Conference 
by the Germans' scuttling the greater number of their 
vessels at Scapa Flow, on June 21. Lloyd George of
fered all that remained to France.

As for the equalization of the British and 
American navy, Lloyd George accepted the proposal of 
the United States for an "exchange of full and frank 
information as to the scale of their armaments". This 
meant publicity regarding both naval and military pro
grams.

The question of "Freedom of the Seas" was not
raised by Wilson, though Lloyd George had stated at the/
time of the Armistice Britain's willingness to discuss 
it. For this Lloyd George was grateful, though he was 
anxious to get some definite promise that the United

23. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the Peace Conference. I, 421.
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States would not attempt naval competition. Though
this was probably the most serious and delicate problem
of the entire Peace Conference all discussions on the
subject of the limitation of naval armament was unknown
to the public and most skillfully avoided by Lloyd 

24George.
Since Germany was allowed only a very small 

portion of her navy for national defense, she was per
mitted to retain those coastal defenses which were not 
of the nature of offensive bases and did not control 
passage to the Baltic Sea. Lloyd George favored the 
enemy's retention of these on the basis of her right 
to defend herself. It is supposed that since Britain 
had nothing to fear from Germany as a naval power and 
the enemy fleet was not of a size to endanger France, 
the remnant of the navy together with the coast de
fenses might prevent the latter from trying to dominate 
Germany by sea.

Concerning the limitation of armaments in the 
small states Lloyd George remarked that if each was 
permitted to keep up a comparatively large army they

24. Charles Seymour, ojd. cit., IV, 416-417.
-*25. Ray S. Baker, Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement. I, 389-390.
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could not be kept from warring among themselves. Both 
Lloyd George and the United States opposed the use of 
compulsory service within these states. It was the am
bition of Prance to make a wall of small buffer states 
around Germany but dependent upon herself rather than 
Germany for protection.

Britain’s attitude toward the small states in 
general was one of impatience. They were considered a 
constant source of trouble and expense. So long as 
they were quarreling among themselves there could be no 
return to peace and to a re-establishment of normal 
trade and commerce which, to Britain, was a matter of 
vital interest* Lloyd George lashed out against these 
small states, who spent the money and supplies sent 
them for increasing their armaments and strengthening 
their armies rather than for reconstruction. Both 
Lloyd George and Wilson were anxious that some limit 
be set, but what could be done? All agreed that the 
principle of limitation of armaments was desirable. Yet 
the need of safety was as great for the small as for the 
Great Powers. The refusal on the part of the nations 
making the peace to accept disarmament for themselves, 
and their refusal to admit Germany immediately into the 
League, left ample excuse for Germany’s later rearmament. 
In the meantime, the Balkan States went on with their 
fighting.
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With regard to controlling instruments of war 
all agreed that Germany should be completely disarmed 
of airplanes, poison gases, submarines, tanks, and the 
like that might serve for military purposes. Both the 
Americans and British agreed the German submarines 
should be sunk. Concerning airplanes, two proposals 
were suggested. Germany was not only to be deprived 
of military but of all aircraft, and literally her 
whole aircraft industry be broken up. Furthermore, the 
Allies were to be given the right to fly into and over 
Germany indefinitely without giving her any reciprocal 
rights.

These suggestions were strongly opposed by the 
United States, but Britain sanctioned such restriction 
for a period of not less tnan two, nor more than five 
years. It was finally settled by fixing January 1,
1923 as the date limiting passage over and landing of 
planes in Germany.

When it came to the subject of poisonous gases, 
much the same kind of difficulties arose. All agreed 
to prohibit the use of gas in warfare. Both Britain 
and France supported the demand asking for the disclo
sure of the chemical processes and secrets held by the 
Germans. The British military authorities feared Ger
many would find some new gas that they could use in an
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attack upon the Allied and Associated Powers and there
by nullify all the restrictions placed by disaraa- 

26ment.
Britain’s request for immediate settlement of 

territorial claims and right of annexation by the Do
minions made clear the path for Japan’s disclosure of 
her claims. Her interests lay along three lines; one 
dealt with equality of treatment in the League, the 
other two concerned territorial and economic rights.

Japan presented her demands for the former Ger
man islands in the north Pacific which had for some 
time already been in the possession of her troops. 
Moreover, the treaty by which Britain claimed the is
lands in the south Pacific had given the Northern is
lands to Japan. Lloyd George could not support the one 
claim without the other. What the Dominions received, 
Japan could expect to receive. Eventually both re
ceived, not annexation, as they asked, but were given 
Class C mandates over the areas.

In the next claim Japan sought the cession of 
Shantung Peninsula together with all the rights for
merly exercised there by Germany. This territory, too,

26. Ibid., I, 398-417.
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had already been seized by Japan in 1915, and Great 
Britain was under the same treaty obligation with re-

27gard to this claim as she was to that of the islands.
With regard to the establishment of an indepen

dent Poland, both Great Britain and the United States 
were definitely committed. This had been assured in 
Point XIII which Wilson had personally phrased to read

It shall include territory inhabited by indis
putably Polish populations, and shall be granted free and secure access to the sea.28

The chief problem was the question as to what areas
should be included within her boundaries. Should East
Prussia be separated by giving the Corridor to Poland,
or should Danzig be made a free city?

According to the decision of the American ex
perts on territorial questions the Polish Corridor was 
Indisputably Polish in population. Colonel House in
formed Wilson, during his absence from Paris, that the 
American and British experts thought the only solution 
was to give Danzig to Poland.

Lloyd George did not share this view. He based 
his resistance on the basis that he did not want an- 27 28

27. Paul Birdsall, o£. cit., 83-85.■>
28. Ibid., 175.



other "Alsace-Lorraine in Europe whether in the east 
or in the west," To do so would isolate East Frussia. 
Moreover, it would assign no less than 2,000,000 Ger
mans to Poland who would form the nucleus for no end 
of trouble for the latter. The Premier considered it 
a direct departure from the principles of the Fourteen 
Points. He said he could not consent to the formation
of a "Germania Irredenta" that, he feared, would be

29the seed of future wars.
During late March and early April, while Wilson 

was ill, Lloyd George went to Fontainebleau to rest. 
While there he formulated what he called "Some Consid
erations for the Peace Conference Before They Finally 
Draft Their Terms". Apparently it was written as an
appeal to France to moderate her policy of breaking up

»the German Empire. In particular, he attacked France’s 
attitude toward the Saar, Rhineland and Polish ques
tions.

The sincerity of it all might be questioned if 
one recalls that it was but a few days later that the 
same Lloyd George practically attempted blackmail in

29. Charles Seymour, o£. cit., IV, 283, 334fj
David Lloyd George, Memoirs-,of the~Peace Conference.
( Z T . r i  G . A O  ' 1 —  ' -■ ■     ■ . ■ *
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connection with the Monroe Doctrine Amendment* Shortly 
after, he repudiated his own alleged principles when 
the question of reparations was up for consideration.

In proof that even the most astute politicians 
are, at times, perfectly honest note Lloyd George’s re
mark to Lord Riddell:

The truth is we have got our way . . .  the Ger
man navy has been handed over, German merchant 
shipping has been handed over, and the German 
colonies given up. One of our chief trade com
petitors has been crippled and our Allies are 
about to become her biggest creditors. That is 
no small achievement. In addition we have de
stroyed the menace to our Indian possessions*
Of course the French may say, in effect, ’’Now 
you have got all you want you are anxious to 
secure a speedy peace on terms that will satis
fy the Germans and prevent them from declining 
to ratify the points which Great Britain has 
secured alreadyl” That is not true. Our aim 
is to secure a peace that will last, but from 
the French point of view there is a good deal 
to be said. That is one of our difficulties.30

•

In reply to the Lloyd George ”Considerations” 
France did draw just such conclusions. Cleraenceau con
tended that if Germany needed appeasement it should be 
done in the form of colonial satisfaction, naval satis
faction, or satisfaction through means of commercial 
expansion. If Lloyd George really wanted to stop Bol
shevism then he must secure adequate territorial guar

30. Paul Birdsall, o£. cit., 185-186.
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antees for Poland, Bohemia and Prance.
During this period Lloyd George and Wilson came 

to an agreement concerning Danzig. In the end it was 
set up as a free city with its own government under a 
League Commissioner. Upper Silesia was awarded to Po
land on the assurance that the population was indisput
ably Polish. Apparently none questioned the decision, 
not even Lloyd George, until Germany protested. Lloyd 
George then advocated a plebiscite for Silesia. This 
change from his former attitude toward Poland vexed 
Wilson who saw in it, not a concern for justice, but 
rather a fear that Germany might refuse to sign the 
treaty.

With regard to territory to be taken from Ger
many on the west, General Haig had from the beginning

»opposed Allied occupation of any areas excepting those 
they had agreed to free from enemy control —  Luxem
bourg, Belgium, and Alsace-Lorraine. Prance, however, 
desired to extend temporary occupation to form a per
manent military barrier between themselves and the en- 
emy. This was the very heart of the French plan of 
tangible military guarantees.

In order to attain this barrier they set up two
> 31

31. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the Peace Conference. I, 274-276. — “
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definite aims. First, they sought to set up a complete 
political separation of the area on the left bank of 
the Rhine, which region was to be formed into autonomous 
republics or even one republic. Secondly, occupation by 
Allied military forces of this area and of the bridge-

32heads on the opposite bank for an undetermined period.
Evidently, both the British and the American 

delegations were ready to make provision for French 
security. Both Lloyd George and Wilson were willing to 
go even to dangerous lengths in the matter of disarma
ment, out of sympathy for France. That they did not 
hesitate to offer substantial guarantees in the Rhine
land is evidenced by their proposal that not only the 
entire left bank but a zone 50 kilometers wide on the 
right bank be demilitarized, cleared of fortifications 
and armed forces. Later on the two agreed to guarantee 
those provisions by use of troops if necessary.32 33

The French leaders would hear of nothing less 
than the establishment of the Rhineland as another Al
sace-Lorraine. In this determination they were strong
ly opposed by both Lloyd George and Wilson. They were

32. Paul Birdsall, c*g. cit., 189-195.
33. Andre Tardieu, op. cit., 134.
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resolved that German sovereignty would exercise no mil
itary rights in the Rhineland, though they would not 
deny German sovereignty there altogether. On the other 
hand both were equally decided that France would not 
exercise military domination in the same area.

Neither Lloyd George nor Wilson could be per
suaded to change his views. Lloyd George frankly told 
House that he would resist the French schemes in the 
Rhineland. However, to provide France with the secur
ity she demanded, he admitted his willingness to go to 
her aid in case of invasion. He would not consent to 
keeping an army indefinitely at the Rhine Bridgeheads, 
nor comply with other French wishes that were sure to 
lead to another war.34 35

In the final battle Wilson and Lloyd George 
stood alone in opposing French demands. Wilson later 
relented somewhat on the Rhineland issue. Lloyd George, 
however, hung on tenaciously in opposition to the thirty
year military occupation and in the end succeeded in

35having it reduced to fifteen years.
. '

After Wilson returned to Paris and Clemenceau
had been forced to yield political ambitions in the

34. Charles Seymour, o£. cit.. IV, 360.
35. Andre Tardieu, oj>. cit., 177.
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Rhineland, the Saar demands were brought up by Prance 
as a separate issue* Lloyd George, who fought so 
staunchly against the transfer of Danzig to Poland, 
and so resolutely upheld Wilson in opposition to the 
separation of the Rhineland from Germany, seems prac
tically unconcerned about the Saar issue. Though he 
backed Wilson in refusing to allow Prance to annex the 
area under 1814 claims, he showed no willingness to 
contest Prance’s right to ownership of the coal mines 
nor to question her right to break the whole territory 
from Germany and subject it to a political control 
equivalent to French protectorate. Though he had at
tacked the proposed Rhineland occupation as an attempt 
to form a new Alsace-Lorraine, he seemed almost indif
ferent where the Saar was concerned. Where before he 
had stood side by side with Wilson to oppose unwar
ranted demands of Prance, here he left Wilson to fight

.  36alone.
Wo Wilsonian principle was more clearly de

fined, nor more flagrantly violated, than that of Rep- 
arations. Wilson had said there were to be no "puni
tive damages" but that Germany must repair the ruin she

36. Ibid.. 262-265.
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had. caused In the occupied areas. The Allies had asked 
only for compensation for all damage done civilians and 
their property. This both the Allies and the German 
Government had accepted in the Pre-«Armistice agreement. 
It definitely did not include "indemnity” or "cost of 
war" •

Prom the economic point of view, Lloyd George 
understood perfectly that in order to be able to meet 
large international payments a country must be in a po
sition to export goods. He knew, therefore, that if 
Britain should collect large sums from Germany it could 
only be at the expense of British export trade.

As far as justice and economy were concerned, 
neither the British nor the French people were inter
ested. B0th felt entitled to full compensation for the 
whole cost of the war. * And Lloyd George would not jeo
pardize his political position despite his pledges and 
own better judgment. He had plainly stated his atti
tude in that regard in his Bristol speech, December 
1918, when he said:

i

. . .  as far as justice is concerned, we have 
an absolute right to demand the whole cost of 
the war from Germany. The second point is that 
we propose to demand the whole cost of the war, 
(Cheers.) The third point is that when you 
come to the exacting of it you must exact it in 
such a way that it does hot do more harm to the 
country that receives it than to the country
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which is paying it.'
This last point served as a warning that they 

might exact full payment without being able to collect 
it. Nevertheless, he left his people under the impres
sion that he was determined to ask the whole cost.
When his colleague, Bonar Law, questioned the honesty 
and wisdom of the action, the Prime Minister admitted 
that Wilson could reasonably complain that such a view 
was contrary to the Fourteen Points and to good reason. 
When it was found impossible for Germany to make pay
ment, that would be time enough to question the prin
ciple.

In his speech Lloyd George conditioned his 
promise on Germany’s ability to pay. This at least 
left a loophole. If full payment could be got, all 
right. If that proved impractical, well at least they 
had been warned of limitations. Clomenceau had in
sisted that "Reparation for Damages" be included in the 
Armistice terms, whereas Lloyd George had cautioned a- 
gainst putting anything into the terms that would give
Germany the impression that a war indemnity would be

38exacted.

37. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the PeaceConference. I, 309. " “ ----------- -
38. Paul Birdsall, o£. cit.. 238-241.

37
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On January 22, 1919, Lloyd George proposed that 
a commission be appointed to study "reparations and in
demnity". Wilson objected to the word "indemnity", but 
otherwise approved the resolution. A commission was 
then appointed to study what the enemy should pay, what 
they could pay, how payments should be made, and final
ly what guarantees should be taken to ensure payment.

John Foster Dulles, the legal adviser for the 
American members of the commission, held out against 
war cost on the basis of the Pre-Armistice contract. 
Hughes claimed that in abstract justice the Allies had 
a right to expect war costs. Since Belgium had the 
right to full war costs, because of the illegal nature 
of Germany’s violation of Belgian neutrality, all those 
nations who came to her rescue logically enjoyed the 
same right.

In his heart Dulles admitted a moral justifica
tion for these claims, yet he realized the utter inabil
ity of Germany to meet the demands. Aware of both these 
conditions, yet hoping the Allies would relent, he pro
posed the formula that developed as the "War Guilt 
Clause" of the treaty. However, when Dulles explained 
that the French civilian damage was such that a propor
tionally greater payment could be realized on that
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basis than if war costs were included, the French de
cided to drop their demands for war costs*

Clemenceau then yielded, on the basis that war
costs were against their own interests, and Lloyd
George, indifferent to principle, gave in, so long as
he could get a sufficiently large amount to satisfy his
public* Neither were particularly interested under
what title the sums might be known, so long as their

39people were satisfied.
What could Germany be expected to pay? Early 

figures submitted by British and French ran to such 
heights that Lloyd George referred to them as a "wild 
and fantastic chimera". A special expert committee 
made up of an American, a British and a French repre
sentative calculated that the maximum liability for ci
vilian damage that Germany could meet would be thirty 
billion dollars, if it were spread over a sufficiently 
long period of time, When this report waa made, Lloyd 
George evidenced his dislike of it, though he admitted 
that it was likely correct. He remarked that it would 
be difficult to get his people to accept that estimate 
in lieu of the earlier one of one hundred twenty billion

39. Ibid.. 241-245*'’
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dollars *
Roman H. Davis, the American member of the 

committee, suggested that a time limit or a maximum 
amount to be paid should be fixed. He also proposed 
that a Reparations Commission should be appointed em
powered to "modify, suspend, extend and possibly even 
cancel, payments that may accrue over a long period of 
years." The idea of a definite sum to be listed in the 
treaty was opposed by both British and French Premiers. 
There still stood the possibility of checking unreason
able demands upon Germany through the Reparations Com
mission. It might also serve as a means by which Lloyd 
George could side-step his election pledges.

The French and American views as to the func
tions of this proposed Reparations Commission gave rise 
to heated debate. In the midst of that argument, Lloyd 
George proposed that pensions and separation allowances 
be included under the term civilian damage. These 
would increase the bill two-fold and were a violation 
of both the letter and the spirit of the Pre-Armistice 
agreement.

When others were unable to bring Wilson to ac
cept the proposal, Lloyd George sent Smuts, who soon 
won the President to the British viewpoint. Certainly
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this was in violation of Wilson's principles. If the 
Reparations Commission could have been inaugurated ac
cording to the American plan it would have made little 
real difference in the end. German payments would have 
been kept within the limits of her capacity, and the
increased items would simply have changed the distribu-

40tion of money among the creditors of Germany.
Though both Lloyd George and Clemenceau rea

lized that the amount Germany could pay was limited, 
and also that they were bound by the Pre-Armistice 
agreements, neither was willing to back down from his 
pledges to the public. And since not even the pensions 
could make up the deficit, they soiight some means by 
which their moral right to the full cost might be in
corporated in the treaty. Lloyd George said:

We must not take out of our draft some indica
tion of the enemy's capacity to pay all he 
ov/es. We must in some way justify the action 
of the British and French Governments, which 
find themselves obliged to accept less than 
the full payment of war debts. We must make it thoroughly clear that, if we do not exact 
it, it is not because it would be unjust to 
claim it, but becaxise it would be impossible to obtain it.41

40. David Lloyd George, Memoirs of the Peacs Conference. I, 526-329.
41. Andre Tardieu, o£. cit., 292.
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Such a formula had already been suggested by 
Dulles more than a month earlier. It was now drafted 
to read:

The Allied and Associated Governments affirm 
and Germany accepts the responsibility for 
Germany and her allies for causing all the 
loss and damage to which the Allied and Associated Governments and their nationals have 
been subjected as a consequence of the war 
imposed upon them by the aggression of Germany and her allies.42

As a financial consequence this article later led the 
Germans to associate reparations with war guilt, and 
its political effects have been far-reaching. The im
plications in the language used, however, were what 
brought on its condemnation and what stigmatized it as 
the "War Guilt Clause”.

For a time it seemed that the program for the 
Reparation Commission, which was supported by America 
and pledged to enforce a time limit on German payment, 
would be accepted. In that case, Germany's capacity to 
pay would be the determining factor. When Montagu was 
appointed to represent Lloyd George, chances for the 
American program seemed hopeful as he was known to favor 
the American viewpoint. Lloyd George's personal atti
tude could ordinarily be gauged by his appointments,

42. Charles Seymour, en, çit.. IV, 409
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yet British experts, like the Premier whom they repre
sented, frequently changed their views as readily as he 
did.

Lloyd George had good reason to he uneasy about 
not being able to get the full costs of the war and his 
inability to satisfy his election promises. Be had 
been only too poignantly reminded of them by means of 
a telegram signed by 370 members of Parliament demand
ing that he stand by his election pledges.

Within a few days the sky changed. It was easy 
to see that Lloyd George would again sacrifice prin
ciple and his own better judgment than jeopardize his 
political life. He shifted his support to the French 
program and thus forced the submission of the American 
delegation.

Somewhat later, when the treaty had been handed 
to the Germans for their signature, Lloyd George again 
became worried and uneasy. The enemy had registered 
one complaint after the other, so the timorous Premier 
proposed revision, for fear Germany would refuse to 
sign. Imow he suggested a plebiscite for Silesia, that 
Rhineland occupation be shortened from fifteen to two 
years, and immediate admission of Germany to the League. 
He also asked that the reparation settlement be recon
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sidered.
This radical change in attitude by Lloyd George 

caused many to doubt the sincerity of his intentions. 
The French might have been willing to make some conces
sions if proportionate British sacrifices could have 
been expected.

Wilson’s reactions may be judged by these
words:

43

. . .  and it makes me a little tired for people to come and say now that they are afraid the 
Germans won't sign, and their fear is based 
upon things that they insisted upon at the time 
of the writing of the treaty; that makes me very sick.

And that is the thing that happened. These 
people that over-rode our judgment and wrote 
things into the treaty that are now the stumb
ling blocks, are now falling over themselves to 
remove the stumbling blocks. Now, if they 
ought not to have been there, X say, remove 
them, but I say do not remove them*merely for 
the sake of having the treaty signed. . *. .44

So in the final analysis no matter how moderate 
and tolerant Lloyd George might have been in his war 
aims, no matter how strongly he spoke against avarice 
and vengeance, when it came to a choice between what he 
knew to be right and just or expedient, it was invari
ably expediency that controlled his conduct. His po-

43. Paul Birds a 11, oj>. cit., 255-260.
44. Ray S. Baker, Woodrow Wilson and WorldSettlement, II, 112, " -----
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litical position and what might influence it was always 
the weight in the balance that decided his action. A 
change in public opinion affected the policy of Lloyd 
George as surely as a variation in atmospheric pres
sure is registered on a barometer.



CONCLUSION
The study of the peace alms, as David Lloyd 

George expressed them In his various speeches, and 
still more forcibly, perhaps, in his reactions to the 
declarations made by others, gives us one view of the 
man’s ambitions. These are most strongly played up in 
his own Memoirs, as would naturally be expected.

Our impression, if drawn from these sources a- 
lone, would lead us to conclude that the Premier was a 
man of moderate, reasonable, even almost lenient, atti
tude toward the enemy.

He spoke of full restoration for Belgium, of 
the return of Alsace-Lorraine, of independence for Po
land, autonomy for the areas to be freed from Turkish 
domination and the minority peoples on the Balkan re
gions.

Shortly after Britain entered the war, he spoke 
ox compensating Germany for territory taken from her, 
such compensations to be in the form of concessions in 
areas outside Europe. Somewhat later he remarked that 
the former German Colonies should be disposed of in ac
cordance with the wishes of the natives. Safeguards, 
however, were to be taken to, prevent European govern
ments or capitalists from exploiting these regions for
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their own selfish motives.
True, indemnities were mentioned, "but the Prime 

Minister was careful to warn that they should be of 
such a nature as to preclude a repetition of an injus
tice as burdened Prance after 1871.

As late as December, 1917, Lloyd George denied 
that Britain had any intention of breaking up the Aus
trian Empire. If judged by these aims, he could cer
tainly not be regarded as severe or vindictive.

It was during the summer and early fall of 
1918, after Poch was given command of the Allied forces, 
that Lloyd George took occasion to study affairs at 
home. The war itself was going better for the Allies, 
and victory seemed more nearly certain. In order to 
meet the needs of the armed forces, he had pushed to 
the limit industrial development, but once this neces
sity was met, he began to study the political condition 
of the realm.

As a result of the Armistice, the election 
which had been postponed indefinitely could now be 
held. Lloyd George saw in this an auspicious oppor
tunity to secure himself in his position as Prime Min
ister. If we judge him from his own account, we might 
conclude that he felt he should be the one to represent
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his nation at the peace table. For, in his estimation, 
who had done more toward winning the war?

It seems doubtful that Lloyd George had in any 
way suspected, at the time, that the populace would be 
so definitely set on making the peace a harsh and se
vere one. As was remarked earlier, the general public 
gave evidence of this attitude only after the Armistice. 
There seems to have been no strong indication, at least, 
of such a  feeling prior to the publication of the Pre- 
Armistice terms. Once the Khaki election campaign got 
started, yes, as early as the last week of November, a 
very different attitude was evident. His first speeches 
show no trace of a desire to “hang the Kaiser” nor a 
request for indemnities to cover the cost of the war.

Lloyd George went to the Conference with these 
avowed aims in view: Germany must be made to pay to 
the limit of her ability; the Kaiser and his accomplices 
must be punished; Germany must give up all colonies and 
such other areas as were deemed necessary for the self- 
determination of oppressed peoples except where the 
Secret Treaties were involved; and a League of Nations 
must be formed. Furthermore, disarmament was sought as 
a curb against a renewal of militarism on the continent 
and Britain’s naval supremacy must be definitely secured.

v
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As to the first, he had pledged himself to ask 
the limit in damages. On the other hand, he knew that 
if Germany were ever to pay such a penalty, she must 
not be deprived of her industries and raw materials, 
for no nation can meet such obligations without a sub
stantial export trade. Torn between the desire to sat
isfy his pledges, and what he knew to be Britain’s own 
economic interests, he gave way to popular demands and 
added to the already impossible burden the demand for 
pensions and war allowances. It was this, or an ad
verse vote in the House of Commons. Apparently his 
fear of admitting to the people at home that the elec
tion promises were impossible to fulfill was Lloyd 
George’s chief reason for supporting the French repar
ations demands, which he had earlier referred to as 
vindictive and irrational. As to punishing the Kaiser, 
that seems to have been conveniently overlooked, at 
least as far as bringing it up for discussion by the 
Conference.

Regarding colonies, he was determined that the 
Dominions' claims be satisfied, and that by annexation. 
But beyond the return of Alsace-Lorraine and the ful
fillment of the Treaty obligations, he showed no desire 
to wrest territory from Germany proper. British inter
est would be better served by leaving Germany in a
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position to resume her industry and commerce. He ad
vocated moderation, too, since Britain’s interests 
would he advanced by a stable distribution of terri
tory on the continent.

Where reduction of armaments was concerned 
Lloyd George was in favor of abolishing conscription.
He desired that all land forces be reduced to the min
imum —  merely the number necessary for protection or 
policing purposes. Such a condition he desired to im
pose on all countries. But when Prance refused to 
consider such a move for herself, on the basis of na
tional security, Lloyd George agreed. France knew full 
well that Britain would never consent to naval disarma
ment, so held that fact up as a constant challenge. If 
Britain could not get along without naval supremacy, 
how could French security be attained without military 
supremacy, at least over Germany?

As regarded the •'Freedom of the Seas” clause, 
politician that he was, Lloyd George knew well how to 
keep quiet when, by doing so, his own interests or ob
jectives could be attained without publicity. He would 
never give up Britain’s right to lay a blockade such as 
had been so effectively used, not only to the distress 
of her enemy, Germany, but against all of continental 
Europe. If Wilson wanted the League of Nations, Lloyd
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George was equally insistent upon having his interpre
tation of the "Freedom of the Seas". Hence Point II 
became the price of Britain’s membership in the League.

Though Lloyd George did not promote the League, 
he did give it his support. The idea of the League 
presented an opportunity for Britain to advance her 
"balance of power" policy, as the League might effect 
the mobilization of all members against the strongest 
European nation. Moreover, expansion could result as 
effectively through mandates as by outright annexation.

Once the Treaty was in the hands of the Germans 
and complaints began to come in, Lloyd George again 
changed his mind. He had gotten all Britain wanted for 
herself, but the people thought France had gotten too 
much. She was too strong and Germany was too weak. 
Moreover, Lloyd George was afraid that the Germans 
would refuse to sign the Treaty. He suggested greater 
leniency here, revision there, reconsideration at an
other point, and so on, until even Wilson was Irritated 
by his vacillations.

t

There is little occasion that any one wotild 
accuse Lloyd George of Irresolution in handling war 
problems. But politically he could not be trusted to 
remain true to any policy for any given length of time.
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As often as not, what he held as right today would be 
condemned tomorrow.

It took little or nothing to cause him to 
change his mind, perhaps a headline in the morning's 
paper, a word or so from a friend or associate, a re
mark from an opponent. But public opinion, no matter 
whether expressed orally, through the press, or through 
any other medium, always influenced the aims and ac
tions of Lloyd George.

If we can judge his general aims by his attain
ments, they were clearly in line with the traditional 
British policy. First, he sought a balance of power on 
the continent, with no country actually dominant; sec
ondly, supremacy on the seas; and thirdly, territorial 
expansion for economic and industrial purposes. Final
ly, there was an apparent desire to bring about a close 
cooperation between the United States and Britain.

Just exactly what his specific aims were, is 
certainly difficult to determine. His Memoirs, as one 
would expect, are naturally written so as to place him 
in the most favorable light. Biographies of this pe
riod, along with critical writings on the Versailles 
Feace, are all too frequently influenced by the nation
ality or political allegiance of their writers, so that
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it is difficult to decide just what is true, and what 
is colored or deeply tinted. It may be that when all 
of the former Prime Minister's personal papers are at 
some time made available, or other public documents 
come to light, that a different impression may be formed. 
However, with the evidence now at hand, and we have 
reason to think it is quite representative, the v/riter 
feels justified in the conclusions which she has drawn 
regarding the war aims of this Prime Minister of His 
Majesty's Government.
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